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SUMMARY
A fast computer code COSAL for transition prediction in
three-dimensional boundary layers using compressible stability
analysis is developed. The compressible stability eigenvalue
problem is solved using a finite-difference method and the code
is a black-box in the sense that no guess of the eigen-value
is required from the user. Several optimization procedures are
incorporated in COSAL to calculate integrated growth rates (N
factor) for transition correlation, for swept and tapered laminar
flow control wings, using the well known e N method.
The optimization procedures incorporated in COSAL have been
derived from SALLY code developed by Drs. Andrew Srokowski and
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i. INTRODUCTION
The stability properties of compressible laminar boundary
layers are particularly relevant to the phenomenon of laminar-
turbulent flow transition. Recently, interest in this problem
has increased because of applications to Laminar Flow Control
(LFC) technology. In such applications there is a need for fast
computer codes to perform efficient design calculations. The
computer code COSAL (Compressible Stability Analysis) has been
developed for this purpose. It can perform optimized stability
calculations for general parallel flows over swept wings.
The linear stability analysis of three-dimensional compress-
ible boundary layers involves solution of an eigenvalue problem
for an eighth-order system of differential equations. In the
case of two-dimensional boundary layers or in the absence of
dissipation in three-dimensional flow, the eighth-order system
reduces to the sixth order.
The basic equations for the linear stability analysis of
parallel-flow compressible boundary layers are derived using
small disturbance theory. Infinitesimal disturbances of sinusoidal
form are imposed on the steady boundary layer flow and substituted
in the compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming that the
mean flow is locally parallel, a set of five ordinary differential
equations is obtained. Of these, there are three second-order
momentum equations, one second-order energy equation and one first
order continuity equation. Most commonly, this system is reduced
to a set of eight first order ordinary differential equations
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making the system amenable to initial-value numerical integration
procedures. Mack [i], for example, makes use of the initial value
approach for the solution of the compressible stability eigenvalue
problem.
In the computer code COSAL, a finite-difference method,
developed by Malik and Orszag [2], is incorporated for the solu-
tion of the compressible stability equations. The stability equa-
tions are solved in their original form (3 second-order momentum
equations, one second order energy and one first-order continuity
equation). The code includes two eigenvalue search procedures--
global (which is used when no guess is available) and local (which
is used when a good guess is available). The local eigenvalue
search procedure used in the code is significantly faster than
the initial value approach employed by previous investigators.
COSAL is specifically designed to compute the compressible
linear stability characteristics, and integrate the amplifica-
tion rates (N factor) of boundary layer disturbances on swept
and tapered wings. In three-dimensional layered flow, such as
that on a wing, the dispersion relation is given by the complex
relation
= _ (_,_) (I)
where the _,8 and m are, in general, complex. Therefore, there
are four arbitrary real parameters among e,8, and _. There are
several ways to remove this arbitrariness [3]. In our analysis
we choose to use temporal stability theory in which e,B are real
and _ is complex. It is thus assumed that the wavelike distur-






FIGURE I. SWEPT ( SWEEP ANGLE 8 s) COORDINATE SYSTEM;
Up, W, AND Vg REPRESENT THE POTENTIAL FLOW VELOCITY,_





B, respectively, and have a frequency e =Re(u). It is further
r
assumed that the disturbances grow or decay only in time. They
grow if e l.=Im(e)>o and decay if e.<o.z An N-factor for transition
correlation may be defined as
sT
N = _ Im(e) ds (2)]
IRe(_g) I
sc
[De _] is the (complex) group velocity and swhere Vg = _-_,_
is the arc length along an appropriate curve on the wing. Sub-
scripts C and T indicate critical (linearly unstable) and on-
set of transition, respectively.
The N-factor (2) is not fully defined until a prescription
is given for singling out a specific mode at each position on
the wing and for defining a specific curve on which to integrate.
We choose to integrate along the curve whose tangent is defined
by the real part of the group velocity vector,
Four different methods are provided in COSAL to prescribe the mode
whose growth is integrated to calculate N-factor. These are
l) Envelope method
Specify the real frequency e
r
with respect to the ..... " _u_s_urDance wave n_mbers ,_
2) Fixed wavelength and orientation method
1
Specify the disturbance wavelength I < / 2
e + 8
orientation _.




3) Fixed wavelength and frequency method
Specify the disturbance wave length I and the real frequency
e r -
4) Fixed orientation and frequency method
Specify the disturbance orientation _ and its frequency
r"
The user has to choose any one of the above methods and
COSAL will calculate the N factor. The good news for the user's
of incompressible stability analysis code -SALLY [4] is that




2. COSAL USER'S GUIDE
2.1 Program Cosal
The computer code COSAL is specifically designed to compute
the compressible linear stability characteristics and integrate
the amplification rates of boundary layer disturbances on swept
and tapered wings.
The coordinate system used in COSAL is given in Fig. 2. The
boundary layer profile data is input to COSAL on a constant radius,
r=r o, (see Fig. 2). The integration of the disturbance amplifica-
tion rate is performed on a trajectory defined by the real parts
of the (complex) group velocity vector Vg (see Fig. 3). Since the
conical flow assumption (see Section 3.1) is used in calculating
the boundary layer profiles, the desired boundary layer data at
radii other than r° are calculated inside COSAL using conical flow
similarity transformations.
The COSAL code employs two different procedures for the
solution of the compressible stability eigenvalue problem-- a
global method which is used when no guess of the eigenvalue is
available (e.g., when solution is started) and a local method
which is used when a good guess of the eigenvalue is available.
A second-order accurate finite-difference representation
of the compressible stability equations is employed which results
in a block-tridiagonal system of equations. A generalized matrix
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FIGURE 5. SCHEMATIC OF INTEGRATION PATH USED
FOR CALCULATING N FACTORS.
LR algorithm [5] for global eigenvalue search. The local search
is performed by inverting the block-tridiagonal system using
block LU factorization together with the inverse Rayleigh iteration
[5] procedure in which the eigenvalue, eigenfunction and its adjoint
are obtained simultaneously. The group velocities are obtained at
little extra cost to the local eigenvalue search. The accuracy of
the local eigenvalue and group veiocity is enhanced using Richard-
son's extrapolations. The resulting values are fourth order accurate.
More detail of the numerical scheme is given in [2].
2.2 Computer Resources
The storage requirements of COSAL are largely governed by the
desired accuracy in the global eigenvalue solution. When the glo-
bal eigenvalue problem is solved using the LR algorithm, the stor-
age requirements are of O(K 2) while the computational work involved
is of O(K 3) where K=5_ (L being the number of subdivisions of the
computational domain) for the eighth order system of equations and
K=4L for the sixth order system. Comparatively, the solution of
the local eigenvalue problem using the present method requires only
O(K) storage and O(K) work. It is important therefore to use the
global method only when necessary. The COSAL code is designed in
such a way that it solves the global problem only when no guess is
available during integration of the disturbance amplification rates.
In the present version of the code K=100 for the global problem
which allows L=20 for the eighth order system and L=25 for the
sixth order system. The storage requirements for the COSAL code
OF POOR QUAL_
are 170, 000 octal words on CYBER 175. Since the global method
is used only to provide a guess of the eigenvalue, the loss
of accuracy using L=20 is not considered a deficiency of
the code. If, however, the increased accuracy in the global
solution is needed the code could be modified by changing
two Fortran statements in the main program (see below). A
maximum of K=I60 can be used which would allow L=32 for the
eighth order system and L=40 for the sixthorder system. The
storage requirements for K=160 case would be about 270,000
octal words°
The following changes would be required in COSAL if K=I60
is to be used:
The dimension statement in the present version
COMPLEX AC(100,100) , EIGA(100J
should be changed to
COMPLEX AC (160,160) , ;EIGA(160)
• L
And the data statement
..... NDIM/100/ ........
should be changed to
..... _DIM/160/ .....
i0
Mack [6] reported that for transonic flows the difference
between the results of the sixth-order system and those of the
eighth order system is small. This was also confirmed by the
calculations performed using COSAL. It therefore is desirable
to use the sixth-order system for the global eigenvalue problem
which is solved only to provide a guess. Some computer timings
for the global method on a CYBER 175 computer are given in
Table i. All timings were obtained using the internal clock
and are averaged over three different test cases for a swept
wing.
The maximum number of subdivisions allowed for the local
eigenvalue solution is i00 (the storage requirement remains
170,000 octal) in the present version of the code. The accuracy
of the local eigenvalue and the group velocity is increased by
use of Richardson's extrapolations. The maximum number of sub-
divisions in these extrapolations should not increase L=I00.
Some data on the speed of local eigenvalue solution are given
in Table 2.
The overall time required by COSAL code depends obviously
upon the desired option and the number of stations to be used
in search of instabilities. The execution time for _test case_ _




Timings for the global eigenvalue method
(time given in seconds on a CYBER 175 computer).




Table 2 Timings for the local eigenvalue method












The program card (for CDC machines) reads:
PROGRAM COSAL (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT,
TAPE7)
TAPE5 and TAPE6 are input and output units respectively,
while TAPE7 contains the boundary layer profile data generated
elsewhere for stability analysis•
















COSAL reads user supplied input through Namelist $CARDIN.
All other inputs are read from file TAPE7, generated by the
boundary layer program WING. Except for a few additional
parameters, the inputs to COSAL are the same as for SALLY.
The default values for these additional parameters (which will
be appropriate in most cases) will allow COSAL to be used with
exactly the same inputs as for SALLY. Variables appearing in








Non dimensional wave number component
Series of ALPHA values is input into this array
(specify with IAB = I)
Non dimensional wave number component. (Note:
ALPHA and BETA need only be input if IBEGIN = 1
and ITRIV = 1 are selected or if IAB = 0 and
ITRIV = 0 are selected.)
Series of BETA values is input into this array
(Specify with IAB = i)
Flag which specifies which of several options
for a simple eigenvalue computation at a single
station will be selected (default = 0)
Input ALPHA and BETA will be used for simple
eigenvalue computation
String of input ALPHA, BETA pairs will be used
for string of simple eigenvalue computations.









One input wavelength-to chord (XLENC) value will be
used with input values of PSI for a string of simple
eigenvalue computations (limit of i0 PSI values).
ALPHA and BETA will then be computed by the program.
ITRIV = 0 needs to be input for any of the IAB options
to be executed. (NPSI also needs to be input)
Flag which determines whether input ALPHA and BETA
will be used to make a wavenumber for initial in-
stability search, for ITRIV = 1 option. (default = 0)
Input ALPHA and BETA will be used to make wave number.
Program will proceed from station NSTART to search
for unstable mode for wavenumber obtained from in-
put ALPHA and BETA. (Specified only with ITRIV = i)
IBLIND must be set to zero if IBEGIN is set to one.
Disables the option.
Flag which determines starting mode for ITRIV = I.
(default = i)
At station NSTART, an ALPHA BETA combination that
yields a good unstable mode is known. This ALPHA
and BETA combination must be input.
If IBEGIN is set to one, and IBLIND is set to zero,
program will execute as described under IBEGIN = i.
ALPHA and BETA for unstable mode is not known. User
should input range of XLENC and specify value of
PSI (input or default). Program will search for
unstable modes automatically within the specified
PSI-XLENC matrix. If IBLIND = 1 is selected, IBEGIN












Flag which specifies how number of node points is to
be determined for finite-difference solution. (de-
fault = 2)
NCHEB node points will be used and increased to
satisfy accuracy tests
Default number of node points will be used and
increased to satisfy accuracy tests
NCHEBpoints will be used for all stations and
not changed.
Flag which determines the number of stable regions
through which computation will be allowed. (de-
fault = i)
Program will terminate computation upon encounter-
ing first stable region
Program will continue through first stable region
and will pick up computing a second unstable zone,
if one exists. Program will terminate upon encounter-
ing second stable region. N factor will be reset to
zero upon encountering second unstable zone
Program will compute through all stable-unstable
regions
Flag which controls the print of mean flow profiles
as provided through TAPE 7. (default = 0) Note:
Print flags set to 1 enable printing. Print flags
set to 0 disable printing.
Flag which controls print of eigenvalue spectrum from










Flag which controls print of local eigenvalue
search iterations. (default = 0)
Flag which controls print of eigenfunction
(.default = 0)
Flag which controls print of boundary layer pro-
files which have been interpolated to the grid
desired for computations. (default = 0)
Flag which controls print of intermediate iteration
results. Useful for diagnosing program malfunctions,
but produces more information than is needed when
running routine production jobs. (default = 0)
Flag which determines if the accuracy of local
eigenvalue and group velocity will be increased
using Richardson's extrapolation. Non-zero IPRZ
will triger extrapolation using NCHEB, (NCHEB +
IPRZ), and (NCHEB + 2 * IPRZ) points. ((NCHEB +
2 * IPRZ) .LE.101). (DEFAULT IPRZ = 10))
Richardson's extrapolation not used.
Flag which determines whether default crossflow
or streamwise angles, or the user input angles
will be used for unstable mode search. (default --_
0)
Default streamwise or critical crossflow angles








User input angle PSI will be used as wave angle
for unstable mode search.
Flag which specifies which of the major computing
options is to be selected (default = 5)
Simple eigenvalue computation at one station.
(NSTAT = 0; NWANT must be given) IAB parameter
must be set to execute desired option.
Program will follow and integrate N factors for
a disturbance of fixed frequency. Search pro-
cedure to maximize amplification will be imple-
mented. IBLIND must also be set to 0 or Io
(See instructions for IBLIND)
Program will follow and integrate N factors for
a disturbance of fixed wavelength and orientation.
(Relative to local free stream direction). Fre-
quency of the disturbance changes.
Amplification rates are not maximized.
Only one value of PSI and XLENC may be input.
NPSI and NXLEN must be set to i.
If IPSI = 0, default critical crossflow angle
obtained at station NSTART will be followed all
the way through.
Program will follow and integrate N factors for
a disturbance of fixed wavelength and frequency.
Orientation of the disturbance changes. Amplifi-
cation rates are not maximized.
ITRIV = 6 Program will follow and integrate N factors for
a disturbance of fixed orientation and frequency.
Disturbance wavelength changes.
ITYP Flag which specifies whether computation is to
be for crossflow or 2-D Tollmein-Schlichting
type disturbances. (default = 0)
ITYP = 0 Crossflow Computation.
ITYP = 1 T-S computation.
M Value of M determines the order of stability
equations to be used in local eigenvalue search.
(default = 5)
M = 5 The full 8th order stability equations will be
solved.
M = 4 The reduced 6th order stability equations will
be solved.
MG Value of MG determines the order of stability
equations to be used in global eigenvalue search.
(default = 4)
MG = 5 The full 8th order stability equations will be
solved.
MG = 4 ...._ The reduced 6th order stability equations will
be solved.
NAB Number of ALPX - BETX pairs (Limit of 10)
NCHEB Number of node points to be used in local eigen-
value computation. (default = 21). For maximum










Number of node points used in global eigenvalue
search, ((NG-I)*MG).LE.NDIM), (DEFAULT NG = 21).
Note: As noted in section 2.2, the present ver-
sion allows NDIM = i00. NDIM can be increased up
to 160 as described in Section 2.2.
Flag which controls integration of the amplification
rate (default = 2)
No integration of amplification rate. Calcula-
tions will be performed along an arc of constant
radius.
Amplification rates will be integrated.
Assumes zero amplitude at leading edge.
Amplification rates will be integrated. If NR=0
then starting disturbance amplitude will be taken
as one at station number = NZERO. (N-factor = 0)
IF NR=I, this denotes a restart run which means
that the N-factor, Reynolds number, displacement
thickness, radius, ALPHA and BETA at the starting
location must be input from the previous run.
If NR=2 this is the same as (NR=0) except that
NZERO is set internally to be the station immediately
before the first one for which good unstable modes_
are found.
Number of values being input into PSI array. (de-















Flag used in conjunction with NINTEG; NR specifies
whether or not a restart is being attempted. (see
additional instructions under NINTEG); (default = 2).
Not a restart.
This is a restart run.
Note: NR=I restart option can only be used for
ITRIV=I with NINTEG=2.
Not a restart.
Station number at which to begin computation for
multiple station computation.
Flag which specifies whether only one station
is to be computed (default = i)
Only one station desired. (NWANT must be input)
Set for ITRIV .EQ. 0
More than one station desired.
NSTART and NSTOP must be input. Set for ITRIV .NE. 0
Station number at which to end computation.
Station number when only one station is to be
computed. (default = 0)
Number of input values of XLENC
(ITRIV _= 0;4: Limited to I) _
(ITRIV = 5; Limited to i), (ITRIV = 1;6: Limited to 5)
(default = I)
Station number at which initial disturbance ampli-
tude is to be taken as I, and the N FACTOR = 0.
(default = 2). NZERO needs to be specified only








Angle of the normal to the disturbance wave front
measured positive counterclockwise from local free
stream direction. (PSiarray is zeroed out in data
statement. PSI is input in degrees).
NPSI values may be input. For ITRIV = 0;5
NPSI is limited to i0. For ITRIV=I or 4 or 6,
NPSI is limited to i.
Physical frequency of disturbance which COSAL
is to follow. (hertz) (default = 0.5 HZ)
Ratio of disturbance wavelength to wing chord.
(default = .0005)
Edge of the boundary layer for stability cal-
culations, ye/_ . A relatively large ETAE is
needed since disturbances are assumed to vanish
at the outer boundary in global eigenvalue search.
(In local calculations, however, _symptotic
boundary conditions are imposed at the outer
boundary and a smaller value can be used). The
default value will be adequate in most situations
(default = i00.0)
The following parameters are required when a restart is
i
attempted (with ITRIV = i) using the NR = 1 option. Values of
parameters are taken from a solution station where a good un-
stable mode has previously been found. NSTART has to be set










Additionally, ALPHA and BETA values corresponding to the last
good solution must be input. IBEGIN and IBLIND must be set
to zero.
Description of Output
The output of COSAL is, in general, self-explanatory.
Some of the FORTRAN variable names are described here.
DSTZ 6 , displacement thickness used as a length scale
ALPHA
_, non-dimensional wave number in the x-direction
(Fig. 2 ). The wave number is non-dimensionalized
with the displacement thickness of the velocity
BETA
profile in x-direction.
8, non-dimensionai wave number in the Z-direction.
OMEGA
_, non-dimensional complex frequency.
2_6 * *
= U m where _ is dimensional frequency
e ,
in Hertz and 6 and U are the displacement
e
















B__ group velocity component in Z - direction.
a6'
_, angle of the local potential flow velocity
vector with the x-axis. (_ = tan -1 W--_e )
U
e
_, wave angle with respect to the local potential
flow velocity vector. (4 = tan -I --8_ _ )
is taken positive in the counterclockwise
direction.
I/c, ratio of the wavelength to the airfoil chord.
Real (_), non-dimensional disturbance frequency.
.
Real (_), physical disturbance frequency (HZ).
Logarithmic exponent of disturbance amplitude
ratio (N = log e A/A o)
Indicator of local growth rate. Specifically,
ARG is the rate of change of N FACTOR with surface
distance.
R, displacement thickness Reynolds number.
U *
R - e 6 where v is the kinematic viscosity
v e
e
in the free stream.
U
M , edge Mach number. M - e , where y and
e e /-'{AT
e
A are the ratio of specific heats and the universal
i




2.4 Sample Test Cases
Sample inputs for some test cases are given below. These
test cases are designed to bring to the user's attention the
options available in COSAL.
Case No. 1
It is desired to obtain a simple eigenvalue computation
for given wavenumber components ALPHA and BETA at station No. i0.
Full eigenvalue spectrum from global calculation will be printed.
The eigenfunction corresponding to the most unstable mode will









In this example, the program is allowed to use the default
number of node points (NG=NCHEB=21). The global calculation i_
made using the reduced sixth order system (MG=4) of equations.
The negative of the (complex) global eigenvalue spectrum (a total
of MG*(NG-2) + 1 values) is printed. The real and imaginary parts
of an eigenvalue represents respectively the disturbance frequency
and its temporal growth rate. In the printout of the full eigen-
value spectrum, a mode with a negative imaginary part is unstable.
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The most unstable eigenvalue is selected from the spectrum and
multiplied by (-i). The local eigenvalue search procedure is
then used to increase the accuracy of this mode and obtain the
corresponding eigenfunction and group velocities. The final
OMEGAwhich is printed is the result of Richardson's extrapola-
tion using 21, 31 and 41 node points. The group velocities VA
and VB are also the extrapolated values. The printed eigen-
function is, however, that obtained using 41 points. Five
components of eigenfunction printed are:
U - X component of the velocity perturbation
V - Y component of the velocity perturbation
P - pressure perturbation
T - temperature perturbation
W - Z component of the velocity perturbation
The eigenfunction can be printed only when the full eighth
order system (M=5) is solved for local eigenvalue search.
Case No. 2
It is desired to obtain a simple eigenvalue computation
for two sets of ALPHA-BETA pairs at station No. 10. It is also
desired that the global solution be obtained for the eighth
order system of equations using the default number of node
points. The local solution will be obtained for the default
value of NCHEB=21. However, the extrapolation parameter IPRZ
is set to 20_ so the final eigenvalue will be obtained by
26
Richardson's extrapolation using 21, 41 and 61 node points.




ALPX = .18, .2






This example illustrates use of the IAB = 1 option. The
IAB = 1 option permits the user to do a series of calculations
of the type seen in Case No. i. The pairs of ALPHA - BETA
values for which computations are to be made are read in
through the ALPX, BETX arrays. In this example two pairs of
ALPHA-BETA values are used. The user can specify up to NAB =
10 values. The IAB = 1 option is particularly useful when the
user wishes to construct a stability chart of a particular pro-
file. Referring now to the printoutr we see that the first
pair of wavenumbers (ALPHA-BETA) is the same as for Case No. I.
In this case, however, MG = 5 is selected; so the global cal-
culations are made using the eighth order system of equations.
As the user can see, the calculated unstable eigenvalue is
27
slightly different from that calculated by the global method
in the previous case where the default value of MG = 4 was
used.
In the present case the local eigenvalue is obtained with
increased number of points.
Case No. 3
Case No. 2 illustrated an option (IAB = i) for obtaining
stability results for a fixed location on the wing, when the
user wishes to input wave number pairs. This is not always
convenient. For example, a calculation might be needed where
the user has a fixed wavelength disturbance, and wants to see
what happens to the stability as the orientation angle changes.
Using the IAB = 1 option requires the user to convert the physi-
cal wavelength and orientation angle to the wavenumbers (ALPHA -
BETA). This is done automatically when the IAB = 2 option is
selected. In the present example we use 3 orientation angles.
However, up to i0 orientation angles can be specified. The
global solution will be obtained using only ii points. On the
other hand, local solution will be obtained using I01 points














This run demonstrates that since only a crude guess is
required for the local eigenvalue search, the global solution
can be performed with a small number of points.
Among other things, the present and the preceding two
runs have shown how the number of node points can be changed
or how the selection of the order of the stability equations
is made. In the following runs only the default values of
the control parameters M, NCHEB, MG and NG will be used.
Case No. 4
This test case computes N FACTOR for cross flow disturbances
of frequency = 100 HZ and wavelength to chord ratio of 0.001.
Calculations are started at station NSTART = 2. However, if
it is felt that the disturbances of the given frequency and
wavelength would become unstable further downstream, a larger
_ value of NSTART can be chosen.
Two startup options are available. First option is that
the program use an internally computed critical cross flow angle
together with user input wavelength to chord ratio to search for
the initial instability. Second option is for the user to
\
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specify a discrete set of angles that should be used instead
of the critical angle.


















= 80., 82., 84., 86.
At NSTART = 2, each user supplied angle is checked for
instability in that direction, with none being found for any
of the angles. The search procedure continues until an un-
stable mode is finally detected at station No. 5 at an angle
of 80 degrees. COSAL then iterates to the desired frequency
of i00 HZ. Note also that foi XLENC = .001, the angle corre-
sponding to 100 HZ is PSI = 82.55 so that the orientation angle
has been changed almost 2.5 ° in iterating on the input frequency.




This run is the same as Case No. 4 except that it illus-
trates startup procedure using internally computed critical








Except for starting procedure, the results for Case No. 5
should be the same as those of Case No. 4 starting at station
No. 5.
Case No. 6
The purpose of this run is to compute crossflow disturbances
of 0.5 HZ with amplification maximization at each station
(Envelope method). The user does not specify an orientation
or wavelength (except for startup) to be followed along the
wing. The program at each station along the wing picks that
combination of orientation angle and Wavelength that maximizes
the amplification rate (imaginary part of OMEGA). The user does,
however, have to specify orientation, and/or wavelength informa-









ITRIV = 1 computation is more prone to jump the track, so
as a result, default printout for this option is more extensive
than for other ITRIV options.
Case No. 7
The purpose of this run is to compute the amplification
of two-dimensional, Tollmien-Schlichting type disturbances with









Notice that ICON = 0 was selected, and the program will
terminate upon encountering a stable region. Note also that
only one value of XLENC is input as a guess, although a number
of values could have been input.
_2
It should be emphasized here, that when comparing N FACTORS
for different frequencies, the user should be careful that the
program is picking up the instability as soon as it physically
occurs. It is possible for example, for XLENC values input by
the user to be off the mark far enough so that COSAL fails to
pick up the instability until further downstream, resulting in
an N FACTOR that is artificially low. This applies to both
ITRIV = 6 and ITRIV = I.
Case No. 8
This run computes the amplification of two-dimensional
type disturbances using the envelope method for frequency =










This illustrates the restart option available with the
ITRIV = 1 envelope method. Case No. 6 which computed amplifi-
cation of cross-flow disturbances is restarted at station No. 23.
33
The restart option should be initiated at a station at which
good convergence was achieved on an unstable mode.












REYIN = .4374175 E + 04
RADIN = .3755056 E + 05
DSTZIN = .2623616 E - 02
XNIN = .255
2.5 Computer Output of Some Selected Test Cases
This section contains the computer output of some
selected test cases. In particular_ the outp,1* _ given
for test case No. i, 2, 3, 4 and 6. Because of space limita-
tions, the output of the remaining test cases is not given.
The variables which were actually input have been marked.
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Printout for Test Case No. 1
_D
0'_
NEGATIv[ OF _LPPaL FIGENVALUE SPECTPHM PRINTEO FORs






























































































































































tSFTGrNFUNCTICN PPINTEO. THE qROFR OF PRINT IS I
J,Y(J),U(J),V(J),P(J),T(J) &NO W(J) • NOTE THAT UpVpPpT AND
u ARF CO_PLF_.$t
1 100.0 -,4446E-08 ,3214E-O7 -.7322E-07 -.q827E-08
Z 35.74 .752gE-07 .q3F7E-07 -.5355_-05 -.7407E-Oh
3 21.37 .43o9F-06 -.3_41_-05 .1925E-0¢ .2579F-05
4 14.ob -.leS_E-04 .1550E-03 -.4222E-03 -.5080F-0_
5 11.37 -.10244-C3 ._5Q16-03 -.?103E-O1,-.2503F-03
b 0.076 --.2757E-O3 .Z323F-02 -,5499E-02 -.6_07F-03
7 7.477 -.53qCE-03 .4553E-02 -,106_E-01 -.1252E-02
8 _.2Q¢ -.87_PF-C3 .7433F-02 -.1720[-01 -.ZO22F-O2
9 5.396 -.1257E-O? .1OTqF-01 -.2488E-C1 -.1q05E-02
10 4.6P2 -.IFO3F-C2 .1430F-01 -.3321F-01 -.3P03F-02
11 4,103 -.4o75F-02 .l"2_F_O1 -._I_QE-01 -.456_F-02
12 " _.623 -.1P31F-O1 .3_00E-01 -.4_62F-01 -,5loaF-02
13 2.??C -.3_34F-01 .q_15F-01 -.5_35E-01 -.5606F-02
14 2.q77 -.2_2°F-0_ .2_00 -.54qOF-Ol -.6627E-02
15 2.580 .1_33 .3503 -.53_5F-01 -._666E-02
16 2.122 ,_PQ4 ,44_1 -,_9qSE-O1 -.117_F-01
]7 2.oq4 o65_4 ,4143 -._5_4F-01 -.154OF-O1
1" l._q3 .8_0 o2O16 -.4066E-01 -.lnQ3E-OI
19 1.713 .Q_qZ .1381 -.35qSE-01 -.2184E-01
70 1.552 1.cno O. -.3155E-01 -.23*5F-O1
21 1.406 ._757 -.100R -._741E-01 -.24q3F-OI
?2 1.774 .¢194 -.1_1_ -.235_E-01 -.Z514_-01
23 1.153 .8198 -.l_g3 -.2008E-01 -.246_F-01
24 1.043 °77_ -.103b -.16qlE-01 -,2352F-O1
25 .q417 ._P -.1_33 -.1407E-01 -.2]qgF-01
26 ._P4 .6365 -.1652 -.1156E-01 -.2015E-01
27 .7_20 .5724 -.1442 -,q372E-02 -.1R12F-O1
26 .6"]q o5125 -.1270 -.74_3E-O2 -.I_OOF-01
29 .6074 .4566 -.10_3 -.5_TTF-OZ -.1387F-01
30 .5_"0 .4_5 -._gE-01 -.4537E-OZ -.117RE-Ol
31 .4731 .355_ -.70q_E-01 -.342ZE-02 -.QTOTF-02
32 .4123 .31C2 -o5_29r-01 -.2522E-02 -.7_5_F-02
33 .355Z .2_76 -.47_qE-01 -.180_[-02 -.6273E-02
36 .3016 .27?7 -,3qTbF-O1 -.1247E-02 -.47_0E-02
35 .2510 .1_00 -.3116E-01 -._237E-03 -.349_E-OZ
36 .2033 .1_45 -.2456F-01 -.5112F-03 -.23Q_F-OZ
37 .15_2 o_2C8 -.1872E-01 -._gllE-03 -.1516E-02
38 .1155 .SP73E-01 -,1344E-01 -.144qE-03 -._412E-03
_q .7500F-01 .5P02_-01 -._6C3C-0_ -.5_43F-O4 -,3_79F-03
















































































-._SqSE-0g .1556E-0S .9140E-08 -.bb0bE-07
.Z554E-0q .47_5E-08 -.51qSE-O7 -.1926E-Ob

















.9508[-02 -.1759E-01 -.542qE-02 -.2343E-01































































41 O, o. o. O. O,
_T_PLE |!IGF_VALUE C_HOUTAT_OH AT STATION _UMBE_ 10
REY • 651.76!7 _CH NC. • .923
ALPHa. _18000000 PETA- -.37000000 OHEGA
G_OUP V_LOCI1y Cr_pIITF_













_8_& _o_ %no_uT: d
IJ _00"_ • Gauh3
¢_ZN NdlIDA_ ....... 33Vaa;IS a_aoi) lluJalV Z_3A
"[Z
'I
_0"0 _0"O "0"0 "_'0 "gO-_"









_O'0 _O'0 "0"O _0"0 _O'0 _0"0 _G'O '0"0 _00*_£'- _O0+_L£'-
r





























• u_,l I_ I,O
NIQaV_Sl
(,,-)
OfcEC--ATTVF r_c _IC'PAI _TC-F._.VAI.U_ c
ALphA= ,1 _000
l -Z] ,8:1Ce] 111
21. rOl('OQ63
3 - ] 7. P,,."4Q_.Qhg
17. P,:,qC_201
5 I* • _0c_6 @14
7 1?. 3752,_677





1_, -7. l ? ?._t. q375
1 5 -5. _t. :_?? a??_,
I'_ --4,7L_ n_1(54
lq 4,77_'11C(ql
19 --3. gC :15t-_'_76
?0 3. RC 2_f _80h
21 -2.o_!:2P?_,24
22 3.0C_5_oQ_8
23 ?. 34(:2(c ?_0
2_ -2.31 _!23 i_- 02
_.5 ] .77 ?J.eSF_3
25 -I .75!t55qO80




33 -._2 ?._F_C3 P=-02
3_, -._I_C 5, 7772E-02






































































































































































&l -o1038171372£-01 eSP46485217 89
42 °4?01033342 .133248qq2CE-OZ qO
43 -,4172314Cq8 .75337592OZE-O3 ql
44 °3qC375P377 ,3Z58520I%3F--03 qz
45 --o3_G_O734q] o3ZSZQ03004[-03 q3
46 -o]O?P3_r4??E-O3 ._1951600&B 9%
47 -.30¢1073C30C-01 .4200_4763_ 95
4_ -.1171_411q_-C1 ,3q=lC.5502Q q6
STPPLF ETGENV_LUE CPHPUT&TTNN 6T STATION NUM_ER

















10 XlC • .021169 21
ALPHA- .I_CCOCCC PETA- -.37000_00 OMEGA •
GPOUP VEL_CTTY C_=UTEn
VA • ,(.glOTb1]OSO]TE+O0 -,21969139C41_SE-01 V_ -
NFCATTVF nF Gtnn_L ETnF_VALUE SD_CTDUH .PTNTFD FORt























































































23 2*313 _47284 °I177610826_-01
2_ -3o3_3055990 .II_3_°02 _0_-01
25 1-7551_c_7 .765_530_4E-C2
2_ --I.77G2_3_F °74_P3607°F--0_
27 I*2 _72TC3_B '47_5C_a4&_F-O2
28 --1.3!74_65eI .478g?T6081E-02
2Q -°7_C_e_,_]1_E-02 1.354117954
30 • _3331_'_7_5 "32°0107724F-02
31 -._4_l_:tCt68 ._2_156_71_f'02
32 -.Tq56_3?_lOF-02 ,g774C77R4Q









44 .35376313 _ .3141754571E-03
45 -.35E1 _lq_2 "312°_I_ICC_-C3
46 -.I_27_03 _C_-Ol "41a_34_ST°
47 --.1R33_ _p33p'_ "4_0_1°726R
49 -.;1775 11_g_E-01 "3Q7oP53273
gTNPlF _I_;:NVALUE COVPHT _TION AT ST_TIO_
9EY " _51,76]7 eACH rm. - .023



























GROUP VFLOCITY ITC WPUTE0
VA - .7625806260821E÷00 -.8714775639578E-O1
NUMBER 10 WIC -
OMFGA -
.02116g 21 NODE POINTS USEO
,16937624_6479E-01 ,26351285450gOE-OZ











































• • _ f* 0(%.
• O.0,
O.0,
• 0.O,, 0.0, O.0_ 0.O_, 0.O, 0,,O, 0.0_, 0.0_. 0.0, 0,.0,









• ._E+02, .87E+O_, ._lOF*02, 0.0_ 0. O_. 0.0., 0.0, 0.0_, 0.0_ 0.0_,











NE_ATIVF OF _LDCAL ETGENVALUE SPECTRUM PRINTED FqRz
AL°PA - -,ZC413 _TA= ,444_1
1 Q,:_IQS?3317 o16731P_579 20
3 _,_21F27247 o70%Aq6_17OF-Ol 22
-6,_03CP.C_02 ,?Q4612353_F-01 27
5 4,._c_2-_Q ,3qs_779431F-01 _4
-_._73_02725 ,3atqs_22qO_-Ol 25
? -3"5_7_¢_75 olq_13_7051F-01 2b
8 3.,}724_P17 ,1_4003_61_F-01 27
1C 2.O25e'_1_ ,_35_e_13F-G_ Zq
]I I,_?C_C5Q_O *_75qOQZq62_-02 30
14 -,_75?05_222 ,2qq6a??314E-02 33
15 ,5}312Cn356 ,ZS_2_qh273F-02 34
I_ -.5_7527o_0 ,2_q133_le?F-02 _5
17 -,5232_5 ,2_5_3_7300F-03 36
1P _;_223C_2q -_bb3055]°E-03 37
ST_'PL[ EIGF_VALIIF CPMPUTATTrI_, aT STATInN NUMnEP
REY ,, 6E1,7_17 MBCH _n. • .qZ'_
XLF_C • *&5OOCCCOE-03 PSI - QS,0COOO0 DFG_FFS
ALPHA=

















VA • "ATCP?OZ?°OqTOF+O0 -o?ql]5R3q41046E-O20
10 Y/C •


























NEGATIVE OF ,C;tP_L EI_FNVALUE SPECTPUM PPINTED FOPl









3 6,427BO&742 .Tq46452491E-01 22
-6.396PP7732 ,TQ455_1773E-01 23
§ 4.4QQ213_69 .3063189q51£-01 24
6 -4.464_4oI@e o3960146484[-01 25
7 -3.0_5777_18 ,lq3189587PF-01 26
R 3.C"41l?T]4 .lo3o_7_q36F-0[ 27
o -2,0257q050C ,q24]010579_-0Z 28
1_ ?,_ql]_=|? ,q352_K53qqF-0Z _q
]I 1.2_6511_0_ .47_SSPO951F-02 30
12 -1,2o21_0_P_ .46_13048_5F-02 3l
1_ ,7_?_&COB04 ._757774_01[-02 32
14 -oPC_Oq_o6o8 ,306257430_F-OZ 33
16 -._67_5_76 .2qO63024_6F-02 35
17 --._0_373¢5_5 .311%_0525_--03 36
18 ._%1_57t6%0 .42513RO355F-03 37
1 e .IO241P_7_Ir-O] ._3o6137_6
• ._IMPLF EI_FF:VaLUF r.("wPIITATInN AT ST,_TION NUMBER
I;'@y 1 651.7617 ",_CH NO, • .723




















EET_- ._3721447 O_EGA •
_CUP VFLn_ITV £P=PUTF0

















• 02118q I01 NOOE POINTS USED
.1975664096934E-02 .44777498249ZZE-02





NEGATIVE nF GLqRgI EIGFNVILUF SPFCT_UM PPINTEO F09=
_LP"A- -,734_4 _ETA- .4_9_9
1 o.22_141125 .1623177316 20
l_olq_?54a?O .16231&9140 21
3 _,4)3e_P56 .7O4590_703E-01 22
4 -_.3oc77722P .Tq_b°71500F-01 23
5 -4.4_6C72"44 .3q_0600518_-01 24
6 4.50_13q_02 .30%2567009F-01 25
7 -_.04¢122_60 ,lO3_3_4_42E-01 Z6
8 3.0q57)_36_ ,1°39C_0503F-01 27
O ?,0_176897 ,q_482°7576_-OZ _8
10 -2.011t31]04 .o2_570071Fr-02 29
11 3,30273?_Ie .47326531O?F-02 30

























13 -.T_)Og37_365 .310207960_E-OZ 32
14 ,P_)O5240_qO -31_6786_55r-02 3_
15 _Sb55124QO0 .247Q3_O777E-02 34
16 -.5!_15eel_q_ ,293_O_b2_F-02 35
17 -._t)3&_055_C ,32;_4;qb4F-03 3_
le ,_172f._27_ ,42_34ZT_q_E-03 37
1 ° .1357271_12F.0] .2305_2o02 z
$TMPLF r!GFP'VAtI_ E CnMPUTATInN _T STATION NUMREP
XLENC •














10 X/C - ,021169 101 NODE POINTS USED
OMEGA -
-.11882582362ZSE-0! .3b73664031_BIE-02




























































0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0_ 0.0, O.Op 0.0, O.OP O.Op 0.09












• hE*O?, .SZ_+OE, .P4E÷OZ* .86E+OZ, 0.0_ 0.0_ O.Oe 0.0_ 0.0, O.Oe








$$ $_$$S$'It S¢.c¢ S$$S $$_.$ $_$$$_t$$$$$_$%$$_$$$$$SSS$$$$$$





Nn UNSTABLE POnE FOUt_P TN GLOBAL CALCULATTON. THE LEAST STABLE RODE WTLL RE
USED Z_ :_US_FOItENT L_CAL EIGE_VALUE SEAPCH. THIS TS s
• 3q6707q6q344qE-O] -°Eb5105750_ZO5E-01
XTRZV - 5 _PTT_T_ AT STATTCN 2 LOPKING =OR UNSTAALE MODE ¢OR XLENC • .IOOOOO00E-OZ
PSI = 80.000000 nFGREES_pp PHr= 80.Z32136
FOR ZTRTV=5 OPTTON, NO Ut:STABLE MODE AT STATION 2 XLENC- ,lO000000E-02 PSI= 80,000 DEGREES
Nq UNSTA!_LE u._E FPU_'D IN GLt3_AL CALCULATION. THE LEAST STABLE HODE _/ILL 8E
USED _N SU_SECIIENT'LOCAL EIGENVALUE SEARCH. THIS IS t
• 2q65'_,68157485E-C1 -. 2¢75021542867E-0].
ITRIV • 50_Tlf_; AT _TATTO_ Z LnOVTNG FOR UNSTABLE MODE FOR XLENC • .lOODOOOOE-02
PSI '_ 8E.000_300 OEC, RFESp,pp "PHi• P0•232136




NO UN¢TA!_LE PO_E cOLv_!p _N GLnnAL C&LCULATIONo THE LEAST STA_LE HOOE VXLL nE
U_EO IF' _LIBSECUENT L_CAL EIGEflVALUE SEARCH• TH_S IS =
' °1936!_ZZ6_Z_30F-O1 -*ZE_O3598q6_ZBE-01
IT_IV • 5 O_TIOP_ AT STATI_FI _ LO_ING FOR UNSTABLE MODE FOR XLENC - ._OOOO000E-OZ
PS! • 8_°000000 DEGPEES_, PHT= 80°23E136
PRo TTR]V•5_tPT_ON, Nn UHSTABLE _nOF AT STATION Z XLENC- .IOOO00OOE-O2 PSI= 8¢.000 DEGREES
I@09_Z't9 "lHd _qS33a54d 000O00"Z_ " ISd
ZO-30000000I" • 3N]]X a09 gOD_ 3]gVISNN aOJ 9NlXOU_ E NUIXVLS IV NOIl_d _ " AIdiI
Z0-3_EtZOSZ_00Et'- ZO-3abLg_ggb_9_IZ"
z $I $IHI "H3_V35 3n]¥Ah]SI3 ]V30] IN31|035_$ HI 03SN
3_ lllm ]QOW ]19VI$ iSV]] ]H1 "NOIIVlQ31V_ IV_O]O NI QNNO_ _0ud ]18¥1_N11UN








I809_g't9 -Ihd _eS3_OSJU 000000"0@ • ISd
20-30000000I" " 3N]]X a0d _OON 3]dVLSNII _Od ONIXUQ1 E NOILILS iT NUIIoO G - AI_11
20-J9_t_OIEEgg_'- g0-jZI_b_obggIoEL •
$ $I S|HI "HO_V]S ]_]VAN30I] ]VOU] IN_NOJ_@N$ d[ O]S_
_E llIfl _OOW ]IBVIS I$V]1 _hl "N011ffli131I3 4VRO]g NI ONfIU_ ]d0a 31u¥15N_ ON
$33a930 000"9@ =I$_ _0-30000000|" -3N_]X Z NOIIVIS Iv 300w 3I_VlS,4N uN _NJILdu G=A|all aOd
9EIZEZ'O@ "IHd '_'S]_I9_Q 000000"9@ " ISd
ZO-30000000I" • ON]]X aO_ _OOW 3]@ViSNN aO_ 5NI_U0_ Z N011VI$ iT NOIld0 _ • ^I_iI
: SI $1HI "H3a_]S 3NlVAN3gl] _V3U] £N_/103SENS NI O]SN
39 llI_ ]OOW ]]gVI$ I$V3] gHI "NOILV]N33V3 ]V8039 HI _NilO_ ]OOd ]]_ViSNQ ON
I£O-390_6ZLZTZ9£9*- ZO-3ZBoLL_I_LO_E •
# SI $IHI "H3aV]S BN3VAN3913 193UI ZN3,10_S@N5 NI o3sn
BB IlIB 300H ]IUVI$ ISVB1 3H1 "NOIIVIN31V3 lifO10 NZ QNNUI 3_QN ]I_VLSNN ON






I809;Z'_9 "IHd dd_S]3BOJU 000000"98 " ISd
ZO-300000OOI" • 3N31X d0_ 300W 31EVLSNfl _OJ ;NI_O01 E NOI_vL_ IV {w0Zld0 ; = Aid11
IO-_b_L_bE[ °- IO-]_L_LLLOL,LL_ •
: $| SZHI "H3=_]$ _N31AN39X_ l_3Ul LN]NOJ$_II_ NI U]SN
_@ llIfl JOOH 319V15 ISV)l JHI "hOI1vl_IDlV3 lI_Ol) Ni ONNO_ )dO. II=VXSN_I UN
$]_a_30 OOO'¥R =|$d ZO-J0000000I" =3h3_X £ NOItI_S ZT 300W _IRVISNN ON 'NOZldl_ t=^I_I lot
$]]_9_0 O00"Z8 =1S_ Z0-_O00000OI" =3N]3X t NOIIVIS IV ]OOW 3IBVISNFt ON _NOIldO _=^I_LI _Od
O
u'3
ITRIV = _ nPTI_ AT STATION ¢ L_KING FOR UNSTABLE NODE FOR XLENC = .lOOOOOOOE-OE
PSI " 8O,O00OOO OE_REFSppp PHI- §1.960599
FOR ITRIV-5 OPTI_Hp NO UNSTABLE HOOF AT STATION 6 XLENC- .10000000E-OZ PSI- BO.OOO DEGREES
Nn UNSTABLE PP_E FOUF_D IN GLOBAL CALCULATION. THE LEAST STABLE NODE WILL BE
USED IN S(IBSEOI_ENT L_CAL EIGENVaLUE SEARCH. THIS IS t
.17R_1381419_7E-O1 -.200ZZ$6289B12E-OI
ITPlV • § OPTION AT STATIf_N 4 LOOKING FOR
PSI " 82.000000 ::PEG_EESp_, PHI-. 51.960§99
UNSTABLE NODE FOR XLENC - .IOOOOOOOE-OZ
FOR IT_IV=50PTICN, Nfl UNSTABLE HqOE AT STAT[ON 4 YLENC= .IOOOOOOOE-OZ PSI= BE.ODD DEGREES
NO UNSTAPLE VnDE FPUF,D IN GLOBAL CALCULATION. THE LTAST STABLE NODE WILL BE
USED ZK SUBSfOUENT LPCAL EIGENVALUE SEARCH. THIS IS z
• 106R526266P46E-01 -,1969913496365E-01
IToIV - _ nPTIqN AT STATION 4 LOOKI_'G FOR UNSTABLE MODE FOR XLENC - .IO00000.OS-OZ






FOP ITRIV=50RTI_N_ N_ UNSTABLE HOOE AT STATION 4 XLENC= .IOOOOOOOE-O2 PSI = B6.OOO DEGREES
Nn U_STABLf VnOE FOU_'D IN GLOQAL CALCULATION. THE LEAST STABLE HOOE WILL BE






ITPXV • 50PTIO_ AT STATTO_ 4 LDnKING FOR
PSI - 86,000C)00 nEGREESpp_ PHI= 51.960599
UNSTABLE MODE FOR XLENC • ,10000000E-02
FOP ITRIV•5 _RTIDN, N_ UHSTAB:.E MODE AT STATION 4 XLENC= .I0000000E-02 P_I- 86.000 OEGREES
ITRIV • 5 OOTIO)I AT _TATICN 5 LNnKIqG FOR UNSTABLE MnOE FnR XLENC • .10000000E-02
PSI • 8C.OCC()00 OFGOEESp,p PHI= 63,9528q_
NON-DIMENSIONAL FRFOUENCY AT THIS _TATION IS FREO- ,195TTT1808OgZE-03
INITIAl. STATION Nn. 5 XlC- .003529 RESULTS ARE
ALPHA= -.0_o50P74 BETA= o120q3145 OMEGA•
GROUP VEL_C|_Y CnMOUTE_
VA • ,0355011645033F÷00 -,l_lZ?4054OO3?E-01 V8 •
A_G • ,27QSq503_÷01
WLENC= .I0000000F-02 PSI- B2,556484 PHI=
N FACTOR AT INITIAL STATION Nn, 5 IS N, ,030
STATION Nn 6 PPFVI_UT RADIUS ,3755173Ee05 ORIGINAL REY
LOCAL M_CH N_, • ,675
STATIq_ N_ 6 NEV RADIUS ,3755171E+05 NEW REY
Do, -,ZOI5333E-O] DS- .31ZZQ71E-01
• 1957bZ1717527E-03 .4450935165725E-03
• 5368518858113E÷00 ,37B383q77726BE-01
43.952894 RFREO - .10000000E+03 HZ
.2857648E+03 ORIGINAL DSTZ
,2857647E+03 NE_ _TZ .Z181Pq2E-03
.2181893E-03
NON-DImENSIONAL F_FCHENCY _T THIS STATION IS FREO=
ALPHA- -,O')338oq2 BETA• ,14368735
GROUP VELOCITY CnMPHTEO
VA - ,0_5425_049437E÷00 -,873249515325TE-OZ
_RG - ,53558401F÷01
XLENC • ,IO00OOOCF-OZ PSI- 84,111818
N FACTOR AT STATION 6 X/C - ,005P045 IS N -
$$$_$$$$$$$$$$$$._$$_$¢_$_$$_$$$$$$$$$$_$$$$$$$$_$$$$$
STATIO_ NO ? PRFVI_L!S RADIUS .3755171E+05
















STATION NO 7 NEV. RADIUS ,375516qE+05 NEW REY ,3&4§319E÷03 NEW DSTZ
DR• -,1gZlZ57F-01 _DS- ,3279469E-01
,2551468E-03
_nN-DIMFNSIn_AL FQEOIJENCY AT THIS STATION iS FREO-
ALPHA• -,10177_67 BETA• ,17262250
_ROLIP VELOCITY CnMPUTE_
VA • ,660QPDqqbSe2&E÷O0 ,259960538356BE-OZ.
APC • ,??010565E+D]
WLENC - .ZOO000DOF-02 PSI• 85.10577&
N FACTnR AT STATIPN 7 wIC • ,O0_&QQ9 IS N •
$1_$$$$$$$_$_$$$¢$$q¢_$$_t_$t$$$t$$tSSt$$$$$$$$$$$$'
STATION Nn 8 P@FVIOHS PADIIJS ,3755169E÷05
LOCAL _ACH NO. = .Tqe
STATIPN N_ P NEW RADIUS .3755167E÷05









NEW REY ,4506_1_E÷03 NEW DSTZ
ORIGINAL DSTZ ,2981838E-03
,Zq81835E-03
NON-DIWENSIONAL FPE_uFt;CY AT THIS STATION IS FREO-
ALPHA= -.112BO_q_ BETA• .ZO52339g
GROUP VELOCITY C_MPtITED
va - ,6674897049615E+O0 ,l§R54§b472866E-01
Ae_ = ,_37&Z421F+01
XLENC • .IO00OODCF-02 _I= BS,BSqZ24
$$$$$$$$$$_$$$_$$_$_$$¢e$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
N FACTDP AT STATION 8 XIC • ,0127222 IS N •
STATION Ne _ _REVIflUS RADIUS ,3755167E÷05
LOCAL PACH NO. • ,Pb3
STATION hn q NE_ RADIUS ,3755165F+05 NEW REY








32,935956 RFREO • ,10000000E÷03
• 5458312E+03 ORIGINAL D_TZ
• 5458306E+03 NEW DSTZ ,3479554E-03
.3_7_557E-03
Nn_-DI_E_,_IONaL FrfOt'_NCY AT THIS STATION IS FREO-
ALPHA- -.IZ&24730 BETA• .24Z37442
GROUP VELflCITY C_MPUTE_
VA • ._725q_45147_F÷O0 .2&TqZSOZl?_O_E-01
AR_ • .10413436E÷C2
XLENC - .1C000000F-02 _SI = 86.413775
$$$$$$$$$¢$$_$$$$$$$e¢_s_$_$¢_$$$$$$$$$$¢$$$$$$$$$$$$$


















STAT|OK NO ]0 PPEVI_tI_ rADtUS .375516_E40_ ORZG]NAL R£Y ,6517617E+03
L_CAL _CH Nn. • ._23
$TATT_N NP 10 NEW _A_IUS ,3755163E÷05 NEW R_y ,6517609E+03 NEW DSTZ




NCN-DI_FN_I_AL F_ECI,F_CY AT THIS STATTON IS FPEO-
ALPHA= -.|_180q01 BFTA= .2866ZB26 _MEGA=
GD_UP VrL_CII"y Cp_OUTFO
VA - ._76PCO2_49o4_F÷O0 .35qTB17qoQ12qE-01 VR •
ArG - ,zoqq1541F+02
XLF_C - ,1COOCOOOE-02 PSI• 86.823087 PHIm
N FACTP_ AT STAT_NN 10 YIC • .OZll_qo IS N - 1,690
STATIOK NP I] PP[VIqHS PADIUS ,_7_fi163E+05 ORIGINAL REY
LOCAL #AC_ ND. • .o75





2q.6605_E RFREO • ,10000000_÷03
11 _E_ PAPIUS ,3755161E+0_
-,ZOBTObOF-.01 DS" ,_;70_57E-01
• 77;3292E÷03 _RIGINAL OSTZ
• 7763279E+03 NE_ DSTZ .;727011E-03
HZ
.¢TZTO18E-03
NO_-D|VF_STnqAL FPEOUF_CY AT THIS STATION _$ FREQ-
ALPHAm -.]_OP6P97 BETA= ,33_9506 O_EGA"
GP_UP VELOCZ'_Y C_MPl;TF_
VA • .(_79933_qo38_E+O0 ,_q55178_ZllE-01 VB •
_ • ,1131o3q_E+C2
XLENC • .10OOOOOOF-O2 PSi- 87,13q723 PHI=
N FaCT_P AT STaT[nN ]1 XlC • .OZb_O23 IS N • 1,989
$$$_$$$$SS$$$_$$!iSSST$$SSS$_$SSSS$$SS$$$_$$SS$t$$$$S$$
STATTOH _9 12 P_VI_US RA_[IIS ,3755181E+05 O_]GI_AL REY
L_CAL P_CH NO. • 1.C_7
$T_T]_ N_ 1_ NE_ PAPTttS ,3755156_+05 NE_ REY




2R,§37g03 RFPEQ • ".10000000E+03
,lOZ8970E+04




NON-DIMENSIONAL F:RFOHFNC v AT THIS STATZDN IS FREO-
&LPHA- -.201172¢5 R_TA. .639960_g
GROUP VEL_C_I'Y CPPPUTFD









XLENC • ,10000000F-02 PSI- 87,630087 PHI,,. 26,942193
N FACTCR AT STATTON 12 X/C - ,0394226 TS N • 3,086
$SSSSSt$$s$ss$$tss$sq. SSSS$$ SS$tssstss$$_sss$$$$sss$$$s
STATION NO 1) PeFVIOIfS RAOIIIS ,3755156E+05 ORIGIHAL REY ,t303032E+04
LnC_L M_C- _.n. , 1,105
STATION Nn 13 NE_ _AOIUS ,3755151E÷05 NEW REY .130302BE÷Ore NEI_ OSTZ
DQ- -. 4eg_137E-01 r_S,, • 1169 672E+00




NON-OIMENSTnNAL FREOI_EtJCY AT THIS STATION IS FREQ=
ALPHA= -.Z698_333 RETA- .55467079 nMEGAm
GROUP VELPCITY CPwDIJTrO
VA - ,TCQP4_OOPq535E_O0 .5075619q21635F-OL VR •
APG - o80R22696E÷01
XLENC - ,I_O00CO_E-O2 PSI1 8_.]18746 PHT-
$$$$$$$S$$$_$$$_t$$$$$_t$_$$$_$_$t$$$$$$$$_$$$tSt$$$$$
N FACTO_ AT STATIO_ 73 Yl_ • .056Q12§ IS N - 6.163
STATTON NC 16 PREVIOUS RADIUS .37551§1E÷05 _RIGIHAL REY
STATIO_ NO 14 NFW _APIU$ .3755I_3P+05 NFW REY




26.131437 RFREO • ,10000000E÷03
• 1765303E÷04 ORIGINAL DSTZ
• 1765296E+06 NF_ OSTZ ,1067480E-OZ
HZ
.1047485E-02
N_N-OIPFNSIO_L PPEOUFt;CY AT THIS STATInN IS FREO=
ALPHA- -.34306Tq3 _FTA• .7_7763R5 OMEGA•
GROUP VELOCTTY C_wPUTF_
VI • .736¢?_3_332_E÷00 ,493136586083_E-01 V8 •
A_G • ,4716qh61E÷01
YL_C • ,IP_OOOOCr-02 P_I" P_,TR4659 PHi•
N FJCT_R AT STATION ]6 XlC • .08317_8 IS N • 5,497
SSS$$S$_$$$S_$_$$$$S_$_$$S$_$$$$$$S$$$S$$$_SS$$$$S$$$
STATION Nn ]5 PPFVT_US RADIHS .3755143E+05 ORIGINAL REy





25,861172 RFREQ - .10000000E÷03
15 NF_ CAOIIIS ,3755137E_05
-.10366bOF÷O0 DS- .Z4SO610E÷O0
.218_070E+04




N_I-gI_FNSTO_AL _FCtI_t.tCY AT THIS STATION IS FPEO=









VA = .Th7PB30Q553Z1E*O0 ,Z872948791411E-01 VB =
A_n - ,22573615E÷01
XL_NC • ,10000000F-02 PSI- 89,234616 PH_-
N rACTC_ AT STATION 15 _/C " .11716_ IS N = 6.362
STATION _P 1F P_FW.IGItR P_PIHS .3755132F*05 nRIGINAL PEY
LPrAL MaC_ _:0. • l.lOe
STATION F_ IE _EW ReDIUS ,37551ZOF+05
D_- -,120qZ4qF+OO _S• ,28_3552E÷00
• 3592623150960E÷00 .1082222846B?3E-01
25,964117 RF_EO - ,10000000E÷03 HZ
.2545447E÷04
NEW REY ,2Pkp42qE÷04 NEW OSTZ
ORIGINAL DSTZ .1512918E-02
.1512o07E-02
NnN-DIMEHSIONAL FQEOUFNCY AT THIS STATInN IS FREO-
AL_HA- -,}_4_7_4 BETA• 1.0715641B PMEGA-
G_OL Ip VELOCITY C_uoUTEP
V_ l ,7_32544.q24764F÷O0 .27]0623667128E-02 VB =
_G = .79qB576TE÷O0
YLf)'C • .IOOOOCOGE-O2 _SI= _q.490277 PHI=
$$$S_$SSSStSSS_$SlSSS$'$_SS_S$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
N FACTOQ AT _T_TI_N ]& XIC - °1563292 IS N - 6.798
STATION _q 17 PRFV;nUS PADILJS ,3755120E÷05 ORIGINAL BEY
LDCAL M_C, NQ. = I.Oq7
STATION NO 17 NF_ PADIUS ,3755107F÷05




26,112309 RFREQ - ,10000000E÷03
.ZBSO4B_E+O_




NO_-DIME_InN_L K=ECIJENCY AT THIS STATION IS FREQ=
ALPHA= -,58_71322 BETA= 1o_qB23652 OMEGA-
GRCUP VELOCITY CCupUTED
VA. • ,B12Cq_OblO687E+O0 -,17645035751_0E-01 VB •
AFG • ,675o1505E-01
XLrNC • .10_00OOOF-02 _¢I- Bq.665537 PHI=
N FACTO_ _T STATION 17 X/C - ,_000761 IS N • 6.q36
STATION NP IB PPFVIqUK RADIUS ,3755107E÷05 OQIGINAL REY
STATION N_ I@ NFW RADIUS .3755092E+O5 NEW REY




26,24q832 RFREO • ,10000000E+03
,3126947E÷04 ORIGINAL DSTZ
• 3126q13E÷04 NEW OSTZ ,1861902E-02
HZ
,186192ZE-OZ











NO UNSTABLE _nDE FOUFJD IN GLnBAL CALCULATION, THE LEAST STABLE NODE gILL BE
USED IN SUBSF_UENT L_CAL EIGENVALUE SEARCH, THZS IS t
• 1636547o24qOOF-02 -,3_oqgq6319504E-03
ALPHA- -o64320?kq _ETA= 1,31327943 nHEGA- .9784592743005E-03 -.484406778631§E-03
GROU o VKt_CTTY CP"OUTFD
VA = .eE7113150?_52E÷O0 -.312106556_610E-01 VB " ,40352247664ZZE_OO -,1835724781085E-01
$$$ STABLE RFGI_N E_CnI_NTFRE_--_CDN - 1 gAS SELECTE_ .... RROGRA_ CONTINUES$$$
Nn ttNSTa_LE wnPF F_II_D IN fiLnqAL CALCULATTNN, THE LEAST STABLE NODE gILL qE
• USED IN SU_EOUENT L_CAL FIGENVaLUE SEAPCH. THIS IS t
.7DCO_4_S_4137E-03 -.6Bq3Qo1893309E-03
ITPIV • 5 _TIO_I AT STATInN I9 Le_KENG FnR
PSI = B9._27_21 _E_PEE_oe_ PH_ 26.¢6P_57
UNSTABLE _0OE FO_ XLENC = .lOOOOOOOE-OZ






N_ UNSTABLE P_DE FO|J_ID IN GLOBAL CALCULATZON. THE LEAST STABL_ NODE _LL BE
IJSED IN SUBSEOIJENT LnCAL ETGENVALUE SEARCH, THIS IS !
i
°11_03_7Zq_70E-CZ -,B971ZTq412515E-03
ITRZV • _ O_T_nN AT STATION ZO LOOKING _OR UNSTABLE NODE FOR XLENC • .ZOOOOO00E-O2
PS_ " 8q.8?_q_ _E_PEES_e_ PHI- _6.54885T
U'Z

























































• O.O. O.O_. C.C, n.O, O.0,, O.Op O.O, O. OJ. O.O_ O.O,









" I • _t
• Oe
• O.O, 0.I), 0.0, 0o0, O. Op 0.0, 0o0, 0.0, 0.0_ 0.0,







YEBZ _IRFOII UPPER SURFACE ....... SUCTION UZ&4
C_n_O " 8,000 F'"
%
l
Printout for Test Case No.
O0
OZ
NP UNSTABLE PriDE f:OLIF'D ZN GLOI_AL CaLCULATrON. TilE. LFA._T STABLE MODE VtLL BE
USFO 7.N SUPSECt_ENT LnCAL ETGE',IVaLUE SEARCH. THT$ _S t
• 134591q222572F-01 -.2027113205810£-01
ITRZV- l AT STATT_N Z
XLENC • .3C00000C_-03
ALPHA- -.36083P4P q_TA-
. TTRZV- Z N_ ]t'STAaZLZTY
ITRTV- 1 AT STATT_fl 3
XLFNC • .30000_0_F-03
ALPHA- -*37060323 BETA-
LnOKING FOR UNSTABL Hn_E AT PSI - 87,869217 DEGREES
,07603151 OMEGA - ,12B_193013051E-01 -.210221703759BE-01
FgR T_PI_T WAVELENGTH RANGE AT STATZON 2
LflnKING FOR UNSTABL HnO_ AT PSI - BS,459882 _EGPEES
• 21642434 OMEGA - .4904906045503E-02 *Z604517696940E-O2
NON-OTVE_]ONAL F_EOUENCY AT THTS STATrON IS FREO- .IBO185171BOT3E-05
TNtTTAL STATTON OPTTPXZEP LOnP
ALPHA- -.37223935 BETA- ,21343730 OHEGA-
GP_UP VELPCTTY CPVPUTED
Va . .bq_6_P673Z3Q6E_O0 o36BT210687253E-01 VB -
ALPHA- -.380B]_1_ BETA- .21B14813 OHEGA-
GROU_ VFLPCTTY CP_PUTEP











TNTTTAL STATTON OPTTI_TZEP LOi_P
AL_HA = -. 3¢JOB]O_ ;? BETA- • 21B14813 OHEGA- .180182757147_E-05 ,231094_206473E-OZ
C_
GPOUPVFLOCYTYC_PUTEO
VA - .AqA_40_BB1378E+O0 .3702207534368E-01
ALPHA- -.3_102671 BETA- .19078015
GROUP VELOCY1Y CP_P!ITFO
VA • .Ae34_20qOO33PE÷O0 ,34qlO720Z3649E-01
VR - .1267BOB676967_+01 ,424020639055BE-01
OMEGA- -,1967830218961E-03 ,2629753682557E-O2
V8 - .1257376844471E÷01 ,b460157269019E-01
INITIAL STATION OPTI_TZER LOOP
ALPHA- -.33102671 BFTA- .1_078015
GROUP VfLOCTTY CCPPUTE_
VA - .6P3462090033_E*O0 .3;91972023649E-01
ALPHA. -.33166ZP_ _ETA- .1Q12_3_6
GROUP VELOCTTY Cn,PUTFn
VA • .6_341BB_44184E÷O0 .348729848964BE-01
INITXAL STATION O_TIMIZED LOOP
ALPHe- -.33_L662B2 BETA- .lqlZB386
GRCU_ V'FLOCYT', C_PUTF_
VA - .6_341PB2_41R4E÷O0 .3_BTZqB48964BE-01
ALPHA- -.33:L52720 BETA- .19121013
GRCUP VEL_CTT_, C,_IITFO
VA - .bl_337B560SllSE÷O0 .3486730225492E-01
OMEGA- -.196783021BgblE-03 .26297536BZ557E-O2
VE - .1257376P44471E÷01 .646015726901_E-01
OMEGA- .180071535BO79E-05 ._b4012_bOZ515E-02
VB - .1257218887476E+01 *640664787056_E-01
• OMEGa- .180071535897qE-05 .2640122602515E-OZ
VB • ,125721888747bE+01 ,64066_7870569E-01
OMEGA- .1795815646709E-05 .Z640095ZB1948E-O2
VB - .1257179590784E+01 .6411870834396E-01
0
,C) "0
E_O OF _ITIaL ST_,TIPN OPTT_TZE_ AT STATTON 3 XIC - ,000733 FINAL RESULTS A_E
ALPHA- -.33149_55 PETA* ,19119348
GROUP VELOCITY C_PtlT_9
Va - .6833bQ4537065E÷O0 .3485qBB16534_E-01
a_ • .11755096_+02
YLEWC " .33_4394F-93 P_I- _5.76q519
N FACTPP &T INITTAI _TaTT_H N_, _ IS N- ,156
STATION Nn 4
LnCAL _aCH N_. •




PPFV_L,S DA_ZlIS ._755173E+05 ORIGINAL REY
,3_6
• 1800710450588E-05 ,2640088697566E-O2
4 _'F_ OADTU_ .3755169E÷05
-.353_143F-01 ns. .4027527E-01
• 1257170693504E*01 .6413049371851E-01
64.256081 RFREO - .50000000E÷O0 HZ
,1571_84E+03
• 1571983E÷03 NFW OSTZ
ORIGINAL OSTZ ,1754133E-03
.175413ZE-03
Nn_-DI_EN_I_AL F_EOUE_CY AT THIS STATTflN IS FPEQ- .11e8320qIqBgqE-05





• ItSZ860665425E-01 VB -
-.602498561786qE-03 ,6115854189q13E-O2
• 7701560852750E+00 ,241138qZO5941E-OL
































MAZN OPTIMIZER LCOP, _H_P- 5
aLPHA- -.28922383 qETA- .27290770 OMEGA-
GROUP VFL_C;TY CnMPUTK_
Va • .6_BP3545¢6585F+O0 _32273q13Q2R21E-01 Vfl -
a_ - .3_8320_E÷02
YLF_C - .34_45437F-03 PSI- 84.701796 OHI-
$SS$$$1$$$_$$$S_$_SSS$$$$_S$_$STS$$$$$$$$$$$$_SS$$
_ACTCR aT _TaT'r_H 4 YlC • .0_)96R6 IS N - ;.OmO
STAT]Ok Nn 5 PeEVT_US _APZUS ._75_169E+05 ORIGINAL REY
L_CAL vACH _. - ._17
STATION _ § HEY PAO_IJ$ .37_5167F÷05 NE_ REY
DR- -._433838E-_01 P_- .32TOO41F-O1
,118_76710q895E-05 .627493_831082E-02
.7676554498016E*O0 .359666_817426E-01














• 2_5_652066105E-01 V8 o
-.2443371463730E-04 .58592_7192377E-O2
.Sq749117_4778E÷O0 .20788320631q4E-01











• 2703076359371E-01 VB -
• 6556768417781E-06 ,586448327BO12E-O2
• 5972ZOO2055A6E+O0 ,229206794396_E-01
_AIN OPTIMrZER LOOP, F:HqS- 4
ALPHA= -°2559252_ RETA- .31494840 OMEGA-
GP_UP VELO£ITY C_wPllT_n
VA = ,?04?_4_025_1E+C0 ,2TO374175153EE-OZ V_ -
APC . .33139933F+02
YLENC • .37073856E-03 _SI= 85.164066 PHI-
N CACT_P AT STAT/0N 5 X/C - .0035293 TS N • 2.189
$S$_$$$$$_S$$SS_$$$I$S$$$_S$_$_$_$$S$$$$I$$$$$$$SS$$$$
STATION N_ 6 PPFVIquS "RADTHS ,3755167E÷05 _RIGINAL REY
LOC6L PaCH N_. = °6?5
ST&TION NQ 6 NE_ _IHS .3755165F+05 NEW R_Y
DP= -.20ZleZCE-01 i OS= .31Z?OZ_E-01
• 97783331_7518E-06 .5864500337479E-02
.SqTEZOSO461RSE*O0 .2291156151941E-01
43.952894 RFREQ • .SCO00000E÷O0
• 28576_8E÷03 ORIGINAL OSTZ
• Z8_T&65E÷03 NFW _STZ .2181PQOF-03
HZ
.2181893E-03





















• 2081383058483E-01 VB -
• 882745qqq524qE-06 ,4784806502071E-02
• 5140456269536E_00 ,1492782034258E-01








MAIN nPTI_rZFP Lr_nPj NHME- 4
ALPHA- -.23603367 BETA= .33q36378 OHEGA-
GROUP VFLOC_TY CPVPUTF_
VA • ,7130C47929430E÷O0 _208530693869§E-O1 VR =
AeG • .24q¢_TZO_O2
YLFNC = ._145617_F-03 _ST- 85,qOqZ83 OHT=
N FACTPP AT STATT_H b Y/C - ,005_C45 IS N - 3.097
STATIO_ _n 7 PRrVTOIJS PAnTUS ,3755165E+05 ORI_TNAL REY
LOCAL M_CH NO. • .718
STATZ0_ _ NEg REY
DP-




38.907583 PF_EO = .50000000E+O0 HZ
• 3645321E+03 _TGTNAL OSTZ .255146_E-03
• 3665316E+03 NE_ OSTZ .255166bE-03





_AZ _ OPT_"ZZEe LCOP_ _U_- 1
ALPHA- -.2_702190 BETA=
G_UP VFLPC]TY Cpu_UTPD
• 36588692 OHEGA =
-.5143393075986E-05
.4385560381394E-OZ
VA- ,71078q868_b?E÷O0 ,1969329598q51E-01 VB - .4555025804781E÷00 .1247397qO6149E-01
_AIN OPTIMITER'LOOPj _t_MB• 2
ALPHA- -.2263957_ BETA-
GD_U o VEL_CTTY CPMPlJTFD
VA • ;71063343bA6QTE÷O0
.3669Z319 OHEGA-
• lqTR270069036E-01 VR n
• qb54648336882E-Ob .4385663545113E-OZ
,6554718865255E+00 .1266826590551E-01
MAZN OPT_qTZER L_lPp I,.ll.P- 3
ALPHA. -.22634422 _ETA= .366_42_3 OMEGA•
GROUP VFL_CTTY C_P_ttTrD
VA • .710_21464_77E+00 .197911043qO99E-01 VR -
A_G = .EO36_39_E+OZ
_LF_;C • ._6731_3E-03 PSI= n6.397631 PHI-
SS$$S$$$$_¢$$_$$$$$$_$¢$_$_-$$$$$$$ST_$$$$$$S$$$$_$_
H _ACT_P AT _TAT_N ? Y/C - ,0086999 IS N - 3.B60
STAT_O_ _ P PPEV_II$ OAD[LI$ .3755163E¢05 ORTGTNAL REY
LOCAL VACH _n. = ._o6
STAT_O_ _n B _E_ oAOIUS .375516tE+05 Nf_ REY
O_- -.18_334eF-01 _ OS- .3508691E-01
• 96459461_998_E-06 .43_5652110197E-02
• 4554698931070E_00 .12685157468t8E-01
35.617176 RFREQ • .50000000E+O0
• _506319E÷03 _WlGINAL DSTZ
• 4506312E+03 NE_ OSTZ .2qB1_33F-03
HZ
• ;)9BL_ 38E-03










• 2238208879565E-01 VB •
-.69831245519_5E-05 .4262188708447E-02
• 6175926983734E÷00 .1310016433144E-01
_AI_I OPTI_IZEP LOOPe _'_B-
0_
ALPHA- -.Z_Z5930P BETA- ,3898_lq8 OMEGA•
GetUP VELOCITY C_MPUTEO
VA • ._1017154B_S&SE÷O0 .EZ422&OlO56_3E-01 VB =
• 1034294995470E-O§ .4Z&Z388875449E-O2
• 4175721502584E÷00 ,1318042436224E-01
MAIN OPTINIZEP L(_OP_ Kt)MR- 3
ALPHA• -.Z2257?&4 BETA• .38982718 OMEGA=
GROUP VFLOCI_Y C_MPIITED
VA - ._101_AB4C431FE+O0 ,ZZAZ65835&54_E-01 VB •
Je_ • .17351197E+02
XLFHC = .5?171245[-03 °_T• 86.788168 PHI-
N _A_T_ AT STAT'!mN B X/C - o0172222 IS "H - 4.501
STATION NP _ P_[VI_U$ RADIUS ,.3755161E+05 ORIGINAL REY
LOCAL WACH _0, - .Pe3
STATION FI_ NEW REY
DR•




32.93595& RFREO = .50000000E+OO HZ
.545831ZE+03
• _45830ZE*03 NEW DSTZ
ORIGINAL OSTZ .3479557E-03
.3479551£-03
NON-OI_E_In_AL FREO'EN_Y AT THIS STATION IS _REO= ,*11]Z536EZ_qSZE-05
,0
,0"0
NAIN OPTIMIZER tCOPe HUMP- 1
AL _A` -.Z;!15653_ BETA,.
GQOUP VELOCITY CCIvPIITFfl
VA - • "08t_779361140E+O0
• 41357064 • r_ME GA •
• Z50Zlb5135580E-01 VI_ •
-.636508693&O47E-05 ,4Z78138707ZlOE-OZ
• 3000882582??3E+O0 ,1374141569345E-01









MATN OPTINIZEP LflnPp HUWB• 3
ALPHA- -.ZE13631q n_TA= .41321q95 nMEGA•
GRnUP V_LDCITY C_POUTF_
VA • ,?OR6_3_TZSO43F÷_O ,2506792407R56E-01 V8 •
APG • .15200915f÷OE
XLf_C • ._87qT]85E-03 PST= BT,077578 PHT=
N FACT0r AT STATION Q XlC • ,01_3775 IS H = _.]lq
STATI_ *_ 10 PrFVTOLIS R_DIUS .375515qE÷05 O_TGINAL REY ,6§17617E÷03
LqCAL uACH _n. , .qZ3
STAT|ON Nq 10 NE_ P_O_IJS e_7_515?F÷05 NEW REY ,651760;E÷03 NEW OSTZ
P_= -.19_5073F-01 nS= ._ll6_O1F-O1
.1113_87206q62E-OS ._2783_ZBlE58E-O2
,3_O071_73721qE+O0 .%378@31675093E-01





NON-OEMENSIeNAL FREOUF_CY AT THTS STATION IS FREO= ,122211275716kE-05





















MAIN .OPTIMIZER LOOP_ _UMB= 3
_LPHA- -.2ZlBC_62 BETA=
,63623565 _MEGA= .12230_8317;OSE-O§ .6¢o3361191117E-oz
OO
GROUP VELOCITY CPMPUTEO
VA • ,7060714511Zq6F÷O0 ,Z858769191026E-OZ VB =
_G • .1365666QE÷02
XLENC.- .6407o240F-03 PSI- 87,289992 PHI=
q FACTOR AT _T_T!ON 10 X/C • .02116g0 IS N • 5.713
STATION NP 11 PP[VlqtlR RAPIUS °3755157F+05 ORIGINAL REY
LOCAL MAC_ NO, • ,o75
STAT|_ Nn NEW RFY
OR•
11 Nrk PAnIUS ,3755155E+05
-,20b2CqOE.-C1 PS• ,;458B4qF-O1
• 36828980307BOE+O0 ,1691156964490E-01
Z9.660542 RFREO - ,50000000E+O0 HZ
• 7743292Ee03 ORIGINAL DSTZ
.7763273f.03 NEW DSTZ ,4727007E-03
.4727018E-03
NON°DIMENSInNAL ;_EOI,E_.:CY AT THTS STATInN IS FREO- ,13f_Z497637601E-05





• 33585060_6ZO3E-01 VR -
-.917698139¢SZqE-05 ,4687003661224E-OZ
• 3511681378758E+00 ,1676654054548E-01
NAIN OPTIMIZER Lr)PP, Rtl-P= Z
ALPHA• -,2_Sqg21n _ET_- .4634061_ OMEGA•
GROUP VELOCITY COMpI.|TcD
VA • .;'OZg_l_O2881_E+O0 ,3357628404834E-01 _ VB •
ARC • .1261q412F÷_Z
XLFNC - .7200_757F-03 _qT- 67,459416 PHI-
N F_CT0_ AT STATION 11 X/C - .0_&6023 IS N - 6,209
STATION _n ]2 PPEVIOU_ OADIUS .3755155E+05 ORIGINAL REY ,ZOZBQTOE+04
LOCAL _C_ NO, - 1.C57
" STATION NO 12 NE9 RADIUS ,3755151F÷05 NEW REY ,1028q67E+04 NFW OSTZ
OQ= -,_4qgqs_F.,O1 DS- ,100699qF+C0
• 13659105P2958E-05 ,4687494268491E-OZ
• 35115273035qRE+O0 ,1676q16388408E-01
28.537q03 RFREQ - ,50000000E_O0 HZ
_PIGINIL DSTZ .6159599E-03
,61595BIF-03















MAIN QPTIMIZEP LOOP, :_IIMP° 2
ALPHA- -.2344_061 PETA- .50956666 OMEGA-
GQOUP VELOCITY C_PUTFn
Va - .7031_031657]F*00 .41_b§OlZ65q40E-01 VR •
_P_ • .10470O16E+OZ
XLENC - .F_?4?_21F-03 PSI- 87.763773 PHT-
$SSTSSS$_$$_SS_S$$$_$¢_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_$$$SS$$$$$$$SSS
N FACT_ AT STATION ]2 XI£ - .03o4Z26 Z$ N - 7,_61
STATION NO |3 P_EVT_US _OTUS .3755151E+05 ORIGTNAL REY
L_CAL eACH NP, • _.1_5
5TATTON _n 13 _Eu PA_T_S ,375514bE÷O5 NE_ _EY
DR- -,_o66731E-01 P_• ,1168332E÷00
• lb57250023549E-05 ,_010673605818E-OZ
• 330267780178ZF+00 ,1965570065Z48E-01
Z6.942193 RFREO • .50000000E÷O0 HZ
• 130303ZE÷04 OeIGINAL DSTZ
,13030ZTE÷04 HEY DSTZ .7745771E-03
.77457qqE-03
_ON-DIPE_'IS1flNAL FPFOL, F_.;CY AT THTS STATInN IS FREO,, .2014072939925E-05
MAIN OPTTH TZEP LOOP_ _I_MS- [
ALPHA- -.?5199339 qETA=
GR_U • VFL_CTTY CP_PUTEO
VA - .71140_1510804E*00
.55799972 OMEGA-







PAIH OPTIMIZF_ LO_P_ _]I_P = 2




GPCt, P VELOCITY CO_PflTE9
VA - .'I'11357560Q31?E+OO.5136310814036E-01
APG = ,RO187656F÷01
XLFNC - ,oc30_?b2r-03 PSi- 88.169123 PHIm 26.131637
_ACTnP AT STAT_P_ I_ X/C • .0_4Q12_ TS N • 8._41
S$$SS$$_$$$S$$_'11S$_¢_$$$$$¢_$$$$S$$_$$$$SSS$$$$$$$S$
ST_TTn_ _r ]4 PPFVI_US PAPTUS ,3755146F+05 ORIGrNAL REY ,1765303F+04
LOCAL PAC_ N_, • 1.121
STATEON _ 14 _F_ PA_TIlS .3755137F÷05 HE_ PEY ,176529%E÷06 NEW DSTZ
_R= -.Pb81133f...01 PS= ,ZOS_O57E+OO
VB • ,3259420413363E+00 ,Z352625407878E-01
RFREO = ,50000000E÷O0 HZ
ORIGINAL DSTZ .1047485E-02
,Z047480E-OZ
NO_-O_/_EN$1ON6L FREOHFt:CY AT T_,IIS STATZ_H _._ FRE,O= ,Z6_lZq1730686E-05
HA_ O'PTT_TZE_ L",Ov_ NUHB= 1
&LPHA- -.31_q5_$0 PETA= .66_53501
GRCU_ VELOCTTY Cn_PUTE_
V_ • _7334q4087310_E÷O0 .6538284671qO3E-01
O_EGA- -.1641053444518E-03 ,_O054Z42864ZOE-O2
V8 • ,33789_lq6008_E÷O0 .3008123blElqZE-01
HAIN OPTIx_ZE _ LOOP_ HUM8= Z
ALPHA= -,313q8221 BFTA= ,68290934
GPCUP VELOCITY Cn_"UTE_
VA • ,_3Zq9177C6124E÷O0 .6507017979767E-01
OHEGA= ,2615562012023E-05 ,40202855570q6E-OZ




NAI_ OPTINIZ_R LOOP, _II_B= 3
ALPHA= -,313q_114 BET_= ,bBZq0723
GRPJP VELOCITY C_wPUTFP
VA • ,732qg14_1207_E+O0 °6507033075760E-01
OHEGA= ,Z6913194q5303E-05 .%OZOZ_2335182E-O2
VR • .33TT13055061ZE+O0 .2_930470_3043E-01














• 6551234523742E'01 VB -
,26361700q593OE-05 .4020288506276E-02
• 337686_788988E÷O0 ,301875B?25935E-01
WAIN OPTIWIIER LOOP, _UMR- 6
ALPHA- -,31302737 BETA- ,6808371B OMEGA-
GROUP' VELnCITY-C_MDUTF_
VA • *732_306151126E*O0 ,6551179113518E-01 VB -
_P_ • .475855QTF+01
XLENC - .IOQT_eBF-0Z PSI- 88.830130 PH_-
N FACTCP 6T STATION 14 xIC • ,0_317Q8 IS N . q.873
STATION Nn 15 PREVI_U_ _ADIU$ .3755137F÷05 ORIGINAL REY .2184070E÷04
L_C_L WaCH Nn. - 1.115
STATIPN NP 15 NEV _ADTUS .3755127E+05 NFW REY .2184057E+04 NEW DSTZ
O_e --°103_5_÷00 D$• ._4B_361F÷O0
NON-OIMENSIONAL FPEOI_E_CY AT THIS STATION IS FREQ- ,334719757977?E-05
.26912717_9006E-05 .40202_3469636E-02
.3376864_56911F+O0 .301872753_9_0E-01-




















VA - *TSB36¢lO58330E+O0 .6177951176931E-01 VB • ,3566137387973E÷00 o2896658503526E-01
15








_A]N nPTr_[ZFR L[_OP_ _He8- 3
ALPHA- --.3_bPleq51 BETA- ,77376222 OHEGA-
GROtfP VFLOCTI'Y £n_PHTFP
VA • .75771929501BOE+O0 °6309516309936E-01 V_ -
AP_ • ,2_?29Q31E+e1
YLENC - ,!1o039o_F-02 P_I= 80,300221 PHIe
N _ACT_¢ eT STeT1PF_ 15 x/C , .11716_8 IS N - 10,764
$$$$SS_$$$S_¢]$$_$S$_S$$$$T$_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$T_T_O_! _0 16 P_FVTqLJS P_PZHS .375512?E+05 ORIGTNAL REY
LOCAL _ACH _9. • ].106




25.964117 PFeEO - .50OO0000E+O0 HZ
• 25_5_47E+0_ _RZGZNAL DSTZ
• 2545427E÷04 NE_ DSTZ o151290bE-O2
.1512918E-02
NON-DIVEN$ION&L FREOI_F_CY AT THIq STATION _S F_EQ= ,3_30716243690E-05
O0
O_





• 614Z496554550E-01 VB •
-,2405873090089E-05 ,1¢76155_15158E-0_
• 3722523900821F÷00 ,29_19565559_4E-01




ZL$O lVNIgI_O tO+_L_69?Ig •




O0+3Z9LZ@gE ° =SO O0÷]E89TZgI'- =EO
tO+3ZIbgzI£" A3_ fl3N gO+3gBog;LE" $N|Gvd fl3N 8[ uN NOIIVlS
[60"I - "_N H3VW 1V301
A3_ ]VN]5I_O gO÷3IOI_ZE" $1110¢a SflUIA_ed _I ON NUJLVI$
$$_$$$$$$$$$$_*$$$$$$_$$$_$$$$S*_$$SSSSS$_S$SSSS$$S$$$
gzg'II • N $i 19LOOOZ* = 31X z[ NOII_I$ iv o013_ N
$$$$$$$$$$_S$$$$$$S$%_$S$$$SS$S$_$$_$_S$$S$$$S$SS$SS
O0÷_bgglbzL_' • 9dV
• _A Io-]ggE/gEbO_E_tg* O0÷_gEESggL_ObL" - YA
"V53kU bIL_OZ@" =V£]_ t_ObO_Ot'- =VHd_V














I =EWHN 'dO0_ _3ZIhIIdU NITW
gO-3b9ZgE6£gOEgtt" =03_ Sl NOILVIS Sl_l 1¢ A3N_(I03_ 1¢_O|gNiWIO-NON
ZO-3§Zbg69I"
ZO-3It6gbgI" ZLSO ]@NISI_U
O0+]OOOo000;" • O3_d_ 60EZII'9_
IO-3LLLg9EOBIOgbZ" O0+3e_@I@ObIlgg/E"
_O-_6GObOLt999&tI" gO-]ZOgO6LEIgg_6g"
tO÷]ZgtO§8_" A3_'M]N gO*/TOIgg/E" SIIIOI_ M_N LI d_ NUIITL$
_bJ'I • "_W .3V_ ]f3J]
A_U ]VNISI_U _O÷_IlggL£" $[llUCd SIIU|AJ_o ZI UN _UZLVZ$
ZL_'II - h SI _6gEg§[" = 31_ 9[ NdliVi$ IV odi_V_ N
IO+d@IE£E_II* , 5_t
• _A IO-_IZOg_EIZOLLIg" O0*3_bO_OOOE99LL" • VA
O_I[|d_J3 AII3013A dNOaO
-VO_WO o_Igtg08" -VI_ OE_ZEL@E °- -VHd_V
9I
..J
NOq-OtPfN_IONAL F_EOUEHCY AT THTS STATION IS .FREQ- .6889094633830E-05
17
MAIN OPTIMIZER L_OP_ NUHR- 1
ALPHA- --.4128eT_2 EETA-
GRNU D VELOCITY COHPUTF_
VA - -7998727828¢30E+O0
.83982636 OMEGA-
• 6888q¢7563063E-01 VB o
• _418737863171E-05 .2295915280910E-03
• 392157ZB68823E+O0 .3376859998005E-01
MAIN OeT[_rZFP L_P, NtJMR. 2
ALPHA- -.61_3_72_ 8ETA- .83880774 OHEGA-
GRCUP VEL_CTTY CP_PtPTE_
VA • .7'_QP2_3533?_OF÷O0 .6qLSO53701339E-OZ VB -
A_ • ,33P63535r÷C0
XL_NC - .15_4_957r-3_ °_I" 89,827351 PHT-
N FACTO_ AT STAT[_h _A x/C • .2677751 IS N - 11.636
STATION Nn ]_ PPFVTNt_ PA_IUS ..3755085E_05 ORIGTNAL _EY .3372Z17E+04
LOCAL _ACH NO. • 1._
STATInN _0 1_ NF_ o_IUS .3755C%9P+05 NE_ REY ,3372170E+04 NE_ OSTZ
OR- -.l_39463f+CO P_- ,372_2_0F+00
• 4893776010687E-05 ,2299332589000E-03
o3921390926058E+O0 .33_O2;q3zb7q_E-01
Z6,35282_ _F_EO - ,50000000E+O0 HZ
O_IGINAL DSTZ .2009539E-02
,_009511E-02










• 8171172762463E-01 VB -
• .10904Z202042_E-05 -,llTq83037624ZE-03
• 399486504703qE+00 .603;85_120320E-01
_a_N OPTI"IZEP tr)'_, NIfHR- Z
18
ALPHA- -.43786117 BETA- .87621191 nMEGA- ,_309098106640E-05 -.1175523831376E-03
GPCUO VELnCITY COwVUT_D
VA - .SC_POD?5?T]T?E+O0 ,B_Z17165_b610E-01 VB - ,3994777201753E÷O0 .4060644838271E-01
$$$ STAmLE _EGION E_CnU_TFPEn--TCON • 1 WAS SELECTE_ .... PROGRAM CONTINUES_t$
NON-OI_E_SIO_AL FREOUE_CY AT THIS STATION IS FREO- .5721943041057E-05
Nn UNSTAfi[_ /'nC,c FOUND IN GLt_qAL CALCULATION. THE LEAST STABLE MODE gILL BE
USED IN SURSEOUENT LnCAL EIGENVALUE SfaPCH. THIS [S !
.lZ24006927691f-02 -.4010047127179E-03
ALPHA* -.61600708 EETA- .8370183B
IRE_IN •1 FAILEn Tn FI_z_ ACCUPATE UNSTABLE
PROCEEPI_G T_ NF_T STATIPN
nHEGA - .124296108397BE-02 -.424592774869ZE-03




NON-DIMENSIONAL FPEOUFNCY AT THIS STATTON IS FREO- ,618013qA§3825E-05
N_ UNSTABLE ,P_E F_UF'D IN GLn_AL CALCULATION. THE LEA_T STABLE H_OE _ILL BE
USEr IN SUBSFOI_ENT L_CAL E_GENVALUE SEARCH. TH]S _S !
._277637661096F-03 -.74901870_152BE-03
ALPHA- -._|882C3_ _FTa- .83561425
IBE_I_ -1FATLE_ T_ rI_O ACCI_PATE U_STAPLE
PROCEEDING T_ NEXT STATIflH
fiNEGA - .651_357601405E-03 -.7745326104383E-03
_OOE OF gAVE NUMBER gaVE- .934699 XlC - .407621AT STATION 21
L,n
NON-_IPE_SI_NEL FR_CUENCY AT THIS STATInN IS FREQ-
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d001 a_Z_wlld{} NUILVLS IVI_INI
61
' r'--
STATION NO 23 PPFV]nUS RAOTUS .375506qE+05 ORIGINAL Q_Y .4374243E÷04
LOCAL PACH _P. - 1.C47
STATION NP 23 NE_ PADIUS .37_505&E+05 NEW REY .4376175E÷04 NEW DSTZ
OR- -.1273gqZf÷O0 OS- .2TB4Q32F÷O0
NON-DIPENSI(_AL FRECL!FNCY AT THIS STATIt'IN IS FREO-











RAIN OPTTMIZEP LODP_ NH_B- 2
ALPHA- -.3722esee BETA- ,70473347
G_OUP VFLqCTTY C_MPUTEn
vA - .5681_QOBP372PE÷O0 -.54184qOlO3223E-01
A_ - .8o6_0961E÷00
XLENC • .?SA5346qE-OZ PSI- 90.713247
$tSq$$$$$S$$¢Sf$_Sx¢,_¢_¢_$x$_$$$$S$$_$_$$_SSS$$$$$$
N FACT_O AT STATION ?3 Y/C • .5017737 IS N •
STATION _0 _6 P_[VI_U_ PA_IUS .37_5056E+0§
L_C_L _C. NO. - ].e40
STETSON Ne _4 _F_ P_DIL'S .37_5043F÷05
eg- -.12alllbE+O0 DS- .278673qF+00





NE_ REY .4333137E÷04 NE_ OSTZ
• 29TO435058041f÷O0 -.28328162?O467E-01"
27.132485 RFREO - ._O000000E÷O0 HZ
_RIGINAL OSTZ .2_02Zb3E-OZ
.260221_E-OZ
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9£0"[ • "UN h_v_ lV301
A_a lVN_O|_O _O÷JE_O_LE" SII|U¢_ SRU|A_od _ _N ND_LVI$
$$_$$$$$$$$$k_it$$$$_=$t$=tSt_t$1t$i$$$$$$t_t_$$$$_$$
I[g" • N SI g_E_bEg" - _lx _ NUI_V_$ IV aOl_v= N
Stt$$$$$$$_$$=$$$k$$$_tt_t$$$$$$_$$$._$=$$$_$$$$$$$$$$
=_Hd _GOIL9"O6 =ISd ZO-_OE[Lg_8" • 3m31X
O0÷30_L96bEb ° • OdV
• _A 70°]O_6E_E_6ZE£O§ °- 00+3_£_99_09019o_" • VA
g_£i_d_3 AII3U3_A dRO_O
=V_kO LE_IOOL" =V138 _[b_L_,L£'- =VHdlV
'[Z
TO'3LSE9OGLZL_[I£'" O0+3_g606_6ZOZElE ° = _A
IO']_[Z_IEO98Z6_ °- 00÷]$_90811E_I96t;" • _A
03
STATIO_N_ 26 PRFVInIJSPADIUS .3?5_031f÷05 _RIGI_AL REY .4113825E+04.
L_CAL _ACH N_, = 1.C?_
STATION _n Z6 NF_ RADIUS .3755018E÷05 NEW REY .6113740E÷04 NEW DSTZ
De- -.1ZT?TQOF*O0 95= ,2TEBTOgE_O0





HA[N _PTI_TZE_ LOnP_ &IIH_- 1
ALeHA • -.30_2316T BETA- .57027420 nMEGA•
GRCU_ VELOCTTY COPRtlTFO
VA • .5_q6FgCO40591E+O0 -.309305BOnbB73E-01 VB •
• 39Z333797o56BE-04 .15T?374116372E-OZ
• 316153254261?E÷O0 -.1656833301431E-0i
MAIN OPTZMTZE_ L_OP, _to_A• 2
ALD_A • -.30q70c15 BETA• .57104556 O_EGA=
GROU_ VELqC_TY CO_RUT_O
VA • .5_b_q327353E÷O0 -,3062337379_BSE-01 VB •
AP_ • .95231754F÷O0
$$ssssss$_sssssss_s$$_s_ssss_sssssss$_$$$$sSSSSS$$$$$
N FACTPR AT STATION _ 26 "_IC • ,&135035 IS N • 1.003
ST_T_ _n 27 P_EvI_US PAgT_)S .37_5Ot_E+O5 ORIGTNAL REY
LnCAL _AC_ _n. , 1._10
STATION N_ 27 NE_ RA_T(I_ .3755005E+05 NE_ REY
DR= -.12685_F+00 _S" .26845q2_+O0
• 6861869283846E-05 .1579100674042E-02
• 3160996706120F+00 -,lb4ZB26057310E-01

















VA• a!I690453887355E÷O0 -*Z446429506243E-01 VB • .3128174141174E_00 -°1341589558161E-01
23
MAXN OPTIMIZER L_]OPp h_UMB• 2
ALPHA= -,2_0267BI AFTA• ,52095710 nMEGA•
GR_Ua VELQCITY COM_UTEP
VA • *56qO32CSq4124E÷00 -oZAZOOO5352236E-OZ VB •
°6672334306422E-05 ,1861188Z47qqOE-OZ
°31ZBEZE9?E3E6E÷O0 -.1330BZ6006465E-01
MAIN OPTIWI_ER thOR, NI'_B= 3
ALPHa= -*_c_o|PTP_ BETA• o520BZ160 OMEGA-
CROUP VELnCI1Y COMpUTE_
VA - ._6qC_6155_3E]E÷O0 °.24E241qQ05356_-02 VB -
_r_ • .120_5_75E÷01
XLFNC • ,31_qA542F-02 PSI- @1,29783B PHI-
N FACTOO AT _TATI_N ?7 YlC • .b4q4q43 IS N • 1,Eg3
STATION N_ 28 PPFVIOUS PADIUS ,3755005E+05 ORIGINAL REY °3676354E+04
LrCAL MACH NP. • .qq?
STATION NC 2P NE_ PAOILI$ *3754qqZF+05 NEW REY .36T_Z65F÷O_ NEW OSTZ
O_- -.IZ_O_?E÷:O DS- .263221_E_O0
• 66660100B_664E-05 ,1861181770545E-OZ
• 31_B274?T3465E÷O0 -.1331751198269E-01
27.8_78¢0 RFPEO • .50000000E÷O0 HZ
ORIGINAL DSTZ .223_O08E-OE
,2232954E-02
NON-DI_ENSIONeL F}EOUENCY AT THIS STATION IS FREO= °_3AO447958115E-05
MAIN OPTIWIZER LO3P_ NI'_B- I
ALPHA- -.28_64223 BETA• ,4935460B _MEGA=
GROUP VELOCITf CPwPUTCD






MAIN OPTIMI?EP L'3TIP_, NUMn= 2
I
24
ALPHA• -.28341o48 BETA• ,494qOq36 nNEGA-
GR_t'_ VFL_CITY CnMPUT_
VA - .5675663R?O967E+00 -.391002034629bE-01 V_ -
.6379715058244E-05 ,2176729010233E-OZ
• 3EOSbqg?22844E÷O0 -.Z0788583020eBE-01
MAIN OPTIHIZEP LOCPp NLI_B•" 3
ALPMA- -,2e341124 _FTA- ,6Q_BQ463 OMEGA•
GROUP VELOCITY CrMPUTEO
VA • .567_572524qAE÷O0 -.lqlOZ36565181E-O1 VB •
APe • .1494115q_÷01
YLFNC • .307514_1F-0_ D_I• ql.62480q PHI•
CJCTCe AT $TJTIO_ 2q XIC - .6R4_3_1 TS _ • 1.648
_$$_$$$$$$$_$_$$$S$$_]%$$$$$_$T$S$$$$_T$$$_$$$$$$$$$
$TATID_ fin ?_ PgEVICL*S PA_U$ ,375_qq_÷05 _RIGINAL PEW
LOCAL MAC_ Nn. • ._71
STATION NO 2q NEW PAnIUS .3_5498OF+05 NEW REY
Og• -.1263_O1E+CO _ DS- .256919bE÷O0
• 6340175034_00E-05 .217472_4S36bfiE-O2
• 3ZOSbO488Z863E÷O0 -.1078_31945311E-01
2_.1734_5 RFREQ • .flOOOOOOOE÷O0
• 3387745E÷04 O_IGINAL OSTZ
• 338765BF÷04 NEW OSTZ .2070_3_E-02
_Z
.20704qBE-O2
NON-OIPENSIONAL F_FOUr_cY AT THIS STATION IS FREO- .SqB8373c)62540E-05
MAIN OPTIMIZE_ L_P_ NUMB- 1
ALPHA- -.ZTZO0463 AFTA• ,46005b?3 . OMEGA-
GeOUP VELOCITY C_XPtlTFD







MAIN OOTIMIZ_:R LOOP, NUMB- Z
ALPHA= -.Z7326_._0 BETA• .4621q040 OMEGA-
GROU _ VELOCITY C(_MI'I.JTAD
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E -gkNN CdCO] d_ZI_IldO N19_
?O-g_LOI¥OE_L9ZO[°" O0+3£_9bOoqIL_g_£ ° • gA
?0-3EE0gb_G_qg_Ez ° _0-3IOL_OTEEgI_L; • aV_3N_
ZO-3_O£¢99ZL_691"- O0_3_£95_.TLO_LL_" • YA
O]Ifid_3_ J,LI_UI]A _NOaO
@bgL_bZ_" =fled §g_gg_gz'- =VHdlq




ZO-gb_gLbI_gooboz*- O0+30ILZ96£O6ZLL£ • . V^
O_Hd_03 _1|30]]A dNOe9
89E_ggZg" uV_]8 0709E_gz "_ " U_HdIV
GO-3_ZEIBEbL_gS_§" =03_ $1NOlXVXS SIH/ lV AON3(IO]_ lVNOISN3_IO--NON
ZO-]Ot§bBgT"
ZO-]ZgGosgI" ZLSO lVNIOIaO
ZH O0¢30GOOOOOG" - O]ada 97I_I9"g_
zo-g_sLbL6LogzLz9 °- O0+36ZZOO£EgLZZE["
20-gZLI_;LEggI_E2" ;O-_ObO9_g_GILg6;"
00+3?£_go_?" "SJ 0C÷3000@;ZI'- "o0
_0÷_E9_990£" A3B fl]N _0+3Lgbg_LE" S_I0vo fl3N 0E ON _UILVIS
A]_ _VNlOlaU _0÷3Ge6_LE" Sltl_a SdOIA3ed OE oh _UIIVIS
090"_ - N $I 68_glL' - 3IX 6Z N_I£VI$ 1¥ ed_3_ N
$$$$$$$$$$_$$_$$$_$$$$$$$$$$_$_>)_$$$_$$$$$$t$$$$$$
mIHa gGOZL6_[O =_$d _O'J_gq_Z0£ _ " 3N]lX
[o_gELI_IZT* • _d_
gA TO-_gZ;g_LLTZ9LO_'- O0÷]9_OO_o00OZ;" • VA
U31Hd_d_ ALI3OI_A _,lOOO
"VO]NO E90_IZg_" mq¢3_ 9£G£ZELZ'- _fHdl_





VAm .57T_OT75272_OF÷O0 -.1TO31_3_3673F-02 V9 -
A_G - .1_4340_7E÷01
yLFNC.= e?o4RST6OF-02 PST= 92.326117 PHt-
N ¢ACTn_ AT _TATI_N 30 X/C = ,75!0q48 TS _J = 2.505
STATIPw _ 31 P_VT_LJS ¢_TIJS ._75;gbTF÷05 OPIG_AL BEY
L_CAL _ACH N_. • .c15
STATION _q 31 HE; _A_TUS ,375;q55E+05 NE_ REY
DR- -.1251197[+00 P$- .2¢20391E÷00
• 3_85706296_6E÷00 -.1028608100271E-OZ
2q.155091 RFREQ • .50000000E÷O0 HZ
• 2752733E+0; _RIGZHAL OSTZ
• 2752653E÷0; NE_ DSTZ .171_985E-OZ
.1715035E-02
NON-DXWEN$II_AL FPEOItFF:CY AT TH_S STATi(1N I$ FPEO' .S2133qSZq6361E-05
_AZF' OPTIqIZF_ LO_Pe WUMBm 1
ALPHAe -.251915_7 BFTA- .39527066 _MEGA•
GPOLtP VELOCITY C_PUTEO
VA - .SBSI?5333327eE÷O0 .716_25037866_E-02 VB -
• 1B577kO290672E-O_ .22636810k5811E-O2
• 36801718Z_I37E+O0 ._6;B11357?_95E-O2















HAZN OPTIMIZER LOOP, NUMB= 3
ALPHA• -.25369&lq BFTA• .3977_656 OMEGA•
GROU _ VEL_CTTY CP_tJTED
VA • .5_SC2B86_78B_E÷O0 .7527_15103770E-02 V_ •
_PG = .lqOgq567_÷01




29.829346 RFPEO = ,50000000E+O0 HZ
O3
N¢ACTPPATSTATION_1 X/C - °7823378 IS N - 2.q59
STATION N_ 32 PREVIOUS RADIUS a3754q55E÷O5 ORIGINAL REY .269982%E+04
L_CAL PACH Nn. - .87q
STATIn_ Nn 32 NE_ PA_TUS .375_q42_+05 NEW RFY .Z4qq747E_04 NEV DSTZ
DR= -.12_5426F+,_0 DS- .233qO_bF+O0










• 16312172k815qF-O1 VB -
• 1;l&7qZ_qSqlqE-O_ ,2Z74Z52011877E-02
• 38&b52213Z988E÷OO ,10924245&7747E-01





• 165486_765706E-01 VR •
• 513385108010_E-05 .2274260543573E-02
• 38561792&O746E÷O0 .109608509q3%1E-01
MATN OPTI_IZE_ LO_3P, Nl!V_- 3
ALPHA- -.24"_1q_47 BETA- .37348q03 OMEGA=
G_CUP VELnCITY CPuPUTE_
V_ • .5_357357_oqBsE÷O0 ._&5466302_Z_IE-01 VB •
A_G • .ZO5407IgE+01
XlFHC - ,2776qB_&F-O2 PST- q3.15588& PHI-
_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$'!T$$1T$_TS_$$$$$$$_$_%$$$$$$$$_$$$$
N PaCTP_ aT _T6TTCN 32 X/C - .81_07q_ IS N • 3,_ZZ
ST&TI_N NO 33 PPEVI_LIS RADIHS .3754qkZE+05 ORIGINAL REY
¶TATIO_ Nn NE_ REY
DP=




30.60782_ _F_EO • .50000000E÷O0
.232562kE+04







N(_N-OIMEN_I(_JL F'tEOUFNCY AT THIS STATION IS FRE0=
.4961147767440E-05









• _2229735Q1508E-01 VB -
• 35389120 ONEGA-










MAIK OPTI_I_G LOOP, FII_NR-
ALPHA- -.25499467 EETA- .35388825 OMEGA-
G_UP VFLCCTTY C_W_UTED
VA - .5671_57,41843E,00 .22_0164005617E-01 VB -
e_G • .Zk4_58qoc+o;
XLF_IC • ._7105_23F-02 PSI- 93.Bq_OTT PHT-
N FACTOe AT STATZC_'I 33 _IC - ,8402_1_ TS N - 3._32
STkTION qn 3_ P0_VT_US _eDIUS .3754930E+05 _qTGTNAL _EY
LPCAL _ac" _. • .7_2
STATIO_ N_ 3_ N_¥ CADIUS .375_1TF÷05 NE_ REY
nP- -._275564F÷00 _S- ._lqq93_E+O0
• 4960%71194346E-05 .ZSb54307174§6E-O2
• 6036016443340E+00 .15871224qS645E-01
31.SbSBTq ,FREO - .50000000E+O0
• Z189704E+04 O_IGTNAL PSTZ
• 218962_E÷0_ NE_ _STZ .146150bE-02
HZ
.1461556E-02














MAIN OPTIMIZER Lr)OPp _UHB- Z
ALPHA- -.27019313 BETA- o34_9q172 _NEGA-
GROUP VELOCITY COuPUTFn
VA • .551_384223105E+O0 oZZOZT32731639F-01 VB -
JRG - o31_4R655E+01
_LENC - .2_lq_b_Ar-O2 PSI- 94,735735 DHI-
N FACTPP AT STAT_PN 34 WIC - ,R6Aq?_q IS N - 4,546
STATINN Nn 35 P_FVI_L '¢ 0ADIUS .3754017F+05 _RIGIHAL REY
LOCAL MACH NPo • .73_
STATION Nn 35 NEW _A_IU$ ,375_90_+05
O_- -.131010_C0 P_- .2140041E÷00
°5103818qq67X7E-05 ,3197518118769E-OZ
• 4272461685858E+O0 .1705275691708E-01
33,331667 RFREO - ,5OO00000E+O0 HZ
.2030ZBIE+O;
NEW _EY .2030208E+0_ NEW DSTZ
ORIGINAL DSTZ o1400830E-OZ
,140077QE-02
NON-DIMFN_IO_AL FQFOPENCY AT THIS STATION I% FREOo ,5161R659qO564E-05
O0
C_





• lqgOR42229_O2E-OX VB •
• 5825519q73q63E-05 .3688537202610E-02
• 464487947340ZE+O0 ,1650q88637870E-01
wain OPTIMIZER t_OP_ Nt!MB- 2
ALPHA- -,2_'841q_8 BETA-
GROUP VELOCII'Y CPWRUTED
• 33271518 nMEGA- ,5186277RlbB73E-05 ,3688_5484346qE-O2
va - ,_613523Q41563E÷O0 o19Q3674917136E-OZ V_ - .4644784045700E÷00 .1649731931qOZE-01
3O
HAIN OPTIMITFP LOOP_ NIIMS-
ALPHA- -,_784Z8?7 R[TA- ,33272551 OHEGA-
GROUP VELOCITY CPuPUTP_
Va - .5613511;392_F+00 .1Qq376092272_E-01 VB -
_ • .36140866E÷01
xLE_£ - .?_358087F-OZ P_I- 95,12t927 PHI-
SS$S$$$$SSSSSSI_$S$_I_$S_$$S$$$S$$SS$SSSS$$S$$$$$_$S$
N PaCT_P AT STATT_N 35 _lC • .BQ_1254 IS H - 5,268
STITION _ 3_ P_VT_KI_ RA_US ,3754904E+05 Q_IGIN&L _EY
L_CAL VJCH _n. • ,70e
STATI_ _ 36 F:F_ _a_Ttt$ .3T_4E_E_05
C_, -.12qSq53E_O0 ' DS- ,20375°4_÷00
.51624727661qSE-O§ ,360855SOO9188E-OZ
.46447_102414E+00 ,$64qbqSZ88648E-01
34,800853 RFREO - ,50000000E÷O0
,1855944E+0_ ORIGINAL OSTZ
HEU _FY ,1855P74E+04 NE_ DSTZ ,131791_E-02
HZ
.1317961E-OZ
NON-_IPENS]_AL ¢RECi_[NCY AT THIS STATION [S FRE9 = .50794g7950ZZTE-05















MAIN OPTTMIZER Lr_t_ NtJME - 2







(30 _AIN OPTI_'IZER LOOP_ _t!_B= 3
-..!
TO-36_IELOZ97566I o OOe_66OL9_££_L£G ° . _^
ZO-3ZE_6£gtgIz6_£ ° _O-]II£t_LI£E_6_" =VS_kO
IO-300g_EEObS_L_Z* O0+_[_Lq£Izgz[£I_* • vA
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IO-3gbLlglqgll£il" O0+3EILL_ZLgbL¥O_"
O0+_t_OL_I" -S_ O0+_Ltb_IZI'- -eO
ZiSO fl3N tO+)bbltOLI" AB_.fl3N GO+_bLSb_LE" SIIlUVd fl_N LE uN NUILVIS
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0OO'9 -'N $I _tg_G16" • 31X 9£ Nu,Lili$ iV _313V_ h
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O]iNd_O3 _i13O13A _NO_O




YLENC• .74_0_64F-02 PSI- q4.PT2600 PHI• 36.979Z05
N CJCTO_ AT STATION 37 XIC • .o36602R IS N - 6.640
STATIO_ _0 3r PPFVIOUS RAOIUS .37_¢RTqE+o_ ORIGINAL REY .15862_3E÷06
LOCAL _aCH Nq. - .653
STATION NO 3_ NE_ DAOTUS .37548_8F+05 HEW REY .158618RE+04 NEW DSTZ
OR• -,lOqOb53E+O0 0S• .]653q12F_OO
NON-OIPENSIONAL FREOUF_CY dT THIS STATION IS FREO • .4832871qO9076E-O§








HAIN OPTIeIZE9 LOOP_ _I;_B= 2
ALPHA= -.25162343 BETA•
GROU p VELOCITY C0NPtJTEO













NATN OPTT/_IZEP LOOP, _U_I_,, 3
ALPHA= -,2517F_30 PFTA= .2793q6qO OMEGA•
GROUP VFLOCITY C_HPLITFD
VA • .631673EOZ73_2E+O0 .2666684288956E-O1 VB •
a_ • .2_q3gsqq_+oz
XLENC • .2_6_290E-02 PSI- 96.25520Z PHI•
$$¢_$$S$_$$$_$$$¢¢$$¢$$¢_$$¢$$$¢_$$¢¢$$$$$¢$$_$$$$$$_
N FACTCR AT STATTON 38 XIC • ,Q551658 IS H • 7.1_8
$$$$$$$_S$$SSS_$*_S_SSt_tSS_tSSStSS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
STATION NO 3q P_EVIOUS PAOIUS .375486eE÷05 ORIGINAL REY




37,769439 RFREO • .50000000E÷00 HZ




STATION Nn 3Q NFW PAOtUS .375485BE+05 HEW REY ,1505093E+04
DQ- -.9346422F-01 D_- .1403730E÷00
NEW DSTZ
NON-OIPENSZOHAL FPEOtfFNCY kT THIS STATION IS FREO- .47_1820911516E-05
.113586TE-OZ
33





• 3173663444194E-01 V_ -
• 1065766230|11E-0_ .25238793810Z3E-02
• 581ZO79220Z23E+O0 .28960397ZO340E-01








MAIN OPTT_TZEe LOOPp NLI_R- 3
ALPHA- -.2'_3526ZC _FTA- .265414_5 OMEGA-
GROUP VELOCTTY CnMPIJT_O
VA.- ._,3_2_1631_373E+_0 .3183129100TOZE-01 VR -
_P_ • .25717514_+01
xL_NC - .24766431F-0_ P_- _.OP6_b PH_
P_CTO_ AT ST_T]CN _g X/C _ .9708384 ;$ N • T,53_
$$$$$$$_$$$$$_$_$$$_$_$$_$$_$$t$$$$$$$$$$$_$_$$$$$$$$
$T_TI_; Nn _0 PPEVT_I!S P_DIUS .3754858E+O5 DPIAINAL REY
LOCAL _C_ NO. - .621
ST_TTO_ _n _ NF_ PADIuS .3754_51E+05 NEW PEY
_" -.75go55_E-01 O$- .l1283QQE+O0
• 478065_4784QOE-05 .2523703010865E-OZ
• 5811574877177E÷00 .ZB9384q_25196E-01
38.450231 RFREQ • .5000CO00E+O0 HZ
.1450;61E+0_






NON-D_MEHSIONAL I:PECI'FNCY AT THTS STATION IS FRE_3- ._,788217110885E-05














• 3_e3914207054E-01 VR -
,4830346773140E-05 ,226_346934415E-OZ
,59403707bq664E÷90 ,3418177536528E-G1
NATN OPTIMTZEe LO_Pe NltMA, 3
ALPHA* -.23_45E_6 BETA- ,25472695 _HEGA-
GROUP V_LOCTTY C_PUTFD
VA - .b4_lq_l_47131E_O0 .3_83RS1574052E-01 Vq -
AP_ • ,2332_71qF÷01
_LE_C - .?_C3_53F-0_ oSTo 9_.03_03 PHT-
N FACTC_ aT STATTCN 40 X/C - ,9_33597 TS _ • 7,809
tSSSStS$$$$_$t$$$SS_S_$_$SS$_tsS$$$$_S$$$S$$_$$$SS$$S
. $TAT|ON N_ 41 _FVI_U$ _a_II_S ,3754851f+05 ORTGINAL REY
L_CAL PaC, kn.. .606
ST_T_O_ Nq 41 NE_ _A_l{I$ ._75484§E+0_ HE_ REY
0_- ".585_407E-01 PS- .831_gblf-01
• 4787653432550E-05 ,2Zbb343639630E-OZ
,5940375908180E÷00 ,3418253628434E-01
39,0721e6 _FeEO - ,5000OO00E÷O0
• 1470449E+04 O_IGINAL DSTZ ,1147284E-OZ
• 14TO384S+04 NE_ OSTZ ,1147234E-OZ
HZ














VA = .bO49743210877E+O0 .5715343150BATE-01 VB = .SBAZ373456074E+O0 ,5529614069901E-01





• _721477681530F-O1 Vn =
• 513ET717832TbE-05 .1883665104145E-02
• 5841474510630E+00 ,55256Tlb37661E-01
mAZN OPTIHTTFP L'IOPp HU_B- 3
ALPHA- -.2337TOP6 BETA. .23q7327B nMEGA=
G_CI_. VELOCI'rY CNPPt)TF_
VA - ,hOkP2Z_863q24F÷O0 .5TZ1397318306E-01 VB -
APG . ,lqSZ6362E+01
_[E_*C I .2_°101BQF-OZ PSI® qB.54qfiZZ PHT-
$$_$$$$$1$$$$$$t_$$1$ti$?i¢$1_$$$$1$$S_¢$$1$$$$_$$$$$$
N fACTO) AT STATION 41 XlC - ./925170 IS N = 7.q87
STAT]nN NO 42 PPFVIqU_ PanIt)S .3754_45F+05 _PZGINAL REY
10C_L PAr- NO. l 15._
STATICN r_O 62 NFW PADTtlS ,375486ZE+05 NEW REY
DR= -.3612375F...01 _S= .51qq85qE-Ol
• 50531bqB17571E-05 .1883435913035E-OZ
• SB616q122495TE+O0 .5525836229070E-01 l











'_A_N OPTT_IZEI_ LrJl_P, NI_Hn- 1




• 768417_05130E-01 VB •
• 7185qoqg_OB67E-05 .1030386_6_117E-02
• 5354626967680E÷00 .7876852657081E-01
XATN nPTI_TZ[:Q tnr_Pp NIJ_P- 2
ALPHA- -._4C32P33 PETAo
GPOU o VFLOCITY C_MPUTFD
VA • • _101227066_88E÷00
.2274Q076 nMEGA-
• 7473200521366E-01 V8 -





• 746q_ST_5490ZE-01 VB -
ALPHA- -,24066_67 BETA- ,22?81261 nMEGA-
GROUP VFLOCTTYCQ,Pt)TE9
VA - ,5100!_942270_E÷00 .7469959765293E-01 V_ -
APe • .111a2516E÷01
XLENC • ,_o_20COPF-02 PSI- 95,o61895 PHI-















3. MEAN FLOW PROFILES
The present version of COSAL accepts three-dimensional
compressible boundary layer profiles for swept and tapered
wings as calculated by Program WING. In this program, the
boundary layer flow is analyzed by invoking conical flow simi-
larity transformations. This significantly reduces the com-
plexity of the problem; the analysis, however, is not applicable
to the regions near the wing root or the wing tip. A brief
description of the program is given below.
3.1 Program Wing
Except for a few modifications concerning the output,
Program WING is essentially the s_me as Program MAIN developed
by Cebecci and Kaups [7] for calculation of compressible laminar
boundary layers with suction on swept and tapered wings. WING
is specifically designed to provide boundary layer profiles
appropriate for input to the compressible stability analysis
code COSAL.
The coordinate system (x,8,y) % used in Program WING is de-
picted in Fig. 4. The fundamental assumption employed in the
analysis is that the wing has a trapezoidal planform and that
the spanwise pressure gradient is negligible. As a consequence,
the conical flow similarity transformations can be used which
enable the governing three-dimensional flow equations to be re-
duced in a form similar to two-dimensional flow equations. The







FIGURE 4. COORDINATE SYSTEM USED IN PROGRAM WING.
95
r_F PCOR QUALITY
conical flow assumption implies that both the airfoil thick-
ness distribution and the spanwise wall mass flow rate distri-
bution are governed by similarity considerations.
The boundary layer calculations are done along the arc
formed by the interaction of a sphere of radius x = constant
and the conical wing surface. It is assumed that the wing
planform is given in terms of the sweep angles 11 and 12 for
the leading and trailing edges, respectively. It is further
assumed that the non-dimensional wing thickness distribution
_/c, Z/C (see Fig. 5) is specified along a streamwise section
with chord length c. This chord intersects the sphere at the
wing leading edge as shown in Fig. 4. The above geometrical
data is used in WING to calculate the independent variable 8.
The conical flow similarity variable _ is defined as
/p _ed_ = p y
eS--£ex
where y is the (.dimensional) normal boundary layer coordinate
and P and _ are the density and viscosity, respectively, of air.
Furthermore, u = -u where u is the velocity component along
radial coordinate x. The subscript e refers to the boundary
layer edge values.
mhe_, mass _.n___v_^_ ........._ condition _ __ h,, _._,,_+_












p W X --
3y
3_ 1 3@
p v x- 3x x 38 + (p v x) w
where w and v are the velocity components in 8 and y direc-
tions respectively. The subscript w refers to the wall value.
The vector potential components _ and @ are represented
in terms of dimensionless parameters f and g as
= x3/2 /
Pe _e u f(_,8)
i
e
= x3/2 /Pe _e x We/U e g(n,8)
where
f = u/u and g = w/w
e e
The introduction of the similarity transformations makes
the governing equations (see [7]) independent of x and the
solution can be obtained by marching in 8 direction. The
Keller's Box method is used to solve the boundary layer equa-
tions. The details of the method can be found in [7].
3.2 Computer Resources
P
Program WING requires about 75,000 octal words of memory
and typical execution time is about 15 seconds on CYBER 175.
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3.3 Input/Output
The program card for CDC machines reads
PROGRAM WING (INPUT, OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT, TAPE6=OUTPUT,
TAPE7)
OF' POOR QUAL|TY
TAPE5 and TAPE6 are input and output units respectively
while TAPE7 contains output to be used in stability analysis









7/8/9 End of record
Input data
6/7/8/9 End of file
The input data to program WING consists of free-stream
conditions (M , U_, P , T ), Prandtl number (Pr), boundary-
layer grid_parameters (D_,An I (_hl),K), total number 0f strea_m -
wise stations (NZT), leading and trailing edge sweep angles
(I I, 12), and streamwise chord length (c). The geometry of





for a total number of NI points. The pressure distribution
and suction quantities are specified by inputting the pressure
coefficients Cp and dimensionless suction mass flow rate (pv)/
(pU)=, as a function of (_/c) i. Note that (_/c) ° and (_/c) i are
not necessarily the same. Upper and lower surfaces are treated
as separate cases, the dividing-point being taken as the place
where w = 0.
e Note that the (_/c) i
values must be within the
interval of (_/c) and (_/c)
o,min o,max"
Description of the Input Data
Card 1 Punched as an 80-column alphanumeric field







Punched in II Format
A parameter to control output.
No extra output (suitable for COSAL) is written,
either on TAPE7 or listable output file TAPE6.
(Only the output of original program MAIN is
written on TAPE6).
All extra output (to be input to COSAL) are
written on TAPE7 and output file TAPE6.
All extra output is written on output file TAPE6
' m_D_._but is not written on _..==,.
i
All extra output is written on TAPE7 but not on













Punched in 213, 3FI0.0 format
Number of input stations for the streamwise airfoil
(Maximum NI = 61)
Number of input stations where C is specified
P
(Maximum NZT = 51)
Estimated value of _max at the first station.
(Usually less than 0.5, see section 3.4 on how
to estimate _max )
First An-step size, An 1
Variable grid parameter (K = 1.0 for uniform grid
in _)
Note: the variable grid used in WING is a geo-
metric progression having the property that the
ratio of lengths of any two adjacent intervals
is a constant; i.e., _n i = KAni_ I. The distance
to the j-th line is given by the following for-
mula:
_j = Anl (K j - I)/(K - i) K > 1
The total number of points J can be calculated
by the following formula:
gn [l + (K-l) (n_/_nl)]
J =
£n K
Punched in 8F10.0 format
Chord length c (maximum length line) in feet for
the streamwise airfoil.








For incompressible flowFree-stream Mach number.
M =0.0
oo
UREF Free-stream velocity in feet per second. Input
only if M = 0.0
oo
TPRES Free-stream static pressure, in pounds per square
feet
TT Free-stream static temperature, in degrees Rankine
Pr Prandtl number
Note: the following must be observed with respect
to the sweep angles: tan I 1 > tan 12 > o ; i.e.
both the leading and trailing edges must have swept-
back.
Card 5 Cards for streamwise airfoil definition in 8F10.0
format
A {/c-values of the defining airfoil. Total of NI
points. Note: _/c = 0.0 must be input if calcula-
tions contain the leading edge.
Card 6 Cards for streamwise airfoil definition in 8FI0.0
format
Y z/c-values of the defining airfoil. Total of NI
points. Note: z/c = 0.0 must be input if calcula-
tions contain the leading edge.
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Note: the streamwise airfoil definition in terms of
_/c and z--/c should be as smooth as possible. The
point distribution should be denser near the nose
in order to compute the external velocity distribu-
tion from the specified pressure distribution.
Card 7 Cards for input-output locations in 8F10.0
format. _/c-stations where C and suction
P
data is input. Total of NZT points.
I
Note: _/c = 0.0 must be input if calculations
contain the leading edge.
Cards for pressure distribution in 8FI0.0 for-
mat.
Input Cp-values. Total of NZT points.





BLP Input (PV)w/(PU) -values.




Total of NZT points.
Prints the description of the case.
MACHN = Free-stream Mach number
UFS
PFS
= Free-stream velocity, in fps
= Free-stream pressure, in ib/ft 2
TFS = Free-stream temperature, in degree R
PR = Prandtl number
ROFS = Free-stream density, in slugs/ft 3
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MUFS = Free-stream viscosity, in ib-sec/ft 2
REC = Reynolds number based on free-stream
values and streamwise chord = U c/_
4th Line CHORD = Streamwise chord in feet
RADIUS= Radial distance x in feet from the
o
cone tip to the leading edge of the
defining airfoil (is equal to the
coordinate x in boundary-layer
equations)
LESW, = Leading-edge sweep in degrees
TESW = Trailing-edge sweep in degrees
5th Line NI = Number of input stations for the
streamwise airfoil
NZ = Number of input stations at which
pressure distribution and mass transfer
is specified (equals to the number of
output stations)
ETAE = Estimate for _ at the first station
DETAI = Specified first A_-step size
VGP = Specified variable grid parameter K
The table STREAMWISE AIRFOIL COORDINATES contain three





= Streamwise airfoil abscissa (t/c)
o
















= Sequence number of output station
= Streamwise airfoil abscissa, (_/c) i
= Boundary-layer coordinate % in the de-
veloped plane, in radians
= Surface distance in feet along the x = x
section measured from the stagnation line.
= Input Cp-value
= Input (PV)w/(PU) -value
= Calculated Ue/U _
= Calculated We/U _
= Calculated i/U w 8
e
PEPFS = pe/p _
The results from boundary-layer calculations are printed out
for each station under a heading giving the station number NZ
and the nondimensional chordwise location (_/c) i. The first
table gives intermediate results from the iterated solutions
for fw" _f"w' g"w' and Ag'_, respectively.. Profiles for the con-








= Point number in the boundary layer
= The transformed variable n
= Boundary-layer variable f
= Boundary-layer variable f'
= Boundary-layer variable f"




W = Boundary-layer variable g'
T = Boundary-layer variable g"
TEMP-R = Static temperature ratio in the boundary
layer, T/T
e
Y-FT = Distance normal to the surface in feet
Calculated boundary-layer parameters are printed under the
heading BOUNDARY-LAYER PARAMETERS, where:
DELSTX = 6* in feet
x
DELSTZ = 6_ in feet
THETAX = 8 in feet
x
THETAZ = e e in feet
CFX = cf x, local skin-friction coefficient in
x-direction
CFZ = cf e, local skin-friction coefficient in
e-direction
Hx = 6 /ex
Hz : e
Quantities printed out under the heading FLOW PARAMETERS pertain
to flow properties at the outer edge of the boundary layer, at







= W e in fps
= w in fps
e
= Pe in Ib/ft 2
= T e in deg R
= Pe in slugs/ft 3
= _e in ib-sec/ft 2
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BLP = (PV) w/(p_)e R_X
SQUIG = (pv) w/(pw) e/WeS/_ e
TW = T in deg Rw
RHOW = p in slugs/ft 3
w
VW. = v in fps
w
CW = (p_)w/(p_) e = C w
ORIGINAL PAGE _
OF POOR QUALITY
Additional outputs printed starting from station number 2
are (these are generated for use in COSAL and are written on
Tape 7):
NZ = Station number
NP = Number of points in boundary layer profile
DESTZ = Boundary layer displacement thickness to
be used in stability analysis (= compress-
ible displacement thickness DELSTZ)
RDSTZ = Local Reynolds number to be used in sta-
bility analysis. RDSTZ is based on DESTZ
and local potential velocity in e direction,
W .
e
Following this are 10 columns lobeled J, Y, WO, WI, W2,




= Point number in the boundary layer
= Distance normal to the surface non-dimen-
sionalized by DESTZ.
= Velocity component in 8-direction, velocity
component in x-direction and temperature,
respectively• Veiocity components are scaled








Wl, u1, T1 = First derivatives of WO, UO and TO with
respect to Y.
W2, U2, T2 = Second derivatives of WO, UO and TO,
respectively.
3.4 Sample Run
Sample output of program WING for the case "YEBZ AIRFOIL
UPPER SURFACE, SUCTION U244" is given below. This is a 35 °
swept infinite span wing of Pfenninger type. To save space,
output for only first i0 stations is given instead of all 42
stations.
User's attention is drawn to the higher resolution of air-
foil definition near the stagnation point. The boundary layer
calculations are started at the stagnation point (NI = 6 in
the printout below). A few extra points ahead of the stagna-
tion point are provided for proper interpolation of geometrical
data in this region.
It is necessary to input an appropriate value of ETAE (n)
for the first calculation station. The boundary layer growth
for the later stations is done internally. It should be noted
that the input _ for the first station differs considerably
from the "usual" two-dimensional cases. It can be shown that
OO




where w a - d8%2
e
and the ",_,_al" two-dimensional
L08
\
Using Ue/U_ = 0.57 and w e /U_ = 6.3 x 105 which are
e
typical for the present test problem, and N = 8, we get
noo % .0075.
A quick check of whether appropriate value of ETAE was
provided is that calculated V (see printout below) at the
edge of the boundary layer should be small (of 0(i0-i0)).




0 YFSZ AIRFOIL U_PEP SURFACE ....... SUCTION U246
OwaCHN . .PqllTOF+OC, t,P ¢ = .10333nE+04 _FS
0 _OF¢ • .675b_4E-_3 MI'F_ • .396386E-Ob RFC
CCH_¢O • .SCCCOOE+01 RAdII!S= ®375_17E+_5 LESW





• ,55qTOOE+03 PP •
• ,349qOOE÷O2
• .625000E-0_ VGP •
,720000E+00
.10500CE_01
O ST_EA_WT$E eT_FPTL CO_PP]NATFS






7 .7000C, CF-04 .I,)PZ_P=-02


















































































































































































































































































































































ONZ • 1 Xlr, Oo












0 J FTA F

















































0 RnUNDJ PY-L AYF¢ P,_o_U_TEP S
0 DfLSTW - .1('301OF-C3 DFLSTZ -
CFX " • 5(:0245F-_.2 CFZ -
0 UF • .5c;2725F +03 W_ .,





































-o1_7700E-02 .573402E+00 ,788777F÷00 -.7600qqE÷04 ,102753E*01
-,1477_0E-02 ,5733°°E÷00 .761501F÷00 -,674625E÷04 *105170E_OI
-,147700E-02 ,5733g6E_O0 ,740033F÷00 -.626886E+04 ,107040E+01
-,147700E-02 ,5733_4E+00 ,722142E+00 -.68_450E+04 ,108574E*01
-,147700E-02 ,5733_3E+00 ,706260E+00 -o716831E÷04 ,lOggl8E+01
-.147700E-02 ,5733g2E+O0 ,bgOOOTE+O0 -,15875_E*05 .111274F_01
-.147700E-02 ,573391E+00 .668760E+00 -.267840E*05 .11301bE÷01
G W T
O, ,132352F_04
• 241525E-04 ,Z38632F_O0 ,lOqq72E+04
,104g14E-03 o46130_+00 ,856337E÷03
• 253445E-03 ,65415qF+00 ,611081E+03
• 47_02qE-03 ,805201F+00 ,387053E_03
• 7_2843E-03 ,qOq30?E+_O .207727_+03
• llbR29E-02 ,q66_7q_O0 ,OBI43%E+02
• 16335_E-02 o_lSfi4E÷OO .265217_÷02
• 21_031E-02 ogq_84oE_O0 .4_50O_E+01
• 2R1551E-02 .ggqQ7_F+_O ,2643%2El+00
• 355112E-02 ,100C00_01 -*24geTOE-01
• _026_F-02 .100000F+01 -.212152E-02
,53eB47E-02 ,IO0000E+OI -,183130E-04
• 652qb4F-02 .IO000CF+OI -.236484E-oq




































• l16q24E-03 THETAX •
O, HX •
• 67f1753E-06 THETAZ •












ONZ - 2 X/C - ,7rOOOOE-04






0 IT V_ALL i P[LVw
1 o_1_7_qF÷03 -.2232a_E-05
0 J FTA r







































0 BnUN_AOY-LAYE o PAPAMFTEe_
0 DELSTX - .214026F-03 CFLSTZ -
CFW " .4P110_[-02 CFZ •
0 FLOW PA_APFTEO$
0 UF - .SQ2725F+03 WF -
0 RHOE - .P67247F-O_ Fire •









V G W T TEMP-R
• 516759E+03 O. O. .108602E+06 .10_183E÷01
• 516104_÷0_ .200683E-06 ,199397_÷00 .q3831?E+03 .104143E+01
• 510q_OF+_3 ._84260E-04 .3_441_+00 .7730qOE÷03 .104003E÷01
.4o610_E÷03 .217306E-03 .574903F÷00 .596954E+03 ,103725E+01
.4_5605E+03 .417o18E-03 .729811E+00 .421677E+03 .10327_E+01
• 386314_+03 .AqRP37E-03 ._0732E+00 .263405E÷03 ,lOZ646E÷01
.2q61qTF+O_ .1064qSE-O2 .930310E+00 .13873q_*03 .I018_8E_01
.17296_E+03 .1517qqE-O2 .074_6OF+00 .575740E+02 .101135E_01
.77954_F+OZ .205@1_E-02 .gO_679F_O0 .170130F÷02 .100541E÷01
.232726E÷02 .260774E-02 .q_@Oq_F_O0 .301_Q2_+01 .IOOI_gE*01
• 390621F+01 .342_17E-02 .qo_gSqF+O0 .203076_+00 .100043E÷01
• 28_72_E+00 ,477968E-02 ,IO000OF_01 -.115251E-01 ,lO000hF÷61
.578321P-02 .526546E-02 .lnOOOOF÷01 -.1422_3E-CZ .IO000OE+01
,_46018F-05 ,640_63E-02 ,lOOCOOF+01 -.15013_-04 .IOOCOOE_01
• 146354F-08 .772768E-02 .IOOCOOF+01 .1_37_2E-08 .IO0000E÷O1
• 146354E-08 .772768E-02 .lOCO00E+01 .15376ZE-08 ,100000E÷01
.140857E-03
.587326E-01
THFTAX • .794240E-04 THETAZ
HX I "269472E÷01 H7
• ]02039E+03 PF = "qZO429E÷03 TE
.427320E--06 BLP • O. SOUIG





































• 83101 -.440q6 O. 2.2971
• 70511 -.43950 .18760 2.2q6q
.75754 -.43_77 °38455 2.2962
,71842 -.43244 .59122 2.2q45
,677_4 -.42638 .PO?_3 2.2q09
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0 DFLSTY - .24_117F-03
CFX - .4_l?ObF-02
O. .4fiOO?3E+03 O. O. .Q6Otb4E+03 .10503qE÷01 O.
• "85542E-01 .449662E+03 .17R340E_4 .177566E+00 .842048E+03 .104985E+01 .368700E-04
• lqOq30_÷CO .446554E÷03 .790125E-04 .354410E÷00 .709743E+03 .104810E+01 .795057E-C4
• 307_7_E÷00 .4364Q1¢+03 .lO5561E-03 .522874E+00 .5_$5_5E+03 .1044"7E_01 .128745E-03
• ¢3783PF÷00 .413_3F+03 .37qSOTE-03 .674250F÷09 .475457_+03 .103_96E+01 .185523_-G3
• 5?_?hqE+O'O .36q_h5F*03 .641593F-03 *?qqqS_[+O0 .2qOllSE÷b3 .103334F+01 .25GSBS_-03
• 714435F+00 .30C4_SF+hl .QqOgOQE-03 .8_370qF+00 .]73671_+03 .102fi35E*OL .326013E-C3
._35_5E+CO .?I0367_+O3 .147q3PE-02 .q53761E÷qO ._@405qE÷OZ .I01_O0E*01 .41228OE-L3
.q24523F*O0 .11757q_+03 .Iq_264E-02 .qS_BSlE+OO ._2q536_÷02 .IOOq3qE+O1 .511355_-G3
.o76q_gE÷O0 .473621F+02 ,_Sg2O6E-02 .gq673qE¢OO ,8500qlE+01 .100497E+01 .bgb316E-C3
• gQ4731E+OO .11QQ_6_+02 .332753E-02 .qQqbSRE+O0 .I|8G_IE+01 .IC_12bE÷Ol .75b713E-03
.oq9414F+O0 .]58472E+01 .417000E-02 .10C000¢_1 .334_64P-0] .]0002_E+01 .908545E-C3
.ooOq74F+CO .E1oS_4E-Ol .51647qE-O2 .IOOC9_F+91 -.73_0_2E-02 .IO_OCZE+CI .IO8422E-GZ
,IO'_OOOF÷OI .95?950E-e3 .b30_bE-O2 .ICO_'00E+01 -.4054_0_-O3 .I00000_+01 .12_750E-GZ
• ]OOOOOF+O] ._51106E-O6 .7627OIE-_2 .IO00OOF+O1 -._24253F-O5 .IOOOOOF+OI .15_2qbt-OZ
.ICOOOOF+01 -.1871_5E-OR .0156_RF-02 .IOOOOOE_C1 -.64q475E-oq .IO00DOE+O1 .179544E-02




0 UE - .592725F÷03 WE =
0 _9E • .8465qAF-03 UI,E -
0 TW • .b43411F+03 _HOW -











PE • ._8qRBqE+03 TE
BLP = O. SOUIG




1 O. O. .8413_ -.4_435
2 .71355E-C1 .5FebOF-C1 ._0840 -.46224
3 ,14627 oi]812 .773q0 -._5874
4 .2_491 ._7757 .73803 -.4534q
5 *30746 .2_694 .7009_ --.44648
h .3o4Cq .2q5qq .6_258 -.&3771
7 .4_00 .75441 .673_7 -.42770
8 .58037 .41191 .59311 -.41497
@ .6P04_ ,4&818 .54ZZO -.4CI05
I0 .7_53b " ,57287 ,50102 -.38550
11 .Mq540 .57567 .45954 -,36836
12 l,C]O_ .t2_24 .41P12 -.34q68
13 1.1317 ,674_5 .37705 -.32q56











































































































35 5._P22 l,nCO0 Oo
36 6.23qi l.O000 O.
37 6._139 1.CCO0 0.
38 7.C073 l.crO0 O.
3g 7,4205 I.G(00 O,
40 7.q543 _ l. CO00 O.
41 6.3007 1.COO0 O.
42 8.?R_O 1.coO0 O.
43 o.2ooz l.CCoo o.
44 Q.R175 I.CCO0 O.
45 10.371 1.0C00 O.
46 10.952 1.0000 O.
































• 2_7_3 -.28532 l,Ogql
.2501q -,26149 I,Iq61
.22287 -.23678 1.2020
• 18866 -.21146 1.3885
.15690 -.185B6 1.6816
• 12791 -.]6040 1.5709
• 101_7 -.13556 1.6551
• 79_68F-01 -.111P6 1.7328
• 59S07_-01 -.898O8E-01 1._030
• _3a13F-01 -.69892E-01 l.q64S
,30on_E-Ol -.52501F-01 1.9175
.20o_4F-01 -.37PSTF-O1 1.9_I0
• 13515E-01 -.251180-01 1.q056
._271]E-02 -.170_3E-01 2.0210
• 47553F-C2 -,10535E-01 2.0_11
• 25_99F-02 -.(C626F-02 ?.0563
• l?3q_E-02 -,32207F-02 _.062q
• 5386_-03 -.15526E-02 2.0681



































• 71147 -._0371 1.0357
• 68121 -.23115 1.0333





• 3q513 -.31096 1.016q
• 33665 -.20750 1.0162
.27e_9_ -.27537 1.0117
• 22406 -.24554 1.00o_
• 17371 -.?101q 1.007_
.12066 -.17204 1.0055
• 9231RE-01 -.13605 1,0041
.&?66qE-Ol -.9_g62E-OI 1.0029
.6027&E-01 -._q"23E-Ol l.O0]q
• 24357_-01 -.64852F-01 1.0013
• 13768E-01 -.27_0qE-01 1.0008
• 72|83E-02 -.15253F-01 1.0006
• 34QOIE-02 -.7_356E-C2 1.0002
• 15274E-02 -.3h526F-02 1.0061
•60301E-03 -.15272E-C2 1.0001
• 21105E-03 -.56462E-03 1.0000




• 72077F-07 -.24584E-06 1.0000
.56553E-08 -.19490E-07 1.0000






-, 17625E-01 • I1647E-02.
-,17114E-01 ,27451E-02
-.16531E-01 .62153E-02
-. 15679F-01 • 55(,35E-C2
-.16fi74E-01 ,65367E-02
-= 13249E-01 • 7;'51_E-02

















", 96111F-06 • 24422E-05
-. 23066E-06 .61321E-b6
-,391_2E-07 • 14862I--C6
-.35184E-]5 .2251_E-13 0 0
-.60787E-15 • 19452E-13 "11
O. O.
V G W T TEMP-R Y-FT
• 632757F÷03 O. O. .946631E+03 .106697E+01 O,
• 4323_5E+03 .175494E-06 .174787f÷00 .PZ976qE+03 .106606E+01 .380530E-04
• 429521E+03 .77RObOE-04 .349225E÷00 .700745E+03 .105313E÷01 .820267E-06
• 420659E÷03 .192707E-03 .51_674E+00 .562111E+03 o105804F+C1 .132735E-03
• 3°o535F+03 ,374195E-03 .665487E+00 ,421635E+03 ,1050qOE+O1 .191095E-03
• 360224E+o3 _6_002F-03 .790665F+O0 .2PgbO5E+03 .104176E+01 ,25_129E-C3
• 29820_E+03 .977492E-03 .Sq6741F+O0 ,176R46E+03 ,I03150E+01 ,335C07E-C3











.oO?qRSE+O0 .1203#IE÷03 .194352E-02 .081003F+00 ,379212E+OZ .tO121ZE+01 .52413ZE-03
,O_SB_3E÷O0 ,SP17qTE+O2 ,257224E-02 ,qq53ZIE÷O0 ,111363E+OZ ,100559EEC1 ,640175_-03
.901576F+00 .173605E+02 ,33062_E-02 .099308F+00 .189535E÷C1 .100191E+01 .773836E-G3
,90RR42E÷O0 .286815E+01 .415765E-02 .goqoqSF÷O0 ,954535E-01 .100043/+01 .928182E-03
.qqqq3Z_+O0 ,lqqbR1E÷O0 ,514344E-02 .lO0000F÷31 -,ll4Zlq_-O1 .100005E÷01 .110¢71_-CZ
,qqqgqqF÷O0 ,361_34F-02 .628461E-02 .IO0000E+OI -.101071E-02 .IO0000E÷O1 ,13133_£-CZ
.I00000=÷01 .454621E-05 .760566E-02 .100000F÷01 -.122356E-04 .IO0000F+OI .155253[-C2
.100000F÷01 .10718hE-08 .Q]34q4E-02 .100000F÷01 -,3475_5E-08 .100000F÷01 .]82943E-OZ
,IO000qF÷01 ,lq71RbE-08 .013404E-02 .100000E+01 -,347535E-08 .IOOO00E÷01 .182943E-02
0 _OUN_AQV-LAYEP PA_WFTFQ_
0 0ELSTX • .2_8848p-03 PFLSTZ -
CFX - .410414F-02 CFZ •
.175_13F-03 THETAX • .074888E-04
.114503E-01 HX • .175773E+01
0 FLOW Pa_APFTEO_
0 tit = .502725F÷03
0 RHnE = .P087_2_-07
0 T_ • ,_aI730E+03
THETAZ • .bSqB69E-O&
HZ • .25%Z70E+01
NZ • & ND- 46 DF ?;TZ =
J Y _
I O, 0, _
Z ._P31_-01 .57_07E-01
3 .14100 .]](Z?
4 , ZlP.03 ,17470




10 • 75_.70 ,_=] 567




15 1._3_ .7-=1 go
15 1.4715 .7_045
17 1,6110 ,P. ;'54_
1_ 1,7570 .FShgl
]q 1 .¢_Oq=J ,P_=474
20 2.069 TM .°C_o6
21 2.7370 .q2964
2Z 2,4121 .e,4_-o_.
=E • .4637;4E+03 _E • .834703E÷03 TE
MOE • .41_512E*06 _LP • O, $OtIIG
_HnW - 1,757988F-03 VW = O, CW
• 17541330_952F-03 RO_TZ- .157198396Z824E÷03
W1 W2 U tll
.R5765 -.4P207 O. .50222
,"24E4 -.47_66 .34560F-01 .50224
.7q010 -,4761q .708blE-01 .5022_
• 75417 -.47135 .10805 .5021_
.71601 -.4_501 .]4_01 .50185
._78_1 -,4_704 .lqO?_ .50122
.6_8_1 -,44730 .23466 .50011
.508_6 -.43566 .2_053 .40832
.55606 -.42207 .32841 .40562
,51514 -.40647 .37827 .4q176
• 47308 -,3P880 .4300_ .40647
.43106 -.36038 .48361 .470_3
.3_0_1 -.34808 .53879 .47033
.3_"4_ -.32_1_ .50534 .45885
.30864 -.30086 ._52_2 ,44470
• 27023 -.275_8 ,71112 ._2762
.23363 -.24033 .7_944 .40743
.lqql7 -,22280 ,F2720 .38406
,16715 -.lq_28 ._02 .35758
,I_786 -,1701q ,q3Rsq ,32821
• 11150 -,1449_ .09117 .29_37





































































































_1 7.olq7 1.C000 O.
42 • P._73_ 1,cc0o o.
43 _._507 I.O_00 0.
44 q.3514 1.t',C90 O.
45 o._77_ 1.CPOP O.
4b 10.47a 1._COC O.
• _ XlC • .352q30F-02
IT Vw_LL nFtv_
1 .437757F+C'3 .4_3_F+0 ?
2 ._T°?_CF+l;3 -.?4777qF*O0



















*6qOgZF-01 -.08669F-01 1.ORfiO .22793
.51110f-01 -.7_402F-01 1.1153 '.19308
.371_5E-C1 -.60466E-01 1.1605 .15917
.26067F-01 -.4KO6OE-01 1.1004 .12725
.17543F-01 -.32304F-01 1.2150 .q826_E-01
.11258E-01 -.22140E-01 1.23_5 .7?_91E-01
._3_?F-02 -,]4413E-01 1.2_o3 .51_OBF-01
.38q_-02 -._R333F-OZ 1._6_0 .351q_F-01
.203_3F-O2 -.5C393F-02 1._674 .2_513E-01
.o6_3%_-03 -.76376E-02 1,27_1 ,13564E-01
.3q83OF-03 -.17386_-02 1.2750 ,76?6_E-02
.11_53E-03 -._C712F-03 1.2766 .3o6_2E-02
,q4607F-05 -.4qq20E-04 1.2775 .lflqZ4E-O_
O. O, 1.277q .817qOE-03
O. O. 1.27_0 .3160_F-03
O, O, 1._7fll .10744F-03
O. O. 1,_781 .31481E-04









































































































































































































0 PCLINCAPY-LaY_P PAP_FTFP ¢
0 OELSTX - .2A61qPf-e_
CFX i ,461242r-02
0 FLOW PaRAXETFP5
0 UF - .5QZ?24F_O3
0 aHOE • ,7_3927E-03

























































.lO000Of÷01 ,211637E-03 ,75735qE-02 ,lO000Of+O1 -,104504E-03 .100000[÷01 ,159G51E-OZ
.IO0000F+O1 .15364_E-06 ,glO286E-OZ .IO0000F+01 -.58382_E-06 ,IO0000E*01 .187299E-02
.IO000OE+01 -.238502E-08 .10_732E-01 .100000F+01 ,4052_3E-08 ,100000E+01 ,220000E-02
,100000_+01 -,238502F-08 ,108732E-01 ,100000f+01 ,405243E-08 ,100000E÷01 ,2ZO000E-02
,105029E-03 THET_Z • .736415E-04
,2724q4E+01 HZ • .26013OE÷O1
OFLSTZ - .]O1563E-03 THET_X -
CFZ " ,865007[-O2 HX •
• ,77C661E÷03 TE - .587887E÷03
• -,Z30398F+03 $OLITG - -.306192E÷O0
' -,731256E+00 CW - ,g78553E+O0
WE - ,014794F+03 lPE
MI'F " ,4] 1410E-06 BLP
PHOU - ,701752E-03 VW
RDSTZ- ,2186851056532E+03
U U1 UZ T
,1915633941432E-03
Wl W2
• 44000 -.98810E-01 1,OeSb
.43374 -.95501E-01 1,0884
• 42728 -,9ZO76E-01 1.0880
,4207h -._P_74F-01' 1.0e?l
• _l_lq -,8_Pq6E-01 1,08_0
• _0757 -.P15_6E-01 1,0_45
.40080 -.78722E-C1 1,0_26
°3o411 -.76609_-01 1.0805
• 38715 -.75464E-01 1.0780
• 37qQ1 -,75503F-c1 1,0751
• 37226 -.7_q02F-01 1,0720
,36403 -.79778_-01 1,0_R5
• 35502 -,Sh16?E-01 1.Ob4q
• 3_500 -.gOOO_E-OI i.o510
.33374 -.qTI12E-01 1.056Q
• 32101 -,10518 1,0527
• 30660 -.11376 1.0484
• 2q036 -.1222_ I.0440
• 272Z0 -,13010 1.0396
• 25215 -,136_q I,0352
,23034 -.1_073 1,03Oq
• 20707 -,1_219 1.026_
• 1827b -,14038 I,0228
• 15797 -,13507 1,Olq2
• 13336 -,12630 I.015_
• 10963 -,I1446 1,0127
• 87_71E-01 -,10022 1.0100
,8576R -,56691 0*
• 85128 -,55484 ,28659_-01
.a1352 -.54107 .,582OQE-01
• 774_ -,52F02 ,PRO34E-01
• 73540 -.5130_ ,]2058
• 60525 -,4g717 ,15323
• 65451 -,4_041 ,18_02
• b1331 -,4_2_3 .221_
,57180 -.44445 ,257_8
• 53011 -,42525 ,2q414
.4P_4 -.4C521 ,33]o0
• 4_697 -,38428 ,37058





• _1_47 -,23q75 ,_14_7
• 1_386 -.21350 ,65549
,15371 -.18735 ,_q4q7
• 12625 -,I_168 .73_o5
,1016q -._2696 ,76Rq_
• 60132E-01 -.113_1 ,802_6
• 61622F-01 -.o206bE-O1 ,8330q
• 46]0RP-01 -.72673_-01 .P&044








































































































• 157q4E-01 -.20485E-01 .02104
• 10171_-0l -.20168E-01 .03416
• 6_lb_F-02 -.1313_E-01 .04_15
• 35342F-02 -,80Q22_-02 .Q_142
• lqO_E-O2 -.46662P-02 .05_46
.o_P77f-03 -.2_Q71F-02 .05q76
• 3qBTPF-03 -.120n3E-02 .q_lSO
• 1_74_E-C3 -.Sf,4q7F-03 .qh_@_






































• 50188E-01 -.68373F-01 1.0058
.357O6E-01 -.52866E-01 1.0042
• 24375E-01 -.38887E-01 1.O02q
• 15763E-01 -.27075F-01 l.OOZO
• _6252F-02 -.17741E-01 1.0013
• 55131E-02 -.10870E-01 1.0008
.29407E-02 -.61024E-02 1.0005
• 14_g0_-02 -.32377F°02 1.0003
.65355E-0_ -.15_69E-02 1.0_01
• 2b?IOE-O_ -.0_725F-03 1.0001
• g775_-0_ -.2567gF-03 1._000
• 31&16_-0_ -.P_g66F-O_ 1.0000
._8_32E-05 -.2550bF-0_ 1.0000
• 2134_E-05 -._35@2E-05 1.0000
• 42688E-0_ -.13]27E-05 1.0000
• 6_RgCE-07 -.217qOF-06 1.0000
.85667E-08 -.27751E-07 1.0000
• 7586_F-Oq -.25201E-08 1.0000
o3QIIOE-IC -.13754F-0q 1.0000












• 02563_E-01 .45070_F+03 .15q392E-04
.IO_4_oc+O0 .432O04E+03 .70_637E-0_
• 3C_5V5_÷00 .401320E+03 .176228E-03
• 421536F+00 .363874E÷03 .344091E-03
• _4_513_÷00 .310_0_E+03 .58_177F-03
• 66_P_1F+00 .767732_+03 .qYZS18E-03
• 77537_E+00 .205q3_F+03 .133213F-02
• _7)360F+00 .14043?E+03 ,184004E-02
• q3_o_!F+O0 .7_3757F+_ .2_7105E-02
• QT_35_F÷CO .320_11E+02 .320172E-02
.Og4_2?E+hO .02q042E+01 .405215E-02
• QOO2_IE+O0 .150555E÷01 .5037nZE-O2
• Qoq_5?F+O0 .113705F+00 .517qOOE-O2
.oqqqqg_+O0 .303503E-02 .750004E-02












































































































.100000E÷01 .051090E-08 ,lO?qq6E-01 ,100000E÷01 -.441004E-07 .100000E+01 .22556UE-GZ
,100000E+01 °241472E-0_ .12_490E-01 ,100000F+01 -°398301E-09 .100000E÷01 ,Zb3994E-OZ
• lO0000f÷01 .24147ZE-08 .12"490E-01 .100000F+01 -.398301E-OB .100000E÷01 .263994E-OZ
0 QnUNP6_Y-|AYF D PJP_VETERS
0 DFLST_ - .311703F-03 _FLSTZ •
CFx I .470477r-02 CFZ -
0 =LOW PA_AVETEPS
0 UK • ,5o272_r+03
0 OHOE - .??]04]r-O_
0 T_ l ._38460_÷03
NZ-
J
• 218189E-03 THETAX •
.675562E-O2 HX •
WF • ,73437ZE*03 PE
PHF - .404207f-Ob 8LP








































U IJl U2 T T1 TZ
O. .&0465 -.9_567E-01 1.1114
• 24106E-01 .398R8 -.06185E-01 1.1112
.4O035E-01 .3028_ -.04_41E-01 1.1106
• 74700F-01 .38_67 -.03450E-01 1,1097
.10137 .3_020 -._3106F-01 1.10_3
.12875 .37343 -.03250E-01 1,1064
.15602 ,36631 -.03762E-01 1.1042
.]8585 .35880 -.94536E-01 1.1015
• 21_50 .35086 -._5403E-01 1.0084
.2_5_3 .34246 -.g_Sg0E-01 1.0940
,77677 .3335_ -.97822E-01 1,0910
.30R27 .32412 -.o_ZITE-01 1.08_
.3402_ .31411 -,10_B3 1.0823
.37256 .30345 -.10273 1.0775
.40516 .29200 -.104q6 1.0724
.43787 .27o04 -.10754 1.0672
.47055 .26692 -.11044 1.0618
• 50301 .25_4 -.1135Z 1.0564
.53507 .237_ -.11657 1.0510
.56635 .221R7 -,11028 1.0456
.5o672 .20476 -.12124 1.0404
._582 .18668 -.12201 1.0353
• 65335 .1677g -.12114 1.0305
._7000 .14835 -,11825 1,0260
.70248 ,12871 -.11_10 1.0217
.72356 ,10930 -.10562 1.0179
,7420_ .q0570E-01 -,05068E-C1 1.0145
.75784 ,73018E-01 -.e_557E-01 1.0114

















































































ONZ - 7 XlC •





















.oqZ04 .17818@-01 -.3357_E-01 .77095 .57081E-01 -.71qQOE-01 1.0088
• _°P08 .11741F-01 -.23414F-01 .Tq14q .43112E-01 -.SqOO4E-01 1.0067
.eq712 .737qSE-02 -.1560qE-01 .78_5 .31335E-01 -.%b376F-01 1.004q
• qqP42 ._3C2RF-02 -.OBR68E-02 .7o572 .21824F-01 -.3%RO7E-O1 1.0035
• e°q20 .24528E-02 -.5903_E-0_ .80003 .144q?E-01 -.2_833E-01 1.0024
• qcq_3 .13676E-C2 -.32qP3E-O2 .802q_ .qI367E-02 -,16755E-01 1.0016
.eoc_ .59)_0F-03 -.lbq2_F-02 .P04_O .54333E-OZ -.10631E-01 1.0010
.o_o6 .Z%275F-03 -.7786%E-03 .P05O I .30297E-02 -.630%bE-02 1.000b
._9Oqq .v43%Rc-04 -.35175F-03 .%0_5_ .]5735E-0_ -.34704F-0Z 1.0003
l.C, CO0 .qO0_lF-05 -.60322E-0_ ._n686 .75550E-03 -.1759_F-OZ 1.0002
I.OCO0 O. O. .P0701 -3326°E-03 -.81533E-03 1.0001
).CCOC O. O, ._070R .1331_E-03 -.3_200E-03 1.00C0
1.OCO0 O. O, ._0710 ._8010E-04 -.IZPblE-03 1,0000
1.0C00 O. O. ._0711 .1541_F-0_ -._2"BgF-O_ 1.0000
l. OOO0 O. O, .80712 ._358qE-05 -.125_2E-04 1.00(0
1.0000 O. O. .R071_ .10700E-05 -.3t_4qE-C5 1.00C0
].CO00 O, 0. .R0712 *_2k2qF-0F -*_7_45E-06 1.0000
1.0000 O. 0. .R0712 .3_8_F-07 -.17163E-06 1.0000
1.C,f, O0 O. O. .80712 .557q_F-O_ -.175_3F-07 1.0000
I.£f'00 O. O. .R071_ .61350E-00 -.lq578=-08 l.OOO0
l.rOOO O. O. .P0712 .4_3q_F-lO -.155_IE-0o 1.0000
).cO00 . O. O. .80712 .2R_2RF-1] -.b_O6OE-I1 1.0000
I.OCO0 O. O. .80712 .12372F-II .13607E-11 1.0000





• II"P_IF*O0 075980CE+03 .290730F+0_
• _3q855F-02 o7600qlE+03 ._5052_r-02
-.15_3_7F-03 .7501COE+03 -.302418F-93
-.35q_40E-05 .760100f_03 -.460874F-05
F U V G W T
O. .444622F+03 O. O. .760100E+03
• 850C0_=-C5 .B57_77E-O1 ._25_63E+C3 .14_150E-04 ®142025E+00 .682OBOE+03
• 38q2qcE-O_ .180377F+00 .404331E+03 .63558bE-04 .28774qE+00 *5_b525E+03
• IC034_E-03 .?83_h?E+O_ .37_43_F+03 .15o181E-03 ._32953F+O0 .504_b_E+03
• 204345_-0_ .3o5223_+0C .3_88_bF÷03 ._1345_E-03 .572106E+00 .407_50E÷03
• 3651_7_-03 .511_+00 .310_q_F+O3 .53917BE-03 .6o8624F+00 .30q_26E+03
• SqqS_OE-03 .6_a56°F+O0 .26357q_+03 ._84fi_E-03 .805_6_F+00 .21707_E+03
• q25_5oF-03 .741554E+00 .208042E+03 .l_S157E-OZ .88_73qE+00 .136_5qE+03
.13_C_8¢-0_ ._3q_qqF+O0 .149605E+0_ .1756_E-02 .9%54Z_F+O0 ,7434q2¢÷02
• 102C35_-02 .q1575P_÷CO .91002qE+02 .236PqlE-O2 .q7"32_+00 .332114F+OZ
• 26_3C_F-02 ._6_q01F+O0 ._50263F+02 .30_4q_E-02 .993590_+00 .l12_flqE+02
• 34475_E-02 .OP_403F+O0 .]Sq_SqE+07 .3q_373E-02 oqq_775F+00 .25_7_7E+01
• 447°C2F-02 .Oq7O40F+O0 .3bl_26E+01 .4O?O01E-02 .qqqSq3F+O0 .2qsgb2E+O0
"55_PI_F-C2 "qcq77_F+00 .4_3_rCF+O0 ,_07C15E-02 .IOCO00F+31 .5120qhE-_2





-. 5Z.534E-O2 • 67C,25E-C2
-.37983E-02 .51415E-OZ
-. Zb_.6_,E-O_ .37qt:,lE-O ;)
-.17690E-0_ • Z b t: 7b (: -(..:Z
-oI1305E-02 .1815_E-CZ
-. _8654E-03 • 11 ('45E-CZ
-. 3q_.O7E-03 • 70'.,6 _,f: -03
-.21232E-03 .40133E-C3
-.IObSZE-03 .21239._-03
-. 4_._27E-04 • 103bZE-03
-.20871E-04 • 46 II _,E-G_,
-.Tg775E-05 • le 500E-O_.
-oZTI85E-05 .659qBE-05
-.81320E-06 .2C607E-Ob
-.45_,63E-07 .12 ¢, 1,bE-G6










TEMP-_ Y-FT C _C_
o11_4_.o_÷o1 o. _ G_
• l13ZPIE+01 .62q_ZBE-04 I"- _
• 1126_3E÷01 .q2_qO3E-06 _ _
• II1698E+01 .l_,9451E-G3 ._ {_)
• II0311E+01 • 214b_OE-03
• lO_SqgE÷Ol .ZSq]49E-03
• 105701E÷01 .373q13E-G3
• I0_.802E +01 .hTG292E-G3
• 103C9BE÷01 .579qSIE-03
• I017_,7E+01 .705C21E-C3
• I0.)821F+01 .8t, E2C3E-03
• IO030_E+OI • lO1279E-O2
• IO00R- _'E "01 • 1202b.Si:-OZ
• 100015E+01 . I_.2213 E-02










0 DFLSTY • .35167_F-03 PFLSTZ •
Cry " .44110_F-C2 CF7 -
0 ;t_ PA_APETEgS
O UF - .SQ2723F*03
O RHOE - ,e_I]IPE-03
0 TV - ._36978F*03











































_E • .5_3513F+03 aF • ,6562902+03 TE
HI*E • ,397365F-Ob qLP - -.212ROOF+03 SOOIG




• _5514692BSf181_-03 ROSTZ= ,36453213026_1E+03






































,RROI_ -.5_3_7 O. .3608o -.951602-01
• _6025 -.54132 ,19626E-01 .36498 -,01054E-O1
.83024 -,52912 .3904%E-01 .35991 -,8_93_F-O1
.7_48 -.51673 .60962F-01 .35476 -.86118E-01
.76298 -,5_4_3 .P2687F-01 .34952 -.63692E-01
.73575 -.4e20q .I0512 ,34416 -.PI_4OE-G1
• ?0_79 -.48005 .12R27 .33865 -*807162-01
.h6012 -.4_822 .15212 .33293 -.8043_E-C1
• 63473 -._651 ,1766_ .32&q2 -._1053/-01
.59o65 -.44473 .201P6 .32056 -.n25752-01
.56392 -,43266 .22770 .31373 -,84942E-01
• 52?60 -,41999 ,25411 .30637 -,_80432-O1
.490q0 -,4Cb41 ,2_105 ,20R36 -.917242-01
• &5367 -.3016_ .30_42 .28964 -.95P04E-01
• _1638 -.375_3 .33_13 .28011 -.10009
• 37q16 -.3_761 ._64q5 .26973 -.10430
.342_ -.33810 .30206 .25_45 -.I0851
• 30603 -*31601 .62000 .24623 -.11_30
,27074 -.20_17 .44770 .23306 -.11559
,236?2 -,2700_ ,47%06 .21897 -,11821
• 20432 -.24494 ,50157 ,20398 -.12000
• 17385 -.21q12 .52733 .18R17 -.12076
,14559 -.lq306 ,_51qq .17165 -.12028
• ll°_O -.16722 .57533 .35457 -,11n35
• 9_752-01 -,14211 ,59712 .13714 -,1147b
• 76340F-O1 -.11824 .6171_ .11963 -.]093B


























































































• q7832 ,44159E-01 -,76009E-01 ,65120
,o8500 ,32158E-01 -,58383E-01 ,66502
,o8qqq ,22648E-01-,433_9E-01 ,67665
• oo35q ,15_1F-_1 -,31081E-01 ,68615
• ¢q_Oq ,q_AS_c-02 -,21363E-01 ,6q3_7
.qo774 .61850E-02 -.14017F-01 ,6qq39
•OOFTB .3_241F-02 -,_722_F-02 ,70358
• 00_30 ,l@qO_F--02 -,51076F-02 ,70650
._72 ,10113E-_2 -.27q50_-02 ,70q44
.oqq_t@ ,4_472E--03 -.]40_3E-02 .70065
• o_0o7 .lq651F-03 -.$30_5F-03 ,71036
.OqCoo .57_66¢-04 -,27G46F-03 ,71076
1.0_00 ,_O01r-05 -,5_46_E-04 .71096
1.0000 O, O, .71105
1.0000 O. O. .7110q
I,O_CO O. O, ,71111
I.C_00 O. O. ,71111
1,0_00 O, O, .71111
l.r_o0 Oo O, .71111
l._C_o O. O. .71111
I.CPO0 O, O. ,71111
1.0('00 O. O. .71111
1.0c00 O. O, .71111
I.OCO0 O, O. .71111





• ]?_410F+00 o575160E+03 .2qO253F+O0




• 153005F-06 .675470E+03 ,2_3113F-06













































































































































W T TE*4P-R Y-FT
O® .675470E÷03 .115612E÷01 O.
• 12712 8E+O0 .615191E+03 ,115439E÷01 ,445807E-04
• _'59681E+00 ,547478E+03 ,114880E÷01 ,960422E-04
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COSAL--CDMPPESSIRLE STABILITY ANALYSIS PROGRAM
* SWEPT WING APPLICATInN_
s
SUPP_UTTN_ LU IS AVAILABLE T_ F_TRAN _R C_MPASS VERSION






















NSTA_T STATIO_ NO, TO BEGIN CALCULATIqN FOR MULTIRLF STATIONCnSAL
C_UTAT_nN COSAL
I_EGIN • I INOLIT ALPHA ANn BETA WILL RE USED TO MAKE WAVE Nt_MB_RCnSAL
PPQGQAM WILL PROCEED FROM STATION NSTART Tq SEAOCH COral
Fee UNSTABLE MO_E FOR WAVENUMqER OBTAI¼E_ FROM CDSAL
TN°UT ALOHA AND BETA (SPECIFIED ONLY WITH ITRIV=I) CqSAL
I_LIN_ MUST BF SPT TO Z_R_ IF IBE_IN IS SET TO O_IE. C_SAL
A_tIFICATION BATES WILL BE MAXIMIZED (ENVELOPE _ET.)C_SAL
IBFGIN - O DISABLES THE PPTIqN CnSAL
IPSI - o _EEAIH. T ST_EAMVISE OR CRITICAL CPflSS_L_W ANGLF$ _ILl COSAL
BE USED FO_ UNSTABLE MPDF SEARCH CDSAL
IPSI - I USE_ INPUT ANGLE BSI WILt BE IISE_ AS WAVE ANGLE FOR COSAL
_NSTABLE M_OE SEARCH C_SAL
PSI • WAVE ANGLE FPR UNSTABLE M_DE SPAPCH. (DEGREES) C_SAL
_SI VALIIFS MAy RE INPUT° FOP ITRIV=5 NPSI IS cnSAL






TO I. SIGN nF PSI IS MEAStt,ED PDSITIVE IN A CDSAL
CntlNTFPCLflCWWISE DIRECTION FQ_M THE LOCAL FREE CQSAL
STREAM DIRFCTIDN CqSAL
NU_BF Q nF INPI_T _SI VALUES (LIMIT OF 10) CDSAL
STATION NIIM_FQ TO END COMPUTATION COSAL
NO INTEGPATICN OF AMPLIFICATION RATES COSAL
CALCLILATIONS WILL BE PEREOOMEO ALONG AN ARC OF CQSAL
CONSTANT RADIUS CDSAL
AMPLIFICATION PATES WILL BE INTEGRATED COSAL
ASSUqES 7FRD AMPLITUDE AT LEADING EDGE COSAL
















































































































IF NR=O THEN STARTING AMPLITUDE WILL RE TAKEN kS ZEROCOSAL
AT STATION NtlMRER • NZEPO COSAL
IF NR=I THIS DENOTES A RESTART RUN cqsAL
WHICH MEANS THAT THE AM_LITUnEp REYNOLDS NUMqERe COSAL
AF/O _I_PLACEMFNT THICKNESS AT THE STARTING LOCATION COSAL
MI,ST RE INPUT FPRM THE PPEVIOLIS RUN COSAL
IF NO-_ THIS IS THE SA_E AS (NR-_) EXCEPT THAT COSAL
NZERil IF _ET INTERNALLY TP BE THE STATION IMMEOIATELYCPSAL
BE_OOE THE FIRST ONE F_R WHICH GOOD IINSTARLE POÜES cnsaL
ARE FnUND CnSAL
f:_T A RESTART CnSAL
THIS IS A RESTART PUN COSAL
NOTE_ N_=I RFTTAPT nPTION CAN ONLY fie USED FOR CqSAL
ITRIV=I WITH NINTEG=2 COSAL
NOT A PESTAPT CqSAL
NIt'OLD Or STATION TO _E INPUT IF SOLIJTI_N DESIRED AT COSAL
ONE STATIPN _NLY COSAL
nNLY nNE STATION _FSIRED (NWANT _UST BE INPUT) C_SAL
SET FP_ ITRIV ,FO, 0 COSAL
MOOF THAN ANF STATION DESIRED CDSAL
NSTART AND NSTQP MUST RE INPUT COSAL
SET FOP ITRIV ,NF, 0 CqSAL
IF ITRIV • 1 I_ USE_p THEN IRLIND MUST fie INPUT. COSAL
AT _TATIPF! NSTAPTe AN ALPHA RETA COMBINATION THAT C_SAL
YIELDS A G(IO_ UhSTABLE _qDE IS KNOWN. THIS ALPHA ANDCOSAI
_ETA CnM_INATIDN MI'ST _F INOUT, C_SAL
IF I_EGIN IS _ET TO nNE, AND IfiLIND IS SET TO ZFRO9 COSAL
PPnGQA, WILL EXECUTE AS nFSCPI_ED UNDER IBEGIN - 1, COSAL
ALPHA AND BETA FPR UNSTARLE MqnE IS NOT KNOWN. USER C_SAL
SHPtlLD INPUT RANGE OF XLENC AND %DECIFY VALUE _F PSI COSAL
(I'IPltT _p DEGAIILT). _RD_DAM WILL SEARCH FOP UNSTABLE C_AL
wOOFS AUTOMATICALLY WITHIN THE SPECIFIED PSI-XLENC C_SAL
MATPIX COSAL
IF IRLIflD - I IS SELECTED_ IREfiIN MUST BE SET TO ZEROCO_AL
SIMPLE EIGFNVALLIE CqMPLITATIDN AT DNE STATION (NSTAT-OCOSAL
HWANT MU_T PE GIVER) COSAL
IAn PAOAMFTFR MUST BE SET TO EXFCUTE DESIRED OPTION. CnSAL
SFA°CH PPNCEDUPES TO MAXIMIZE AMPLIFICATION WILL COSAL
BE IHPLFMFNTED. (F_EOIIENCY FIXFO) COSAL
IFLIN_ Musr _E SET TO o OR I (SEF INSTRUCTIONS F_R CnSAL
I_lI_n) COSAL
INIPEPATIVF COSAL
PPnGRA_ WTLL FOLLOW ANn IHTEGRATE N FACTORS FO_ A C_SAL
DISTURQAhCE 9F FIXED WAVELENGTH AND qRIENTATIDN. CnSAL
(RELATIVE TO LOCAL FREE %TREAM DIRECTION). FREOtlENCY COSAL
nF THE DISTURBANCE CHA_tGES. COSAl
AMPLIFICATION PATES ARE NOT MAXIMIZED. COSAL
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C
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C I_F"S SET TO
NPSI AND NXLEN MUST BE SET T9 1, COSAL
IF IPSI - ne DEFAULT CPITICAL CPOSSF_OW ANGLE COSAL
OBTAINED AT STATION NSTART WILL BE FOLLOWEO ALL THE CnSAL
WAY THROUGH, CPSAL
PROGRA M WILL fOLLOW AND INTEGRATE N _ACTQPS FOP A COSAL
DISTUP_A_CF OF FIXED MAVELENGTH AND FREOUE_CY, CPSAL
NPIEHTATInN O_ THE DISTURBANCE CHANGES, CNSAL
AMPLIFICATInN PATES ARE NnT _AXIMIZED, COSAL
PP_GgA_ WILL FDLLNW AND INTEGRATE N EACTnPS FOR A CnSAL
_7_TIJPqANCF OF EIXE n nRIENTATION AND FREOUENCY, CnSAL
DISTUrbANCE WAVELENGTH CHANGES, CnSAL
I_PUT ALPHA AND nETA WILL RE USED FOp SIMPLE CDFAL
_!_F_VALIJF CnMPUT&TIqN CqSAL
ST_ING PF ItlPIIT ALPHA,OETA PAIRS WILL BE USFD FqR A CNSAL
STOINn _F SIMPLE EIGENVALUE COqPUTATIDNS CNS_L
LIMIT qF 10 (INPUT THRNIIGH ALPXeBETX ARRAYS) CNSAL
nN_ INPiIT W_VEIENGTH Tn CHNRn (YLENC) VALUE WILL BE CDSAL
llSEq WITH INPUT VALUES OF PSI FOR k STRING OF SIMPLE CnSAL
EI_ENVALtlE COMPUTATInN_ (LIMIT OF 10 PSI VALUES) CDSAL
ALPHA A¼n nETA WILL THEN B_ CNMPUTEO BY THE RROGRAW COSAL
ITQIV - O NEEnS TO BE INPlIT F_R ANY OF THE IAn cnSAL
OPTIONS In _E EXECUTED (NPSI NEEDS TD BE INPUT) C_SAL
_UM_EP OF STATIOt_ AT WHICH STARTING AMPLITUDE IS TO C_SAL
RF ASSUMFD FOUAL TN ZERO COSAL
INP_IT _NtY IF NR • 0 • CDSAL
NUMBER nF ALPHA AND BETA PAIRS, (ALPX AND RETX) COSAL
(LIMIT _F 10) COSAL
C_OSSFLnW COMPUTATION COSAL
T-S COMPUTATInN COSAL
ITYP SHOULD ALWAYS BE SPECIFIED COSAL
PPNGRAM WILl. TERPINATE COMPUTATION UPON ENCOUNTERING CPSAL
_IRST STAPLE REGION CnSAL
PROGRAM WILL CONTINUE THPU PIRST STABLE REGION AND COSAL
WILL PlCK tip COMPUTING A SEC_N_ UNSTABLE ZNNE_ IF ONECqSAL
EXISTS, RR_G_AM WILL TERMINATE IIPON ENCOUNTERING COSAL
SFCOND STARLE PFGION, N FACTOR WILL BE RESET TO ZERO COSAL
I.IPDN ENCOUNTERING SFCOND UNSTABLE ZOHE CnSAL
PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE THR_LIGH ALL STABLE-UNSTABLE COSAL
RFGTnNS, COSAL
_!U_ER De IHPUT VALUES OF XLENC CDSAL
GENEQALLY A MAXIMUM OF 5 ALLOWED EXCEPT THAT IF CDSAL
( ITRIV =O;_ zLI_ITED T_ I ) C_SAL
(ITRIV - 5; LIMITED TO It, (ITRIV-6! LIMITED COSAL
Tn 5)) COSAL
RATIO NF WAVELENGTH TO C_ORO COSAL
PHYSICAL FREOUFNCY _F T.E DISTIIRBANCE WHICH C_SAL
CNSAL IS TO FOLLOW (HERTZ) COSAL
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( (IOI'_I'(ZddI.Z÷B_H3N) } 'SlaIOd (Zdd_*_ed_h_N)
ONV '(Z_OI+B_H3N) _uBH_t_ 9NIS(| AII3JIBA dO_a9
UNV _(I1VAN3O|3 1V_U1 _U x3van33v 3HI 3$v3aD,_I
Oi 03S0 db llIfi NU|IVICdvdlx_ Si|iUSO_VH3I_ Z_I
U35NVH3 IUN UNV
SNOIIVI$ llV _OJ g3Sfl 3B llI_ SlNIUd 3_UN b_h3(w Z - U3H3I
$1$31 ADVaH33V A_SI/vS bL _JSV3_3_I
ONV 0]SFI 3@ lliM SINlOo dOON db a3dwllN LICIV_3U I - d3H3I
SIS_I A3VaN33_ A_S'llVS U1 U_V_aDNX UhV
H3dV3$ 1V301NI O_S_ _u lll_ SL'_IUd _U0N bBH3,_ 0 - B_H3|
(Z_dl)_$ _83H3_ )lEV_ullv WFIwIXVw au_) _HQoV_S
_filYAN3913 l_301 NI 0_$II 3_ UL SINIOd _ObN _U a3Uk(IN " B3H3N
W_ISAS d_ddU hl#
5NIS_ O_WBOd_3d _ ll|_ H3BV3S _¢IIVA,_91_ 19301 _ - W
W31SAS a3UaU h19
5NIS_ 0_H_O_B3d 3B lllM H}_V3S 3111_ANdDI3 1v3ul _ • W
( WION'_I'Iu_¢(I-ON)} } _H3av3$
_I_AN30I_ lV_bl5 NI U_Sd SINIOo }(_UN _d B_U_{IN - 9N
ONISO Q_W_O_Bd 38 lll_ h3av3S 3_lVAN3913 IIBUI5 _ " 9W
ONISI} Q_w_O_a_d 3_ llIfi M3av3$ _iIlVAN35I_ lVublO _ • 9a
03tNI_d 3g IlIR SilflS3a NOIiVd311 _ITIO3Wa31NI I • LddI
O_INIdd _ ]fIR Old5
1VNOIIVL_dWO3 Oi Q@IVIU_a_LNI $311_Oad fiul_ hV_w I - _adl
|_ _8 IS_W W) _Q31NLad 38 lII_ NUII3N(I_N3913 I - _d!
Q_LNI_d NOIIV_i| _IllVAN3OI3 lV3dl I - E_d!
_INIad _B llI_
NUILVIN3IV3 1v_ol9 wu_ WN_I3_dS dlllIAN3513 [ " ZddI






















































NPS! - 1P _XLFN - 1, PSI - O.O_ NWANT • Op NSTART=Op NSTDPmOj
NG-4_ NGmZlp w-5_ II}RZ-1Op YEDGE-IOO°
$$$$_$S$S$$$$$$$S$_$$_$$$_$S$S$$$$$$$SS_$$SS$S$S$S$$$$$S$S$S$$SS
***e*ee**PHYSTCAL PAPAHETERSeee*w*e*ee*
THE F_LLO_IN_ VALUES nF THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS WILL BF SET
UNtFSS CHANCED IN THE OATA STATEMENT
PRANOTL - O,7Z (P_ANDTL NUMBER)
GAVA - ].4 (PATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS)
STn_F_ - 1,2 (PATIn nF SECnN_ C_FFFICIFNT OF VISCOSITY
TO THE FIRST)
(FIRST CrEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY IS



































DI_ENSI_NIN_ F_R _LO_AL EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
CDFPLEw AC(IOO_IOOIeEIGA(IO0)
(_PDFR nF AC CAN BE ICREASED TO 160 (NDIN IN THE DATA STATEMENT
_ILL HAVE TO fie CHANGED ACCORDINGLY).


















































































C_ uMPN /PPTSTS/ GI_2_H#HN

























Fe!'IVALENrE (ALOX(1),VA]), (ALPX(3)_VB1)_ (ALPX(_),VAZ)e (ALPX(7)_CDSAL
IVF?}_ (ALP_(O)_XLAWI) _ (METX(Z)_XLAM2)_ (8ETXI3)_DW_S)_ (RETX(5).XCDSAL
_tAM_)_ (_ETX(?)_ALPHA]), (BFTX(8)_ALPHA_)_ (BETX(q)_BETA1)_ (RFTX(C_SAL
310), _FTA2) COSAL
IT IS _RSII"F_ W"ILE FPOUIVALENCING THAT 160 POINTS AT REST CAN COSAL
EE USED FnP t_C_t SEARCH COSAL






































































5_NTNIO.I_PFR_OIO.51pNXLENI1/_PSII]O*O. OI_N_ANTIDIpNPOSIOI, C_SaL 203
6IPeZIIOI'P_ANnTLI°?ZljSTCWFSIO°_81'GA_AII,41eYEDGEI]OO.IpMISle COSAL 2q4
? MCI41JTNT_P_LIOIpLLLIIOI_NPASSI21_NGI?lltNSTARTIDI_NSTOPIOIj CnSAL 295
8 AI PPaI_°I_RETAIO.IpALPXIZO$O,I_ETXI[O_O.I COSAL 2q_
....... PFA_ CA_S CDS_L 2q7




IF ([TPTV.FC.4) IGLOB-2 COSAL 302
I_ (I_F_T_.FO.tl gAVEuSORT(aLPH_,_2_RETAe,2) COSaL 303
_P]TF f_e_A_N| C_SAL 304
PE_ n (7| TZTLE COSAL 305
PFAO (7) NZTePa_TUS_CHORO C_SAL 306
WPITF (6,143) C_SaL 307
W_TE (6,133) TITLE CDSaL 308
W_TF(6_]5_)CHpPD COSAL 309
WRITF (_.143} CnSaL 310
*e**=TNOt'T CHPCKS**#e C_SAL 311
IF (I_EGTF:.EO,1.AND,IT_IV.NE.1) CALL CHECK (_OHIfiEGIN---TTR_V C_NFCnSaL 312
1LTCT ) COSAL 313
-IF (_=R.EO.Z.AND,(IREGIN.NE.O.OR.IBLIND,NE.O)) CALL CHECK (5OHNR • CPSAL 3]4
11 .... IBLIND R_ ISEGIN cnN_LICT ) COS_[ 315
TF (IqEGIN.EO,I.AN_.TRLIND,EO.1) CALL CHECK (SOHIBLIND-IBEGTN C_HFCOSAL 316
1LICT ) COSAL 317
TF (NSTAT.EO.O.AH_.NWANT.EO.O.AND.ITRTV.EO.O) CALL CHECK (50HNSTATCOSAL 318
I-_'WANT r_NFLICT } COSAL 319
TF (NSTAT.EO.1,ANO.NSTA_T.LT._) CALL CHECK (50HNSTART NOT SET P_qPCqSAL 320
1ERLY ) C_SAL 321
IF (ITRIV.FO.O.&N_,NSTAT_NE.O) CALL CHECK (SOHITRIV=O--NSTAT CONCLCOSaL 322
IICT ) COS_L 323
IF (ITPIV.EO.Z.qe. ITRIV. E_.3) CALL CHECK (50HINOPEPATIVE TTRIV VALCOSAL 32_
1UE SFLECTED ) C_SaL 325
IF (IT_TV.FC,I.AN_.(IRLINO.NE.O.AND.TBLINO,NE.I)) CALL CHECK (50HICOS_L 326
18LIN_-ITPlV CONFLICT } CnSAL 327
IF (TT_IV.FO,4,&NO.(NPSI.NE.I.0R.NXLFM.NE,I)) CALL CHECK (50HITRIVCOSAL 328
1-6--_VLF_: _P NPST CnNFLICT ) C_SAL 329
IF (_PST.GT.10._O.NXLFN.GT.5.0R.Na_.GT.IO) CALL CHECK (50_NPSI_NXLCOSAL 330
1E_eQR NA_ IS TO_ LAPGE ) C_SAL 331
IF (]T_IV.FIE.O.AN_.NSTAT.EO.0) CALL CHECK (50HNSTAT=O--ITR[V CONFLCOS_L 3_?
IlCT ) COSAL 333
NPD'NCHF_÷2*IPO_ COSAL 334
NG_=(NG-]}*MG COSAL 335
























































































































JIIdOad JiVladOeddV /AdNI ..... )
NblloO 0 • AlgAl i_e_ 3
$_A3_A OIDSIANI 0N_ ASi_O_ Ohl_ Ov3a .....
_AhXL;_J3
_0M}e(X)_NJlA'(XiNJlX [
_l_ NI SNUliVA$ _0 ON OV_ ......
( I


















ee**** FN0 OF ITRIV • 0 OPTION
CPNTINUF
• - ...... CHECK IF I_EF4ULT ANGLES WANTEO
IF (IPSr.EO,O) GO TO q
0_ 8 1-1,NPSI
PSI (I) =DS I ( I )157.29577
Cr_ TINUF
"" .... Ft'IVELnPF METHOD RYPAS_
IF (ITPTV'FO*I*"[IR*ITRIV*EO*5*OR'ITRIV*EO,6) GO TO 11
e**t_IRtl'N_J IT°IV = 1 RR&NCN




C_LL =t Pw (t:OUMJ. NZ)
Go Tn 39
C_t_ t INtlE
ITPIV • 4; 5t 6 STARTU_ LOOP
re*** IT°IV = 1 WITH I_LIND • 1 ST_TUP LOOP




PSI ( 1 ) =PS ISAV
XLFN(1 )=_LFNSAV
CP_:TINHF
,I,e*** RFAD PROFILE, COMPUTE CRITICAL CROSSFLOW ANGLE IF NEEOED
C_LL PLnW(FSTAPTjNZ)
PHI - ATAN( _(YPT_ ) IU(KPTS ) )
IF (ITI_IV.FO.1.ANO. ITYP.EO.O.ANO. IPSI.EO.O) GO Tq 13






IF (NZ.GT.HSTOP) CALL FXIT
IF (_;o.F!E.1) Gfl TO 15
• ***,t PFSTAPT INITIALIZATION
XH*YNIN



















































































































***** ANGLE COMCUTATIONS COSAL
IF (_TYP.FO.O) _ALL CPIT (PSICRIT) COSAL
IF (ITY_.FO,O) PSI(1)-PSICRIT-PHI COSAL
IF (ITYP,FO,I) PSI(I)'ATAN(W(YPTS)IU(KDTS)_-pHI COSAL
C_F!TINLtF C_SAL
IF ([TPIV.FO.6._.IT_TV.EO.1) _n TO 20 CnSAL
***#* ITRIV - ,,;5 INITIAL STATION UHSTABLE MOrE SEARCH CnSAL
WWV=2.*3.1415O*DSTZIXLFN(1) COSAL




CALL LPCAL (A,BpAApFBtCC,IIU,UWRKtVVtVWRKpMtNCpIRtIC, COSAL
1 AL°HAePKTAt_LA_,VA,VBPC_PpWORK) COSAL
IF (ITPTV.FO.4) WgITE (helSZ) XLEN{1)ICHORDePSI(_)_Te2_TTeNTePNIC_SAL
l*57*_9577,AL_HA,fiETA_XLA_ COSAL
IF (IT_Iv. Fo,5) g_ITE (6AlOe) NZeXL_N(_)ICH_gDePST(I)._T,_qS?Te_NIC_SAL
1"57.29577 COSAL
*****CHFCK ACCLtRACYeSICN _F TMAGINARY PA_T OF OMEGA COSAL
IF (AI_A_fXLAM)oLT.O.O) _O TO 1B
ISAVF-T COSAL
G_ T_ _ CDSAL
CnSALC_ _ TINtlr
• " COSAL
IF {TTRIV.EO.4) WRITE (6t160) NT*_LFN(1)ICHORD_PSI(I)*57._oST7 COSAL
IF (ITRTV.FO.5) WRITE (b_150) NZexLEN(1)ICHOROePSI(1)*57.ZqS77 C_SAL
C_'TT_UF
GO Tn 11 COSAL
C_SAL




IF (TTPIV._F._.ANOoITRIV.NE.I) G_ TO 3] COSAL
***** IT_IV =I;6 INITIAL STATION UNSTABLE MODE SFARCH COSAL








WRITF l_,I07) ITRIV.NF_oSI(1)e57.ZqSTTeXLEN(1)ICHDRO C_SAL
WRITE (_el3O) AL_HA_BETAeXLAM COSAL
_****CHFCV ACCUoACY AND SIGN C_SAL
IP (_IMAG(WLaM).LT.O.O) GO TO _2
ISAV-I COSAL












































_PITE (_,108) ITRIV,NZ COSAL
C **e** Ln_P RACK AND REAP NEXT STATION IF NO ZNSTABILITY FOUND COSAL
GO TO 11 COSAL
24 COflTINUF COSAL




GO Tn 26 COSAL
C **-** TTRIV - _ IqITIAL STATION CONVERGENCE L_OP ON DESIRED COSAL
C e,t** _PFOLIENCY COSAL
25 CAll GLPPAI (Ae_pAAePBeCCeACeEIGAeWORKCeNOIHeNGeNGeIReICe COSAL
1 At PF_A, RETAe XL AM.CSD) COSAL
26 CnF. T INUE CnSaL
CALl LPC AL (Ap at AAe _ReCCe UUe (IWRKe VVeVWRKe Me NC p IRe ICe CNSAL
1 ALP_I_"ET_XLAM_VApV_eCSPpWORK) CPSAL
IF tToD?.FO.O) Gn Tn ?P COSAL
_TF (_jICC] NIJM_JXLFN(ISAV)ICH_RDtDSI(1)eS?.29577 C_SAL
WrTTE (_1_7) AL_H_,RFTA_XIA_V_,V_ C_SAL
Z_ CP_'T_Nt;F C_SAL
IP (_IJ_.CT.7) WP[TP (6,110) ITD[V_PFPEQeNZ CqSAL
C *t*** CHFCK ACCUDACYeST_Ne AND LOOP fiACK TO NEXT STATION IF Cq%AL
C ***** STA_LE _O_E F_UND CnSAL
IF (PUuP.G?,Tt fin Tq 11 CnSAL
-IF ((eqS((FPEO-REAL(XLe_))IFREQ),LE,FPOTnL),AND,AIHAG(_LA_),GToO,OCnSAL
1)C_ T_ 30 CnSAL
IF ((A_S((FPEO-_EALtXLA_))IFREOI.LE.FeOT_LI.ANO.AIHAG(XLA_).LToO°OCOSAL
1) _ITF (_,110) TTR_V,_F_EO,NZ Cq_AL
IF ((aPS(tFPEQ-PEAL(XLAH))IFREO).LE,FPOT_L).AN_.AIWAG(XLA_),LToO,OCflS_L
1) CP TO 11 cnSAL
*_* C_PUIE _AVENUMFER CHANGE C_SAL
PLAN=_EAL(VA)*ros(Ps_(1)+PHI)+REAL{VB)*SIN(PSI(1)+PHI) C_SAL
_V=W_V]-(pFAL(_LAH)-FPFO)I_LAM C_SAL
I_ (t_'_P_.GT,_) GO TO 2_ cnsaL
****** LT_IT _VEHtI_SEO EXCI!RSI_NS C_SAL
IF (U_V.LT.O.?_W_V1) _uV=,T_gV1 COSAL
IF (_V._T.1,3*_gV1) _V-l.3t_v1 COS_L
CP_TINUE COSAL


























































IF fJOA_S,NEoO| GO TO 26 "° COSAL
GQ Tn 25 COSAL
COFTTINUF COSAL







IF (TTPIV,_EoS) GO TO 38 CORAL




C m,*** CPMPUT_ NqNDIMENSInNAL FREOUENCY AND WAVE ANGLE WITH RESPECTCnSAL





Gr Tr 3_ CnSAL





IF (IPP_.Fo.O! Gn TO 35 CDSAL
WPITF (6_III) _tlwBe_Sl_*ST,2q577 C_SAL
WRITF (_e127) ALPHA_RETA_XLAM_VA_VB COSAL
"35 CC_TIHUF COSAL
IF {HtJM_,GT,7) WPITF (6e11Z) RFPEOeNZ COSAL
C _t_** TFSTS COSAL
IF (t!UM_.GT.?) Gq TO 11 CnSAL
IF ((ABS((FPEq-REALfXLAMI)/FREO),LE,FROTOL)eAND,AIMAG(XLAM),GTeO,OCOSAL
I) _ Tn 3_ COSAL
IF ((A_S((FRffO-REAL(XLA_))IF_EO).LE.FROTOL).ANDo_ZMAG(XLA_).LT.O.OCnSAL
l) WPITF (b,11_) _F_EO_NZ C_SAL
IF ((ABS((FQEO-RFALfXLAM))IFREOI,LEoPROTOL).ANO,AIMAG(XLAM),LT.O.OCPSAL
1) CO T_ 11 COSAL
C ***** COuPI'TE CHANGE IN D_IENTATION ANGLE CPSAL
OZT-_wV*(CPSLPSIn)*_FAL(VB)-SI_(_SID),REALLVA)) COSAL
_SID-PSIN-(REAL(XLAM)-FQFO)IDZI COSAL
IF (tlUNB.NF,O) G_ T_ 3_ COSAL
C ***e** LIMIT A_Gtff _XCttRSID_tS CnSAL
IF (PSIn.LTo.7*PRID1) pSID.,T,oSID1 CDSAL
IF (_SIP.GT,I.3*PSIDI) PSID'I,3*PSIOl COSAL
36 CP_:TINUE CPSAL







































































*,***,I, oFI::IKF Lf')CAL METHOD GUESS
x L ,_P ,*XLAMeVA* ( a LPH A--A1 ) 4"V[_*( BETA-B1 |
IF IJDASS,_F,O) G_ TO 33
G_ Tn 32
CP_:T IN[l_
**:*** PFCPrPIITE PSI AND SAVE
PSI (1) *P_ IP-PHI










***** _°ANCH TO INITIA'L STATION N-FACTOR COMPUTATION,
Gn TCI 50
CPF:T INUF
IF {F!P.NF,Z) GO TO 60






...... MAVF CHFRYSHEV COEFPlCIENTS
CALL _AV_LC.
CPb_TINItF
**"'*'* IT_*IV • 1 C_OE; INITIAL STATION PORTION
--_--_AKF NONDIME_SIONAL FREOUENCY
FPFO= XMFRO( RFQEOtUF (N_) 9 DSTZ )
***** InEGTN • 1 OPTION
IF,(TRFGI_,EO,O) G¢'? T_ 43
Ig" (ITPIP,FO,I.AND. TCD_t.N.c.O) WAVE•_,/AV_AV
ITRI_'-O
PHI • AT A_ (W ( YPTS )/U (w'PTS))
IF ! (IPSI,Ff_,I.ANn,TC_ttNT.EO,O) C,O TO _Z





















































































































C_LL LPCAL (A_n,AA,n_,CCeUUeU_RKpVVeVWRK,qpNC,IR_IC '
1 At PHAj. nFTApYLAH,VApVrtpcsp,WfIpK )
WPTTF (6p]30) ALPHA.fiETApXLAM
IF {ATPAGf_'LAM).LT.OoO) _QXTE (6t136) _AVEpXC(NZ)pNZ
IF (AI,AC.(VLA,}.LT.O.O) Gn TO 10
CPt. T ZN U_
**_**, r_Hn TH|TTAL TWP POINTS ON FPEO CURVF FOR ZTRIV • 1
JPAS_=O
IF (_L[HD.EO.X) JPA._$-I
CAlL STADTIIP (ALP_,_ETA,I_EY,NC._EIGA,A_B, AApRBpCCeACj. WPPKCJ,
2 Xt A_] _VA]•VC_I_EPSeALPHAlePETAI•ALPH.AZ_ETA2)
IF (A'I.MAC.(XLAq,).LT.O.D.Op._!r_AG(_LAHE)..LT.O.O)GO TO 66
_P T_ 45
cnF TINUF
IF '(IaEC. T_|.FO.O) r,q Tn 11







***** C_'°['TE ESTer.ATE "POR XLAAZ
XL e_ ?- X[ AM3+V_.Z, (ALPHA2-AL PHAZ ) +VBZ* (BETA2-BETA1)
G_ T P 47
NI'." _-N U_'_ +1
..... X_;_T_AL STAT_OM PPTIM_ZER 'L.QOP
_ITF (_*1_8)
_]TF '(6.122)
_'_'*_"* _PT[P_L CALL TO MAXIMIZE A._PLTFTCAT[nN RATE FOR



















































































































IF (JPA_S,NF,O) G_ TO 48























10 T n 4g CflSAL
IF (NVPWn,GT.T) WRITE (6e13T) CnSAL
IF (NUM_.GT.71Gn T_ 4g COSA[
_ Tn _ COSAL
_:TINUr C_SAL
WQITF (6,14B) CDSAL
WPITF (6e123) NZ_WC(NZ) COSAL
COhTINUF C_SAL
-_TF ¢ITeIV.FO.6.OR.ITRIV.EO.5.0R°ITRIV°EO.6) W_ITE (6,15t) NZeXC(NZCDSAL
1) CnSAL
WRITE (6,127) ALPHA2_BFTA2_LAMZ_VA2_Vn2 COSAL
***** F_IT IF INITIAL STATION qPTIMIZFP CAME HP WITH A cnSAL
**'**e STA_LE M_PE THRFE TIMES IN A P_W COSAL
IF (AIMAG(YLA_2),GT,O,O) GO TO 51 COSAL
NP_S'N_+I COSAL
IF (_DS.LT.3) WRITE (6_113) COS_L
IF (_'a_S,EC.3) WOITE (6,135) CDSAL
IF (_PDS.EO.3) CALL EWIT CflSAL
IF (IB_GIN,FO.O) G_ T_ 11" COSAL
G_ T_ 1¢ C_SAL
COP'TI_UE C_SAL
NPr$-O COSAL
IF (t:STAT.FO,O) CALL EYIT C_SAL
IF (HTNTFG./O,O) GO TD 57 C_SAL
IF (_IINTFG.HE.1) GO TO 52 COSAL

























































































































































A_VSSB33N _I _ 3
BQON dO _BW_N _SV_3NI 0NV A3VB_33V NOIZ_IOS HigH} _$$#$
3_%hli_J3 g5
dOOl NOIlVIAdW03 NIVW ioVlS **_*$ 3
S_IbVo=Z_
g_ 01 05 (O'_N'ZNQU_I) _I
(I - AI_il _0_) _UIVWIIS_ 3_]VAN_9I_ NOIIVI$ lxsN ,$_$$
IWX_ZN (_['9) _IidM




















E_ Ol 09 (Z'O_'_N'QN¥'Z'O3*5_LNZN) _I

























IF (_:°°._Eo101) W_ITE (6,138)
TF( F_F. FO.&I )W_ ITF(6,13_)
JP'JS$-_
CP#T/NUF
Ir!(]TRIV.rO°_.qP,ITRIV.EO,5.0_,ITRIV,EQ.6) GO TO 61























..... rETF_MINE TNTEGRATION PATH AND SCALE REYNOLDS NUHSER AND
.... PIS_L_CEMENT THICKNESS






























































































































































































































( ( I ) ISN-( 1; I_fl), I "*lI ) ISii-(|) I^N









_II_O_d QlO _U OIB90IMO ]ll_dod MB_ 31VlddeJllwI ....





































.... _AKE C.E_YSH_V COEFFICIENTS COSAL 084
CALL MAVXLA COSAL B85
XtA_A.WLa_2 COSAL 886
CALL LPCAL(a,_,&ApR_pCC_UUpUWRKpVVpVWPKtNpNCJIRpICt COSAL 887
] A_I eHA2,RETA2,WLAM2PVA29VR2PCSPjWORK) C_SAL B_8
PFV.FTr_p C_SAL 8e9
-XpIACH. V_TEPP COSAL 890







,e*$, EYTRArqLAT E ETGFNVALUE Ffl_ NEW STATION LOCAL _ETHOOIITRIV-I)CnSAL BOB
XLAM2mWLAMA+OUPSt(XC(NZ)-XC(NZ-I))_VA_*AAO÷VBE*BBO COSAL 8qq
KPT_-RTEHP _ CQSAL 900



































.... MArE _rN-OIqENSIO_AL FREOUENCY
IF (ITPIV,FO.4) GO TO 67
FPEO'XMrPO(PFQEOtUE(NT)9OSTZ)
C_NTI_LIf
IF (ITPIV._E.5.A_O.ITPIV.NE.6) GO TO 76




IF {ITPIV.NE.5) Gq TO 74
































***** RFPI_'F LOCAL "FTHOO GUESS
IF |_IIMP.F_F,O} XLAM_'XLAMZ+VA2*(aLPHA2-A1)+VBZt(BETAZ_BI)





1 _t _a_PETA_YLAMZeVA?_VA_CSP_WOR_) •





IF (AqS({FPFO-PEAL(XLAM2))/FREQ).LE.FROTOL) GO TO 73
IF {tU_,¢T.?) Gn TO 73
















































































C _e_,_ LOOp BACK FOR NEXT ITERATION COSAL
?3 CONTINUE CnSAL
C _ _AK_ HEY WAVE ANGLE WTTH RESPECT TO LOCAL FREE STREAM C_SAL
PST(1)=PST_-PH_ CnSAL
76 C_F_TI'_Ur COSAL
IF (ITDIV.HF,6) GO TO 7q CnSAL
JPaSS=O COS_L
7P CP_'TI_UF COSAL





C *_*** PFFI_:E LOCAL METHOn GUESS C_SAL
IF (tUw_.NF.O) _LAM?-XLAM2+VAZe(ALPHA2-A1)+VB2e(_ETA2-B1) CNSAL
IF (J_S.F'E.O) GO TO 76 C_SAL
C_lt _LOPAL(a)B,A_)BA)CC)ACeEIGA)gOPKC)NDIH)MG)NG)IR)IC) COSAL
] _[ PHA_,PFTA_VL&_2_CSP) C_SAL
76 Cn_:T_NLIF cnSAL
1 ALPHA?_PETA_,_L_M?_VA2_V_2eCSP_O_K) C_SAL
IF (TPP?,E_,O) Gn TO 77 CqSAL
_RITE (6_117) NU"fi,_V COSaL
gRTTF (_tl?T) ALOHA2e_ETA_eXLAH2eVAZeVfi_ COSAL
77 _C_t_TTNUE COSAL
C e**el T_ST_ COSAL
TF (aSS(|FPEO-_EALtXLa_2))IFREO),LE.FPQTOL) GO TO 78 C_SAL
IF (F'U_.GT.7) G_ TO 78 CORAL
_F (_a_(XLAU2).LT,O.O.ANO.NUH_,GT._) GO Tq 78 C_SAL




GO TP 75 C_SAL
C we*e, CPVPUTE HEM PHYSICAL _AVELENGTH _T CURRENT STATION COSAL
78 _LFN(l|-_.*3.1¢lSqeDSTZI_V CPSAL
7q C_TINI!E COS}L
IF (IT_TV.FO.5,gR. TT_IV,EO.6) Gq TO q7 CORAL
C *e*** ITRTV - 1; GENERATE TWO POINTS CLOSE TO FREO CURVE TO START COS_L
C ***** NE_ STATION OOTIVIZEP C_SAL
C -_--r_RST P_NT CqS_L
IcF_S=O CnS_L
90 |F (_GLPB.EO.2) JPASS=O COSAL
























































IF (TTRTV.FO._} GO TO 9?
TGFSS-T_E_+I
IF {IPPT,EO,0} GO TO P2
WPTTf f6,124) TGESS,XLAH2
C_hTTNItE
• e**e ITDP SFT TN OHE IN DATA STATEMENT--IF USER NEEDS NnRE
• *t*** TTF_ATTDN_pDATA STATEHENT CHANGE IS NECESSARY
IF (TGE_S.EOoITnP) GO TO 83














IF (_(RVA).GT.ABS(RV8)) GO TO 84
S',05*SOPT(WAV_IlRV_







IF (J_ASS.NE°O) G_ TO 87
CAt! GLOBAL(A_B,AA_Bq_CC_AC_ETGA_WORKC,NDIM_MG_NG_IR_IC_
I At PHAltBFTal_XLA_I_CSP)
cArL LnC AL (A, F #AA_ _q _CC _ U!9_ UWRK _VV_VW@F_ M, NC _ I_ IC_
I At PHAI_ETAI_LAMI_VAI_VRI_CSP,WORK)
JGFS_-JGFSS+I
IF (TPQT.EC.D) GO T_ e8
UPITF (6_125) JGFS_XLAM 1
CPNTINUE
• **** JTOP SET TO ONE IN DATA STATEMENT.--IF USER NEEDS MORE
• **** ITrR_TTnNS_ DATA STATEMENT CHANGE IS NECESSARY
Ir (JGE_S,FO.JTO_) _0 TO 80




































































































































































































_b 01 O0 (O'_rl'S$¥_T) _I
0-SSVur (_'Od'dul9L) Jl
_o dl 09
_b 01 09 ((gA_)SBV'IS'(VAa)_V) _I
(_VA)lV_d-VA_
gO bl U9 1_'O3"I_IH$I) _I
O01-uw_N (t'O_'i_lh$1) _I
(I_I'9} 311dM
_b _i O9 (O'O_'iNIUdl) _I
I-INIOdl (g'O'lg"(fl/NH)S_f) _I
O-lr41_dl

















































TF (TGLCB.FO.2) JPASS-O COSAL
C .**._ RFFIkE F!GFNVALUF GUESS FOR LOCAL M_THO9 CPSAL
XLA_?=VLA_+VA2_(ALPHA2"ALPHA1)÷VB2_(BETA2-BETA1) CORAL
IF (JPASS.HF.O) Gq TO q6 CqSaL
C_L[ GL_ALiA.ApAA*BAPCCtACoEIGApWOQ_CtNOIMtMGtNGpIRpICe COSAL
1 ALPHA2wBETA2_XLAM_CSP) COSAL
Q6 CALL LOeAL(AtBpAA_pCC_UU_UWRK_VVpVWPX_MeNC_IR_ICj CnSAL
I ALP_A2._ETA2.XLA_Z_VA2.VA2_CSPPWORK) cqsAL
g? CCNTINIJE COSAL
IF (ITRIV.¢O._) WQITF (_*152) XLEN(1)ICHflRnpPSI(1)*5?.2qS?T_NZjPHICNSAL
l*57.?0577tALPHA_AETAZ_YLAM2 COSAL
IF (ITPIV.FOo_) WQITF (6e132) VAZ_VB2 CDSAL
IF (ITeIV.EO.h) WOITF (&p118) XLFH(1)IC_ORO_RSI(I|*57.29577 COSAL
IF (ITPIV._E,_| WQITE (6e127) ALPHA2_flETA2_XLAMZ_VAZ_VB2 COSAL
IF (I'T_TV.FO._oqOoITRIV,FO.5.0R,ITRIV.FQ.b) Gq T_ 99 C_$AL
C ***** ITRIV - 1 TESTS COSAL
C ........ TFSTS COSAL
IF (_'II_,.FO.1) GO TO qO C_SAL
IF (e'lf_R.GT.7} GO T_ q8 CDSAL
IF (AqS((FPFQ-_EAL(XLAMZ))IFREO|.LE.FROTOL.AND.ARS(G2).LT.Z.E_5) GCOSAL
1_ T_ o8 CqSAL
C - ***** L_OR T_ NEXT ITERATION COSAL
GO Tn qO COSAL
"q8 C_TINHE CPSAL
IF (_UUA,GT.7) WRITE-(h_137) COSAL
9q CDPTI_IUF C_SAL
C ***** TROTS q_ _ODE STGH_ACCUR&CY ETC. C_SAL
IF (AIMAG(_LAM2).LT.O.O)ITRIp. 1 COSAL
IF (ITRTP.FOoO) IRFGIN-O COSAL
IF (]TRIP.EO.I.AND.ICON.NF.D} GO TO 100 COSAL
G_ r_ ICI C_SAL
100 Cr_TI_ItP CDSAL
ICPtIKT-ICnHNT÷I COSAL
TF (ICPUNT.GT.I.AND.ICON.EQ.1) WRITE (6t140) CQSAL
IF (TCPUNT.GT_]°ANO.ICnN.FO.1) CALL EXIT COSAL
WRITE (6_141) ICON COSAL
IP_l_-I COSAL
C ***** STYmiE OEGION ENCOUNTERD; IIRIV - 1 LOOPflACK CDSAL
IF (ITPIV.[Q.I) Gn Tn 10 COSAL
101 COKTINUF COSAL
C **_** STAPLE RFGION ENCOUNTERED. ITRIV - 6151_ LOOPBACK COSAL
IF ((IT_TR.EO.I.A_P. ICON.NE.O).AND.(ITRIV.EQ._.OR.ITRIV.EO.5.0R.ITCDSAL


























































IF (iTRTV.FO.1) GO TO 102
C *_*** SAVE LAST UNSTABLE HOnE ANGLE AND WAVELENGTH FOR









I_ (t_IFTE_oFO.O) G_ Tn 10_
C -_ .... ]_:TF_PATE N FACTnp
A_C_'&T_A_tXLA_?)ISCPT((REAL(VAZ))e*2÷(REAL(VBZ))#_Z)IDSTZ
_!TE (_,115) APG2
I _ (ITP?V.FO.¢) RrPFO-PEAL(XLAHE)*UE(NZ)I2.13.1415qI_STZ
IF (_TP_V°F!F°I) G_ T_ 103
_LFN(1)'2.#3.1615q*DSTZISORT(ALPHA2e*2+BETA2*_2)
P"T-ATAHtW(_PTS|/U(_pT_|)
IF(TTYP.NF,O) C_ T_ 501
ZF(AL_P_ol T,0..AN_,_PTA2oGT,O.) GO T_ 501
Z_(A[PHA_oLT.O.,A_D,nFT_2,LT,Oo) GO T_ 201
,IrfaI°H_?._T.O.._n.nETA2.GT.O.) GO T_ 301













IF (_Z,FO,_STOP) CALL FXIT













































10_ FCPUAT (SXe8H_LENC " eE15.B_SX,bHPST - _ZX_FIO.6_X_THDEGREES) cnsA L



























































1 UNSTABLE MnDE FOR VLENC • pEX,E25.BI2Xp6HPSI • ,2X_FIOo6pEX_I6COSAL
ZHDE_rEES**p PHI- pZYpFIO°6) COSAL
107 FOP_AT (I1Xp6HITOIV.p2X, IS_EXplOHAT STATI_NpISpEXp35HLOOKING FOR UCOSAL
1NSTABL W_F AT oSI • pFIOo6p_XplOH DEGREES 12X_gHXLENC - JE15.BC_SAL
?] COSAL
10@ FPDMAT (ZY_6HITRIVmPZX_I5pAXJ59HNO INSTABILITY FOR INPUT WAVECOSAL
: I[E_'GTH _A_CE AT STATI_J pI5) COSAL
1DO FPQMAT (IY*IZHIT_OATIPN # tEXpISpZXt15HINITIAL XLENC- ,2X_E15°B,2XCOSAL
Ip6HPSI - jFIO°6) COSAL
11_ FOPMAT (I_y_bHIToIV._AXgI5p2Xj6?H___Nn GONO UNSTABLE w_DF AT A COSAL
I FPF_IIENCY • ,FZ5.Bp3Y_EH C'D°S.IIOXP10 HAT _TATIONpAXPI5JAXp18HGC_SAL
2_ Tn NE_T STAT_qH) CDSAL
111 F_PUAT (IOW,25HITPIV • 5_ ITERATION _ • *I3_10X,7HPSID • ,SX,F10.bCnSAL
13 COSAL
112 FpP_AT (IOY_THITQIV - 5 OPTIQ_ FAILEr TO FINn GOOD UNSTARLF MODFCnSAL
' 1 OF =RFOUE_CY - eF15oRe3XeBH C*P.S°IIOXelOHAT STATIDNeZX_I5eAXe18C_SAL
2HGP T0 N_WT STATION] CDSAL
113 F_='_AT (/I/10X_I08HINITIAL STATION OOTIMIZER CAME U_ WITH A had CnSAL
I Pnnr. wttt TOy AGAIN AT NEXT STATIOH. PO%_IBLILITY IS THATIIOX_CDSAL
2QAHIN¶TASILITY CORRESPONDING TO XLENC IS TOO FAR FROM THE PEAL MC_SAL
3AXIML_M. DPTIMIZ_ CANNOT DIGESTIIOX,IBHTRY CHANGING XLENCIll) C_SAL
116 FPOW6T fIOX._LENC • *FIS,P_SX_SHOSI= ,FIO._SX,SHPHI= ,SX,FIO.b,CqSAL
15X, PP_PFO • ,2_pEls.n_2X_H_Z) C_SAL
115 FOP_A T (2O_,7HAPG • ,F15,8) CDSAL
116 FCk_AT (1PW'13HW4VFLENGTH • *E15.8_SX,6HPSI • _FIO°B_5X_6HPHI • ,FCOSaL
llO._5X,TI_oSID " ,_10.6) COSAL
l_T FCPMAT (2W_23H ITQIV • 6 ITERATION • _IS_IOH WWV = _2X_215.83 CnSAL
11_ F_PM_I (?Xpl?HNEW XIENC - _2X_EZS.B_ZX_6HPSI - _2X_F_O.6_2X_5H OEGCOSAL
1.t CDSAL
_20 FOPMAT (]_25HFXCEED 3 INDEX 1 SHIFTS) COSAL
121 FP°MAT (IIX_22H .... INDEX 1 SHIFT .... ) C_SAL
122 FPrPAT (IIX,3nHINITIA[ STATION _PTIMIZ_R LOOP/] CDS_L
123 FOOMAT (IIt,4_HFHD nF IPITIAL STATION OPTIMIZER AT STATION *3X_ISeCDSAL
13X_THYIC • ,FIO.b_3X,I7H_I_AL RESULTS APE) COSAL
12_ FPPW^T {IX,?6HFIOST PT ESTIMATOR_ IGESS=,IS_IOXe6HOMEGA=_AEAO.13] cnSAL
• 125 F_PWAT (IX,27H_FCnN_ OT ESTIWATOR_ JG_='IS,IOX_6HOMEGA=_AEAO°13)CDSAL
126 F0_WAT (]X,26H_AIN OPTIMIZER tgOP_ HtlMP-_IS) CDSAL
127 FDFMAT (13_HALPHA='3X, FIA.B*_X*5HBPTA._3X, FLAeS_IOXebHDMFGA._5_CDSAL
12E20.13115X_Z_HGR_IIp VFL_CITY C_MPUTEDIIOX,_HVA "_2E20.13,SX_6HVB COSAL
2=_2F20.13) COSAL
12_ F_P_AT (IIOX_ATHSIMPLF EIGENVALUE COMOHTATIDN AT STATION NLIMBF_,3XC_SAL
1,I3,_X,SH WIC • ,3W_F1D._,SX,IS,3x_]6HNO_E POINTS USED_I_ C_SAL




FPP_AT (I/_5X_23HGRmg0 VELOCITY CqHPUTEDI) COSAL










































































FOOPAT (20A4) COSAL 1249
FOP"AT (II10X.67HZNITIAL STATION OPTIMIZER ENOED WITH A STABLE MODCOSAL 1250
1E. RUN WILL A_ORT.) COSAL 1251
F_AT (/1XpS_HI_EGIN -1 ;AILEn TO FIND ACCURATE UNSTABLE COSAL 1252
1 M_OF _F gAVE NUMBER WAVE= *F10.6pZXeRH XIC • eFlO.6p1OHAT STCnSAL 1253
2ATINN, 15pl]X,26HPRPCEEDING T_ NEXT' STATION/} C_SAL 1254
F_PPAT (/]XpREH qOTIMIZER EXCEEDED REASONABLE NU_BECPSAL 1255
]R OF ITEPATINNS Prig CONVFP_ENCE---leIXp65HCHECK PESULTSeESPECIALLCOSAL 1256
2Y PEAL PAPTS _F OMEGA AND GROItP VFLNCITYI) CDSAL 1257
F_PAT (I1Xe54HNC HAS REACHED MAXINIJM ALLnWA_LE NUMBER OF POLYNOHIcnsAL 1258
1ALsI} COSAL 125q
F_P_AT (IlY,4OHNtI_O nF POLYNOMIALS IS _ETNG INCREASED| CnSAL 1260
FnPUAT (I1X,52H$$$-STA_LE REGION ENCnUNTE_ED-PPOGRAH TERMINATES-_COSAL 1261
1_) C_SAL 1262
FnP_AT (I]Ye3OH$$$ STA_LE REGION ENC_HNTERED--IC_N - _IS_2X,36H_ASCOSeL 1263
1 SF[FCTFP .... PRqG_AM CONTINUFSST$) CO_eL 1264
F_RV_T (IX,IQHN FACTqP AT STATION_IS,3X_bHXIC = _FIO.7,3X_EHIS N =C_SAL 1265
1,F7.3) COSAL 1266
FFRPAT (1W_5_H$_$S$$_$$$$$$$$$$$$$$_$$$S$$S_$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$_$$$COSA L 1267
1$_) CnS_L 1268
FPP_AT (]X,33H M CACTPR AT INITIAL STATION N_. ,2X,15_2X_6HIS N- ,COS_L 126q
IF7.3) C_SAL 1270
FqPMAT (2Y_3HpR=,E15,7,3X_3HDS-,E15,7| CnSAL 1271
F_,eT (IX_IOHSTATI_N NN*IS_3X,10NNEW RADIUS_Elfi.7e3X_THNEW REY*EIC_SAL 1272
15oT,3_,PHNFW _STZ, E15,7) COSAL 1273
IFC=PAT (1W_IOHSTiTION Nq_IS_3X_15HPREVIOII$ RAOItIS_E15.T,3Xel_HORIGCNSAL 1276
lI_t RFY.F15.7,3X,13Hq_IGINAL DSTZ,E15.7,1_IX, CNS_L 1275
2 #LOCAL MACH N_° • *,F6.3) CPSAL 1276
_PPAT (11/) COSAL 1277
F_P_T (III5X,&7"FnR IT_IV=4 OPTIDNe N_ UNSTAfLE NODE AT STATION,1CnSAL 1270
1X_!3']X*_HYLENC''IY_E15"B*lX_4HPSI'*1X_FB.3_lX_THDEG°EESI/I) COSeL 127g
FFRVAT (lllSXe47HFqQ ITQIV-5 NOTION, N_ UNSTABLE MNDE AT STATION,1C_SAL 1200
]X*I3*lX'_H>LENCl_lW,E15.0_lX_4HPSI.,1X,FS,3_lX_THDEG_EFSIII) COSAL 1201
FP_qAT (llX_lqHINITIAL STATION NO,'3X,IS,3X_4HXIC'_ZX,F10.6,3X_ltHC_SAL 1282
I_FSUI.TS A_FI) CNSAL 1283
FPP_aT (/IWe45HITRIV = 4 OPTION; FOLLOWING FIXED ANGLE WAVE ,2X,_HCOSAL 1204
IYL_FNC • *2X,FIS._,2X,I]X,6HPSI • ,FIO.6,1X.lgHDEGREES _AT STATINN,COSAL 1205
2151]Ye_HRHI • _2X*F10*6_lX_8HALPHA • _FIO.b_ZX,THRETA • _FIO,blIX_C_SeL 1286
































FnFM_T {1H1) CnSAL 12q8
COSAL 1299
FORMAT Ilttlllll/lttllllllll) COSAL 1300
F_P_AT (20X_SAlO} CnSAL . 130l
FODPAT (III20Xp10HPUN AR_RTSI2OXtT2HSEE INSTPUCTInNS AT BEGINNING COSAL 1302
1OF _OUO£E LISTING FOP CORRECT INPUT VALUES) COSAL 1303FN_
COSAL 1304
St'P_O{ITTNE COlT (PSTCRIT) CnSAL 1305
Cp_MpN /UFlnl R°TStX(IOZ}eUOflO2)eUI{IO2)til2([O2IpWO(IO2)p cnSAL 1306
I W!(IOZ}pW?(I02) CDSAL 1307
BI=I.F6 C_Sat 1308
N_'P_=KPTS-6 COSAL 1309
_0 .] J-2pNE_P& COSAL 1310




IF ((_2"GE'O'*AND.BI'LE.O.).OP.(B2.LE,OooANO.B1,GEoO.)) JSAVE-J COSAL 1315
P]-_2
C_SAL 1316





SUP_PIJTINE WING (NZT) COSAL 1322RFAL w I¢
• COS_L 1323
CO_ON IWTF'G/ XC(60)eTHETA(60) C_SAL 1324
Cn_OR IF_E/ T_MUEpU_(60) CDSAL 1329

















St'nPPUTINF MAKARK (VAtVBeRleTHETeR2e0PpDS) C_SAL 133o























































lV;D3 (/_,l 3OV 0NQU_ SJ0UW 31@VISNQ BH1 'NJilvlil31v3 12
IvSOOV3Ol 1N]RO_SSRS NI gB_0ll_*'Xb'l_$_u 1lIB J_]HI db JldV1_l_=11Sdw I














































(3^IIV0]N a0 3AIIISOe} 3UDw IS390VI SI ._lX
$JObw _^lllSOd _O o_.,lh Si w




































1EA_T STABLf qqDE WILL BE_91egX, eUSE_

































MODE FOUND IN GLOBAL CALCULATION, THE LCOSAL












































































































































































































































































































































O_ 1_0 I-I,_NC COSaL




D_ 159 I-I,_NC COSAL
150 UU(T)-tHJ([)*UW_K(lpll CnSAL
HCvl-NCP-1 COSAL














120 FC_TI/II_SX_*_$ _ SHOUL0 BE 5 FOR EIGENFUNCTION CALCULATION $$e CCSAL
I ,) C_SAL
160 F_AT(III_5_,*_EIGEN_UNCTION PRINTEP. THE OROER O_ PRINT IS _#_ COSAL
llJ_X_*J_V(J)tl_(J)_V(J)_P(JltT(J) AND g(J) . NOTE THAT U_V_PeT _NDCOS_L
170 F_P_T(lXt_5_11_]l.6) C_SAL
256 FOO"AT(IX,tV_ -*,_GI4.7_SX_*V_ -*_2G14.7) COSAL
222 F_MAT(1X,*EXT_LATED VaLUE-_ZG20.I_) C_SAL


























































OI_E_SIO _ DU_I(IOI)PD_W2(IO1),DU_3(IO1)_UWk(IO1)pDUMS(101}, COSAL 1585
1 Ptl_6( 101),DU_7 (101) PDUMB(101) p DuMg(101), 0UM10(101 ) pDUMll(101) p COSAL 15q6
2 P['Ul_(]01) COSAL 1587
COPMPN IPlJMy/ PUql_DUMZpDUM3pOUMk_DUMSpDUM6pPUM7_DUMeJDUMg_OuwIO, COSAL 1588
1DUMlljPIIX12 COSAL 1580
OI_F_SIN_ X(IOZ),U(IO2))UI(IOZI)UZ(IOEleW(IO2IeWI(IO2))W2(IO2)e COSAL 1590
I T(lO2)pTl(lO2|eT2(102) CnSAL 1591
nTVF_SI PN YX(1),CSP(1) C_SaL 150Z
COV_PN I_;LOI WPTSe_eUJLIleUZ_W_WlJW2eTJTI_T2 C_SAL 1593
CO"_ I_¢FI TEeMIgE C_SAL 159_
CflP_PN IGGI _wL_XY CnS_L 15q5
C0_! /PPINTSI IPPleIPR2elPP3eIPR_eIPR5 COSAL 1506
NP-_C-1 COSAL 1597
¥0-0 C_SaL 159e
Do 2 I-I,_C C_S_L 159o
CSP(II-XL-XW(1)I(G-XX(1)| COSAL 1601




O_ 3 I-I_NC CqSAL 1606




C_LL _L]NT(0_3_X_U_KPTS_DUMIO_DIIMI_NN } COSAL 1611
CALL _SL1NT(Oe3eXeUleKPTSeDU_10e0U_?eNN ) CqS_L 1_12
CALL _SL1HT(O_3_eU2)_PTS)DL'_IOeOUH3eNN | C_S_L 1613
CaLL qSLIHT(Oe3)YeWeKPTT.DUMIOeDUM6_NN ) COSAL 161¢
C_LL _([1NT(Oe3,XeWI_KPTS, DUMIO,DI1MSeNN ) C_S&L 1615
CAEL RStINT(O,3eXeW?e_PTSeDUMIO_DUM6_NN ) cnsaL 1616
CaLL RSL1HT(O_3,X,T,KPTS_OUql0_DUHT,_N) CnSAL 1617
CALL _SL!NT(Oe3_XwTleKPTSePUMIO,DUMS_NN) CnSAL 1618
CaLL BSLINT(O,3_X_T2,KPTS_DUMIO_DUMq_NN) C_SAL 1619
DO _ I-I_NN CflS_L 1620
V]-NC-I+I COSAL 1621
K?-_'_'-I*I cnS_L 16_2
PUP] IKI t -OUMI(W2) CgS_L 1623
PUP? ( V 1 ) -PI_p? ( K Z ) CnS AL 1_26
DUP3(_] )-nUM3(K2) COSAL 1_Z5
Dt0_ (K 1 ) • PlIM_ ( V2 ) C_AL 1626
PUMS(K1)-nlrM5(K?) CDSAL 1627





















1 (DUP7 (J) *TE+lgR.b)'k_ZIMUE
Dt'_'12 ( J ) • (1. 7025E-81 (hUM7 ( J )*TE),_*O. P-2 o_,DUM11(J )_,MUE) I
1 (PHM? (J I'_TE+I OP.611MUF
DUM10 (J) - 2.27E-8*(_UM7 (J)'_TE ),k#l. 51 (OlJMT(J) #TE+lqB. 6)/HUE
PU_ll(J ).PUMll(J)*T_
DUM12 ( J)-PItM1Z ( J )*TE_'TE
11 CPF;TTNIIF
IF ( Y DP 5, FO,O) RETURN
WPITF(bP15)
_RITF(6pl6)
W_TTF (6, 17) (ltCSP(J) JDUH1 (J) ; DUHZ(J) ;DUH3(J),DUH6(J) pDUM5 (J) j





























St!P°_IIT INF I_T_°P(X;NX;Y_NY_ U_US _ H)
C_P_I EX II(M,1),US(M_I)
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V9]WU ]glVAN391] 3Hi NO ON3_]0 b dNV V 3aJH_ 3







































1U(MP11 _ItWRY (M_,I) p V(M j 1 ) pVWPK(f% 1)







5C0 'T C (_tJN T= ] Crl IAHT*,. 1
CALL G ._1_T.( a L j _L _ O_EGA p.V p Np I j, A_O.e 0 |
C_LL GSFT:{_.L.pnLpf_MFGA._MpNPltfl.p___O)
CA[ L RPUNI_PY(IPe1'C4, M,)
.CALL A_CSET ( Ap _ _. NPI_ AA j 8B_, CCp O)




C,ALL PDT V_L (tts, tl_Pl( ,_Ve VWeK_, Me N Ple,O* O,p ,A_,_B]
]F(L.:G.F._L'LL_)GO TrJ 50t
IFI:L,LT.2)('O Tr_ 601
IF_( _I_S (PFAI .(F&C ):).LT.CnN.AND.AB5 (AZMe, G(.FAC) ) .LT,CON) GO TO 501
¢_3 -.PF A L.(.F _C )
FIT- '_I'M,_ G.(F:;_ C T:)
F_C T-- F:_C
I;:_('AP-K;(_*':'.IlFPT-I_:)-GT-;FPSLON)_r] T_ _6,0'1
TF_( _S,( F'I l,/,f'I T-1o ) .;rE.. EPSLON )GFI 'TO 501
•Tr(I('_I_T..:FO*I_r_'.:L.,,EOol)GF TO 60Z
!IF(^PS4_'E_I.(FeC].),,,L.'I.CrlN.AND.Aq.S(AIMA_.(FAC_)),.LT,,CON)GO TO 501
:C C_:T I _ Ir.F
CA[.L BL_'¶O[V(AAPBPJ_CC_NM_._M_IpeIC_,U_4R:K)
C:a:L:t _ L KT PF: ( & h _ B _ e CC_ N'M, M_.'M_ e Ig, ICe VWPK.)
F_C.O.
|F:(C'_nSIL'WPK(;I)_).LT,*CABS(F'_C))GO TO _0.0
FAC'I_'_'V ( I l}
COF T INIJF
F/_C,' 1 ./FAC
]'1¢ ( [ .E(}° 1 ) FACT-I: AC
W.P I T F:(6,3 7 ) I C 0 UN T _,L,_ N M
37 FO_'P_T(I:W.,* NP.ASS "*_I3,5X," L "%I3*SXe*N ''%,13)




























































































































































































































GO Tn 105 COSAL
10] PP 100 I-],M COSAL





PO 21 W-1,NM CnSA L
Dm 2? I-I,M COSAL
IrfI.EO.3)GO Tn 10 CnSAL
IF(K.FO.1)GO Tn 22 COSAL
_O 23 J=I,M CnSAL
IFtJ.FO.3)GO TO 26 COSAL
LIWP_(I,w)-UWRK(I_K)+B(I_JpR)tU(J_K) CnSAL
TF(]_W-_O.O)VWPK(TpK)-VWPK(IeK)+B(JjIeK}_V(JeK| CnS_L




_n Tn 27 COSAL
IO nn 1] J-],_ CnSAL













































































































3 F_:P_AT(SW_*VA • *p?G15*TpSX,*VR • *_2G15o7)
PETI_P_!
F_D
StvhPOUTI_E AqCSFT( ke_eMpNPlpAAp BBPCC_ TA_)






















































































































































































































































































((IlllX*[ I )x),;'O-u-xX 01
ANIX_OX-d(
ANIX_, { IX÷ ((If)X-(I) x) IZX } ._X
^NIX,( IX-{ ( I)X-( III)xIIZX)-Z_X






lI)X NUI S _-%_I0
OI_9 l_(_O,:l _O_ ouO_ A1NO 3























_ilN I l;,_O3 ZOOI














$U_DOLITTNE G_T(ALPHApRETApOHEGApMpNjA;ZAgZO) COSAL 2069
RF_L HIJ,F'UI_NUZpLA_wLMIP_U CnSAL 2070
C_°LEX TNTA COSAL 2071
_I"F_SInN Iv(lO1)pUl(lO1)eUZ(lO1)eW(lO1)egltlO1)eWZ(101)eT(lO1)e COSAL 2072
I TI(IO1)JT?(IO1),NU(IO])p_UI(101)jNU2(101) COSAL 2073
CNHDLrX nMFG6_PSI CnSAL Z07_
¢OPPLEX A(HeMpl) C_SAL Z075
C_M_LFX R]l'q1?_R]_,B2]tB22_BZ3tB32,R61,B66,B65jB54pB55_ C_SJL 2076
] C11"C12"C13,C14,C21PC229C24jC31pC32,C33,C3_JC4Z,C439C44p CDSAL 2077
2 C52,C5_C55 COSAL 2078
CP_MnN ID0ppl XMACHeGAMAePF_XPReDB CgSAL 207q
CC_N IDU_YI LI_III_U2_,WI_WZ,T,TI_TZ_NU_NUI_NU2 CRS_L 2060













_0 1C I-1,M COSaL 20q3
O_ 10 J-l,M COSAL 2094
l(I_J,l}- (0._0.) COSat 2005
C_;TI_LIE C_SAL 2096
IF(ID.FQ.I)GO TO 105 COSAL 2097
_'1•H1_1(! )/_.U(L) COSAL Z098
MLt. t,'U ( L } C_SAL 20qg





























































































































































































































































































































































































































CnM_LEX B11,_12pRlkpB21PBZ2jqZ3,B32,B41,Bk6, BkSp_54_R55p C_SAL
'1 Cll,C12°C13_Cl_pC21eC22PC24PC31pC32pC33JC34PC42PC43eC46, C_S_L
2 C_2,C5_,C55 COS_L
COP_N IP_PP/ XMACH,_AMAe_E,XP_DB CqSAL












D_ 1_0 tL-I_N CqSAL
L-H-LL÷I CDSAL
DD 1C I-|,M C_SAL
D_ IO J-I_M COS_L
_(I_J,t.l" (0.,0,) COSSL
C_F'TI_UE COraL
MU-NI'(I ) l C_SAL
AO]-FA*U](L}÷FReWI(L) C_S_L
AW]-F_*_I(L)-FB_U_(L) C_SAL

























































































































































































































































































































































IF (uWX.LT._) IqRD-I COS_t
MMI-MHX-] COSAL
IF (M.GT.MMZ) M-MMII2+Z COSAL
OX=l. COS_L
I_'DX=I_ICN(I_MX)÷ISIGN(I_IU) COSAL
IF (INDX) 3_1,2 COS_L







































































CCN T ! NUE
I-C
C 9_JT T NI.;E
I-T+I
IF (I.GT.IMX) GO TO 35
I;'(I_,'DX.C,F.O) UI-UtI)
IF (IN,X) e,q,12









w. (it J-Y (1) )*PDX+r_NF
_*.P-_lMUy
XP- x (1)*_Lr_AT(N ) _,_X
Xp. y o-r'(
P- ( tlI-)_M )* r'n_(
CL it' T T _lllF
IF (M.LT.Z.(ln.M.GT.MMI) GO TO 36
r,l-"
IF {InPr).tF.O) .r,O In 11
.X_'] - vM-DX
WPl- _D÷clw
IF_ {"*II.-P).GT.EP_I Gn TO 20
IF (I_CI'_.NF.O) Gq TO 20












I# (SIXe(X(M+I)-X(M)).LE.O.) GO TO 37
If:' (SIXw'(UI-X(P))) 14_1B,16
Cn,TI'_UE
























































































































IF (S!X*(UI-X(M*I})) 18J. 18.17
M- f"¢ l
IF (._.GE.FMX) C,Q TN 36
MI-_'
I_ (_".NE.0) M-(M_.M2}I 2
N'I
C,O T_ 13










IF (P'(1.-P).GT.EPS) GO TO 20
IF (IFC"I._iF.O} GO T9 20
M-FL f'AT( M)÷ (I)4.._)









I I_ (M._.T.I) FMI-F(NeLMI)
IF {".LT.qM1) FPI-F(NJ. 2#L+I)
If: (lql;'n-1) 7J, 30,21
CI'H,.T IN UF
IF (ISIGN(M-IpINDX-I}) 22_23P2_












































































































Gn TP 25 COSAL
24. D_FM-V2(_N-XMIeOYpF_IeFNpFP) C_AL
25 C_t'TINUE COSAL
I_ (ISI_R(v_I-MpIN_-I)) 26e27)28 COSAL
26 02FP-O?(_Xt_MeFPeFP1) C_SAL
GO TO ?q cnsat
_? L"?=I-2*L C_SAL




Gn T_ ?O C_$AL
28 D2_P-VS(DXeXPI-_DtFMeFPtFPl) C_S_L
2 ° C_TI_UE COSAL
30 CP_;TIN!)r COSAL
IF (IFCke-1) 3_,31,_Z C_SAL
31 Crt'TINt)F cnSAL
GI'_]_(°'DX)FMeDZ_M)FP)D2 FP) COS_L
GO Tn 3_ COraL
]2 C_'TTNUE • COSAL
_I=_2_(o)P_,F_)DZFMeF_)DZFP) CoSAL
GO TO 3_ C_SAL










GO Tn 35 , CnSAL
37 CO_'TINU c C_SAL
KEPP'-M C_SAL
GO TP 35 COSAL
EN_ COS_L


































































IF _LPPA=O AN_ _ETA=O RARE INITIAL GUFSS
IF (_nS(ALPHAt,GToI.E-5.ne. ARS(RETA),GT.I.E_SI GO TO 1
PFT_-,¢





















IF (ITFO.GT,IO) GO TO
GO In 1
WAV_=AtPH_e_?÷BET&**2
IF (ITE_.CT.IO} WQITE (6e10)


















































































































































1,?_'BETa • ,FZO.6_S_BH_MEGa - ,2E20.13elelXeSHVA • eZE20.13.10X,SHCnSAL
2VP - .2C20.131) CnS_L
PPPMaT (11Y,TTH_AONING--_Ta_TUP ROUTINE HA_ EXCEEOEO 10 ITERATI_NSCOSAL
1-_ C_rCy _T_PTI_ oESULTS--I) C_S_L









































































































THIS OOUTIt'E rlOTIMIIEO FOR CDC CYI_EP 175 AND COC 7600
P_P_c'AP TO PE_rO_w PULLY PIVOTED LU DFCOMPOSITIDN 0¢ GENERAl.
CC_'OLEW A_pAY A











Wt*_X =ABS (I_EAL ( _ (K,K) ) ) ÷ABS (AIMAG( A (Kj, K ) ) )
PP 2 I=vj, N
OP Z J-Y,N
Y"AnS(PFAL (A (I J J ) | )÷A_( AIMAG( _( I, J} | |
IF (wMAX.GF.Y) Grl Tf) 2
XVA Y,,y
L'I




















IF (F.Ee.N) GO TO 9
KI-K÷I













































































































































T_ITS gC]UTINE OPTfNIZE_ FOR







































































































































































SUBPOUTINE SOLVF (F,A_K,N_NDIM, IR,IC)
PPOGPAM TO SnLVE K EOIIATTONS AX - F (DIMENSIOqED NDIM)

























































































































IF (I._:O.N) GO TO 5
Pn L. J-II_N








SI_POUTTNE SOLVTRN (F_AjN*NDIMJ. IR_IC)
CO,'w_F'H Ir_UMVRKI G











I_,_-A ( aj I ),_G(J)
C.(I)=B*A(I,I)

































































































































































Ob OJ. [$9 (O_FIZ "=IN' (l.r)Iv _iO '_oa:IZ "iN" |l'rI;iav) :II
_£ gi 09 (r 'o_" X) :iX
l_'i ": I _E OU
rr-ll - r
1'[ • rP O_ OO
l+l i T.10E
l-1 - 1
giI u_ 09 Ii "O:I' II :II
g_ Ol OgiZ'_O3'_Dx31i3I OZ













l'_I " I 3i UO
0Z O_. u_ (,i "03" r) :_I





/_b'O'O'I 'O'0#g61d _3NU "U_I 3Z _IVU'
10" E/XI0Vd V_VU
ANuJuN IV.)13Jl















45 K • I(4.1
50 0D h0 J • I(pL
nn 55 I' • _tjL
]'_: (I .EO. J) GO TO 55






On f'_ I • F_L
P(1) - nl_E
65 CPHT INUF
?0 NI_'t_V • .FALSE.
O0 110 I • W,L
C • 7Eo_
• ZErO
Or1 75 J - K,L
IF (J .EO. ¢) GO Tn 75
C - C+A_S(a_(JpI))4.ABS(AZ(JpI))
P - R4._n_(AR(IpJ))+ABS(AI(ijJ))








85 G • _eRAnlX

















































































































































































































































































AT ( T, J) =_I ( Ie J)-YR*AI (l% J)-YI*AR (M_ J)
CO_TINIIE
Pfl 30 J'I_L
aP ( Jp M) • (R (J)M) +YP*AR (J) I )-Vl* AI ( J, ) )







INT _C,EQ %, 1^, IER
REAL A(1),W(1),WK(1)
INTFGEP JER, I Aa, NN_,NI_ N2, L,MpNM_K AI_KJ, I_ INPE% NPI,
t N_PTs, JW,J











NM • FI1-- 1
I(AI • 2
DP c5 J • 1,N
K = KA1





DO 40 I • 1,N
































































































































IF (IE_ ._:F. O) C_lt UEPRTST (IERp6HCMPXLR)





._iP _' OUT T'.E F IGL;_C
IhTEGEI_
R['_L


















































































































































































































































N:q'_=I G_ UG O_
((_-NNeINN)IH)$8¥ e((TNN'NN)IH)$_ "IS











g£ Ol O0 (0Z "03" Sil "d_" OI "o_" Sit) dl
;If UL o0 (0[ "oJ" $11) J[
OfT 01 09 (NN "0]" R} _I OE
' J/l|,lINO} 0_
((I_W'INWIIH)$SV + ((IWW_Iwk)ah)$_¥)_]_Ud !I









































































































































































































































G_ 01 09 (J.:ll,_ih*]N'-i,,ilil/_I
3111,1l,ij) gl
06 O,L 09
_WVN_d31 (_£1Nll01)qIIdl'i (O'0:]'J_J0_lI) _I
_WVN'O41iO_wVNWa_I (G_WLINFIUI)_III_/_ (l'O:l':lLl03i) 4,1
(ilNfiul 'HI N ' I)i)ol I_9 111_3
OE ul 09 (£'11"13A_II) _I.
OE uz ,J-,)
_WYN_a3I (O'e*J.INiiOll:_llafl (0"03":I(_031} _I
"]WVN_O'II'O3WVN_I31 (C_'£INllUl):iilafl (('O:l':joO:iI) :_I
( J.INNb I 'hI N*I)IIUII39 llVJ
0£ L_I O9 (_'Ll'lghgll 91
01 b,L 09 (*_:P_ll"d_I) :_I (;
0E LIJ.J9
:IwVN_:iI (gE_J.INnoI):IJ. Ia/_ (O'O:I':IUO:_i) :_I
]WVN_O'_I_O:IwYN(_:II (_E_LINFIOII311d/_ (I'O:]*:IdO:l[) :JI
(IINIIbI'NIN_I)IIUI.LJ9 "1113
06 OL 09 (I',I.I'I:IA-_I) :If
g U_ b9 (@_I':,l'a._l) _I
g5 UJ. D0 l_.E-*.Ll'e:ll) :Jl
gZ UJ. 09 (6156"/9"e:]I) :JI •
#=HIIO:II_IOIg(JO'II _lbl 13A31 VlVQ
l H9 / O -]_,/',/N VLVQ
#I;aSb:]NHg/.I. 3S,_VN V.LV0









I J,4"( Nh _ NN) I H= ( HN ) I/'_




if'I) IH$1X-( r _i )_iM$aX+ ( IWi'_I )eH= (INf" I ) _I_












IF fLEVFL.ITo0) LFV-¢L - 4
IF (LEVFL.£,T.¢) LEV_L • 4
GO Tn 30
° ;!5 £_F'TTNUF
IF (LFVCL,IT,6) C,f_ Tn 30
CaLL GETT _II(1,NIN, IOUNIT)
IF (IF. OnF.FO.I) WQITE(IDUNIT,50} IERpNAMEOJ, I/O.,,NAME
IF (TEQnF,FO,O) W_ITE(IOUNITPSO) I'ER_N._ME
30 I[:('f_F • O
RFT_'PN
._%5 FOPV_T(lqH _,_,e TERMINAL E_PPRtl0X,TH(IER • _I3p
1 ZOH) PQflM SURRP(ITTNE-- J, AO,AI,_b)
_,0 FO_tWATf._bq (,_e WA_NTNC _ITH rI_ EIQRqD (IER • pZ3J,
1 2PH) FROM SUBPnUTI_F-- ,A6,AI,J,6)
_,5 FO_PAT(1._H _*# W_PNTNG E_R_P911X_TH(IE@ • pI3*
1 20H) FPCM SunPnHTINF-. _,a6,A]eA6)
50 FOPMAT(?0_4 ,wee tlN(_FFINF{_ FRPL'IP,QW'_7H(IFR . *15_
1 2OH) FQ_H SUqRfIUTINF-- _6_A1,_6)




II_TFGF_ I r1_T, NIN,NOUT
: INTEGER NIND, HI3UTO
'_T J NINDISLINPUTI e NOUTOIbLOUTPUT/
IF {Tn_T.EO,_} _K1 T_ I( _
IF (Ir)pT,EO,2) Gq TO 5































































































PDnr°AM WI_[I_PUTo_UTPUT,TAPE5-1NPUT_TAPP6-nL, TPUT, TAPF?) WING
C THIS PROGPAM CALCULATES THF LAMIFrAD RGUNDAQY LAYF_ _N TAP_PE_ WINGC
WING
C JND SWEPT WING5 VITH AOIAPATIC WALL TFMPEPATUQF WING
C I_(:TS ARF: _T_A_WTSr ATP_OIL CO_DIF_ATrS_ PRE$SUQF WIN_
C DISTRIRUTI nN IN TFQ_S OF CPp ANt VAS_ FLOW PATE THROUGH THE WING
C W_LL





_r.vn_ l_lCll HE_P_,CMt._S,L'FS,CFL(51),BETAI(SI)_Uct51)_W_(SI]_(SIWIN G
251)_LP(5]) WINA
Cn_M() _ /PQDF/ D_LV(]OI)*F(]O1,2)_U(]_],P)_V(]GI,?),_[IOI,2),WIIOI,WING
12)_T(IO]'2)'_(I01_?),C(IOIÁ,_C(IOI_2).r(101_2)_DFNP(]0],_)_CAI(InIWIt_G
7,_),¢A2(10].2) WIN_
C n_N l_Z_l TVQT,A]_A2_A_fVGp
C .......... . WING





? IG_CW-_ WIz, G
wOI!C (_I1) NZ_¥CINZ) WInG
.3 . IT-O _INi
IT-IT+] WING
IF (IT.LE.ITMAY) GO Tq 5 WING
WeITE (6_20) wI_)G
GO TO O WING
C WING




C C_ECK FOQ C_NV_PGF_C_ WI_
" WING
I_ (A_(lnrlVfl))oLF,O.oh01) GO TO 6 WING
IF (TSnlV?oFe.]) CALL _PLV2
_0 T_ _ WInG
C WING
wINn
C ADD FNEPGY rCUATIDN APTFR CDNVFPGFNCE WI_JG
6 IF (ISnLVI.FO.0) Gn Tn 7
C_Lt SrÁV2 wIN_
GO TO B WIN_























































ETAF GROWTH AFTFR CONVFPGFNCE
IF (A@S(T(HD*Z)I.LF.I.F-R) GO
IF (_P.EO,1OI) _q TO o
IGPCw-I_F_+I





















..................... _" ........... WING
U I _tr_
._P. RMAT (IH(_*Z3HITFQATI(IF'.S rXCfF.r) IT"AY) WING
FPQPAT (1HO*4H'_7 =_I'_P_X*.=HXIC =pE14o6) WING
_.r,'r WING
$UnQOI'T INF INTIAL WING








r)Ier.'!SI n_ IITt{(?n)_ r_-F(¢.I)_ r)WF(511, f)r)W(51]_ nPR(SI] _ING
................................. UlNG






























































































































































































PP&t;_-_£OS (1 .o-xC ( X ) )
IF (_'CfI).LT._(C(Ir-I)) GO TO 8
P3 ( I )-PHAe_C-
Gnl T'_ c_













_('I )-7 ( I)-P?l
DT.Z(I )-7(I-1)
_o ( I | ._o l I-1 ) ÷0 7_'X
Cl--nk.F (l-I)*hi
P] (I)-2(I-I) _0.5*Ol
CALL CUHIC (OFpT,NZT,mPIj, NI)M,mUE)
_ZTP'-- Irll,¢ ( I-I ) +G112.0)'I'*?+UF (l I
IF (C:_T_*I."r.O*O) _ZT_'e"-O.O
e.?--._ C _ T ( ¢,_ T p _) ,I,p Z
G? To".- C n.lr ( 1-I ) +G?I_ .O)I'*;_÷UF (I)
IF (_3"r[_'.tl.f'.O) G3TD_,,C.t_
G3"-SQDT(r, 3TP'_)eOZ




FIkF(I).SO_T(PF ( I )-f_InF (I)**?)
COh'T I t,.tlr
C_LL _PLIN£ (n_'_,7..NZT,F, DW)
I_[ _.'(L).-2 .C*(OU¢(Z)-DUF (1) ) I'I(_)I'I(2)





































































































_DTTr (6,_7) TTTLF WTN_
WQITE (_2_) CM_CH,UF$_TPPFS_TT,PPPROF$_CMUFS,R_Y_XTNPUT,X_$WLE,S_WIN G
ITFjNIpPITpETAF,_ETA]_VGD WING











C_LCt!LATF Cr'_=_ICIFRIS FnP PL EON$. WIt.'G
W I ,mr,
t.IF._2 - L'F._= _=2 WINA
PO I._ J'I_:ZT WIHG
U= (J)-I!F._*Pl'_ (J) WING
WF ( J ). t.= _*P_F ( J ) WINP.
aFT^I (J) =P_'F(J| /nilE(J) WING
='P(J).,nPp (j),kTpgF$ WING
IF _C_'^CH.EO.O.O) GO TD 1 _. WI_.!_.
TF - TT,_ ( I. C-P. 2_,CMSO_ ( PUF ( J ) W'*2+DWF (J) #_'?-I =0 ) ) WING











r_L P ( J )=SC:_T (UE ( JI eRHOF ( J)* ),,ICMI_F (j ) )_,pLp (j),_UFSW=RnFS/RH,3F ( J) IUF f J)VING
IF (J._0.11 c,n T_ 1_ WING
8= T_in "C" 5" (BFT al (J) +r_FtA] (J-l) | WING
CFt (J) -RE'rAIRI ( 7 ( j )-Z (J-I) ) WING
_(_NTI _L_F WING
_FL (I) .0.0 WI_R
WING
OEFINF NIjMnfg n= POINTS _ND GPID _'IrG
WING
DFT' (I) -DETAI WINA
FTa(1),,O.O WING
IF ((VGP-I.O).IF.O.O01) C,D "TO 17 WING
NP=ALPC- ( (ET_E/_FT_ (I) ]* (VGP-I.0) +I.0) IatO_(V_P)+1.001 WING
GO TO l_ WIf,'G
NP-FTAFIDFT_ (I) +I.001 WING
I r (NP.LF.IOI] GO TO 19 WInG
WQIT: ( _=, ?_- ) t_INq
':P-IO] WING
nP 20 J-?,]Ol WINr.



























































CALl PPOFTL (LL) WING
R_TUQK UIN_









FFgPAT (1H0,3_:D FXCEFPEff DIMENSIONS -- SET TO 101) WING
P_;_AT (I_!0,?_'AC_N .0F]4.6_X,THttPS "PFI4._j3Yt7HP_S "pEI4o_._I_G
13W, Tq_ -,F14.F,3X_7HP_ "_rl_._I1HG,TNPPF¢ -_E]4.6,3_,TH_UC_I_G
2S -,FI_,_3W_THQ_C "_E]_°61]HO_TNC_oD "eFI_,_3Y_7H_ADItlS-tEI_WING
3._Y,?_LES_ ".F]*.k.3Y_7_TESU "_I_.5/1HO.?HNI -,I3_];Y,THN/WINA
sl) WIN_






qI'!=¢(}IITIN I P_0FI[ (L) WING





IF (I .EQ.I) GO TO 2
UlNA
WING
















































DIMF_'ST_; YL(I), XL(1), FI(1)_ PP(]|
O_ P I=I.P:_













































































































































(elN; rN÷( I+_N)d x_, ( ¢1,_) to, ( d:_ i d _
I-Nl=Lw_l
(NI)_(I-(NI }d_
r_/(( I-I).rr=, (r3-o" t }-ro_ .t i } rn
rd/l'3-, (i }P0
0" I-Pd" Pd (,_l'0J'l; gl
O'Z+I I-i ;ro,_rJ-o" Ii,r_
o')=r3
_Vl ( ( I-I )x-(I ) x),j'_-_





( (I) ld-(_l Idl/I ( T |x- I_l_ I*0"_- I I )l'f_
d'L--¢llPO
1191_I| _(Lg)PO '(lJdx .'_(I!I_ '_(1)x NQL_N_.wIO
O w_




























t Oi 05 (NI'o_'_) _I












































5,';[/_ _H _+ { i ) uvl- ( I ) dVi
9NIP, O'Ei( ( £,I,$d )-( E .,i,V ) )$ I ,',lX'.,_,,.+ I x ; -(.,IS
t;NIM 0°_/( ('_** U )- ( _,l,,i,v ) ) - I,_,IS




_NZn _l-r _ dO
5NI/_ E+_=N
_NI_ [+_-1
9NI_ ( I-I } X-_
bNI_ ( I)x-_
5NIr_ l-A-a
9NI/_ ["E"_; (_-I) _I
5NI/_ I-I-_
5Nit_ U'U- ( i ) _tfJ.
J.d;w_['I g dU
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